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This paper evaluates and improves the performance of the Wu-Koh 
mathematical model for the prediction of plume dispersion from multi­
ple natural-draft (NDCT) and mechanical-draft (MDCT) cooling towers. 
The Wu-Koh multiple-tower model was chosen for study due to its advanced 
treatment of plume merging. 
Our evaluation of the Wu-Koh model was carried out by comparing 
model predictions of field and laboratory data. Comparisons of model 
predictions of visible plume outlines were made to single- and multiple­
tower visible plume data. The sites of the single-tower data were Lunen 
(300 MWe), Chalk Point (630 MWe) and Paradise (1100 MWe); the sites of 
multiple-tower comparisons were Neurath (3 towers, 900 MWe total) and Amos 
(3 towers, 2900 MWe total). These towers represent a significant range 
in tower capacity. It was found that for single-towers, the model pre­
dicted visible plume rise satisfactorily but largely underpredicted 
visible plume length. The model was noted to predict plumes whose tra­
jectories rose too rapidly and mixed too quickly leading to shorter 
plumes. Our multiple-tower comparisons revealed that the model under­
predicted both visible plume rise and length. 
Plume predictions with laboratory data from MDCT plume dispersion 
(dry plumes) revealed that in addition to the limitation noted above, two 
other problems existed. First, model/data discrepancies in the MDCT 
comparisons could be explained by (a) a lack of treatment of downwash 
caused by the presence of the tower structure itself and (b) a lack of 
i 
treatment of the shielding of one plume by another during merging. 
Model improvement was undertaken in the first of the three areas 
listed above. A proven model for the prediction of single-tower plumes 
was inserted into the Wu-Koh computer program to correct the deficiencies 
seen in the model for single-tower cases. Overall, improved performance 
of the model resulted. Treatment of downwash and sheltering effects of 
merging plumes is left for future work. 
ii 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
In the electric power industry, there is a need to dispose of large 
amounts of waste heat . In the past, the most inexpensive way to dispose 
of this waste heat was to discharge it directly into nearby bodies of 
water. As a result, temperature of these waterbodies would be raised 
bringing about a potential ecological damage. Environmental concern 
resulted in stringent control of such once-through cooling systems and 
a search for alternative means of waste heat disposal. The use of 
cooling towers has now become the main alternative method of waste-
heat disposal today. However ,  a new set of environmental issues are 
raised about the environmental impact of such towers . An important 
tool in the evaluation of cooling tower impacts is a mathematical model 
of the vapor plumes emitted by these towers.  
Two major types of cooling towers are presently in use in the U.S. 
The natural-draft cooling tower (NDCT) depends exclusively on the 
buoyant forces created by the increased temperature and water vapor 
content of the air within the tower in order to create a circulat ion of 
ambient air from the base of the tower through the tower and out of 
the tower . A mechanical-draft cooling tower (MDCT) makes use of fans 
to suck ambient air through the tower in order to cool the heated water . 
Both towers release large amounts of warm moist air into the atmosphere . 
Thus there is  the potential for altering the local meteorological con­
ditions in the vicinity of the towers . The spread of this moist buoyant 
air in the atmospheric environment is known as a plume. Depending upon 
environmental and tower exit conditions, the moist plume may disperse 
1 
back down to the ground and cause ground level fogging and icing of 
surrounding roads, flora, and buildings. It has been suggested, also, 
that continuous year round operation of a large power station equipped 
with a large number of cooling towers could cause changes in local 
climatic temperature and humidity trends ,  trigger thunderstorms or 
tornadoes or even promote the formation of cyclonic winds. The visible 
part of a plume can cause shading of nearby vegetation and the possi­
bility of an objectionable permanent cloud being formed.  The visible 
plume can also lead to some aesthetic disadvantages to the siting of 
the plant. 
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission requires a detailed assessment 
of  plume formation and dispersion from plant cooling towers as part 
of the Environmental Report submitted for proposed nuclear power 
plan t s .  To aid power companies in this assessment , many plume predict ion 
models have been developed. 
Two major types of models are available. The simplest type of  model 
is empirical and utilizes relationships developed from observed field 
and laboratory data on dispersing plumes .  Analytical models are based 
upon simplified physical principles and require empirical coefficients 
in order to treat key physical phenomena. Both of these types of models 
suffer from the inab ility to successfully predict plumes under a range 
of ambient and tower conditions. The models are usually overly-simpli­
fied or untested with data other than that which they were fitted t o .  
The more recent analytical plume models developed in the integral 
2 
format are based upon the numerical solution of the governing plume 
equ.ations. These models appear physically reasonable and are very 
general, but they have not often been extensively tested and therefore 
are, individually, of questionable reliability. 
Due to a general lack of data on multiple plumes, little work has 
been carried out to accurately model neighboring towers. The commonly 
used methods for merging are overly simplified and generally lead to poor 
plume predictions for multiple tower applications. Two factors lead 
to a more promising future to the accurate development of multiple 
tower plume model s .  First, there is a recently burgeoning data base 
for multiple NDCT plumes and MDCT plumes which provide a solid data 
base for multiple plume model improvement. Second, a model has been 
recently developed which has the essential element$ to an accurate 
treatment of plume merging. 1 The model developed by Wu and Koh shows 
a new approach for merging which appears to be well developed and 
represents some key physical trends. An appealing feature of merging 
logic is that wind direction and tower orientation are taken into 
consideration in merging. 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the Wu-Koh model in terms 
of theory and performance and to make an improvement where needed. 
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II. THE WU-KOH MODEL 
The Wu-Koh model i s  an integral model developed for the prediction 
of plume properties from multiple cooling towers . These major properties 
predicted include plume temperature, moisture (vapor and liquid phases) , 
veloc ity,  width, dilution, and trajectory. These physical character­
istics are used in computing visible plume length and rise.  
There are five major assumptions made: 
1 .  The flow i s  fully turbulent .  Molecular transport can be neglected 
in comparison with turbulent transport .  Also the Reynolds number 
is sufficiently high so that there is no Reynolds number dependence .  
2 .  Longitudinal turbulent transport i s  small c ompared with longitudinal 
advec t ive transport .  
3. Pressure i s  hydrostatic throughout the flow field . 
4 .  The cross-plume profiles are similar for plume veloci ty ,  temperature, 
density, humidity and l i quid phase moisture . 
5 .  The Boussinesq assumption is valid.  The variations in density are 
only considered in the buoyancy term. 
With these general assumptions , a general integral model based on 
the conservation of mass, momentum, energy and moisture fluxes along 
the plume trajectory is developed . 
A .  Governing Equations of Single-Cell Plume Dispersion 
The plume volume flux Q, kinematic momentum flux M, temperature 
4 
deficiency flux T ,  vapor-phase moisture deficiency flux H ,  and liquid 






NOTE: The subscripts o ,  p and a are used for the_ values of the various 
variables at the tower exit, in the plume, and in the ambient atmosphere,  
respectively. Any rainout of liquid droplets in  the ambient atmosphere 
will be neglected so that Oa is equal to zero. 
The conservation of mass equation i s :  
(6) 
where Pp is the density of the plume, Up the plume centerline velocity, 
Pa the density of the ambient fluid and E the volume rate of entrainment 
of ambient fluid . The equation states that the rate of  mass flow (over 
the plume cross-sect ion) per unit centerline distance is equal to the 
amount of ambient fluid entrained. The function used for E is an 
5 
empirical expression which includes the effects of  plume geometry , 
local mean velocity, buoyancy, and ambient turbulence. 
The conservation equation for horizontal momentum flux is : 
where the first term on the right-hand side represents the momentum 
entrained from the ambient fluid and the second term is the momentum 
change caused by the horizontal drag force on the plume. Cd is a drag 
coefficient to be determined emp irically and Wd is the width of the 
plume . The drag force is due to the pressure differences , �p, between 
the windward and leeward sides of the plume, and acts normal to the 
plume centerline . �p is proportional to the squa�e of the ambient 
wind velocity and thus the horizontal drag force term contains U� sin2e .  
The absolute value of sin a is  used in order t o  account for the ascending 
and descending parts of the plume. 
The conservation equation for vertical momentum flux i s :  
d (� Pp U�dA ds • sin 
+ .!. p u2 sin2e cdwd cos a - 2 a a (8) 
where the first term on the right-hand side is the buoyancy force created 
by the density d ifference between the plume and ambient fluids; the 
second term is the negatively buoyant effect of the weight of liquid 
6 
droplets suspended in the plume; the third term is the momentum change 
caused by the vertical drag force on the plume with the negative and 
positive signs corresponding to 0 � e ::_ n/2 and -n/2 � e < 0, respec-· 
tively. The drag force used in the horizontal and vertical momentum 
flux equations was derived originally by Fan2 (1967). 
The conservation equation for energy flux i s :  
sin 
(9) 
where Lv is the latent heat of evaporation or condensation; Cpa is the 
specific heat of air at constant pressure; Op is the liquid water content 
of the plume and tp and t a are the temperatures of the plume and ambient 
air, respectively. The first term on the right-hand side is due to 
the temperature change in the ambient t emperature reference level and 
the work done by the expansion of the plume; (r is the atmospheric 
adiabatic lapse rate) . The second term is the rate of heat flow due 
to the condensation (heat gain) of water vapor in the plume or the 
evaporation (heat loss) of the liquid water in the plume. 
The conservation equation for vapor and liquid phase moisture 
flux i s :  
7 
where qp is  the water vapor content of  the plume and qa is  the water 
vapor content of the entrained ambient air.  This equation insures that 
the change in the total excess water flux is due solely to changes 
in the ambient water flux reference leve l .  
Along with the conservation equations, we have equations o f  j e t  
trajectory: 
I�: cos e j 
and 
� sin ej 
(11) 
(12) 
NOTE: A top-hat distribution of  plume properties across the plume is 
assumed . 
We thus have seven ord inary differential equations and eight unknowns : 
Q, M, T, H ,  W ,  e ,  x and z as functions of s ,  where s is the coordinate 
along the plume path and e is the angle between the tangent to s and 




where qsp is the plume saturation specific humidity. 
Equation set (13) implies that when the plume is unsaturated , no  
8 
liquid phase moisture due to condensation need be considered, alter-
natively,  when the plume is supersaturated or saturated, the plume 
humid ity is required to equal the plume saturation specific humidity 
(with the remaining water condensed to liquid form) . To calculate the 
saturated specific humid ity,  thermodynamic equilibrium between liquid 
and vapor is assumed . The Clausius-Clapeyron equation can then be 
used to calculate the saturated humidi t y .  The equation used in this 
model to calculate the saturated specific humidity qs is (Linsley, 
Kohler and Paulhus , 1975 ) : 
qs ( t , p) 
0 . 622 es ( t )  
Pc0 . 378es(t) 
= p {z)+e (t)-0.378e (t) 
s s 
where t and p are absolute temperature and pressure, respectively. 
(14) 
Pt is the total pressure which is the sum of  the pry air pressure pd (z) 
and the saturated vapor pressure es ( t ) . 
Since the variation of pressure is smal l ,  the absolute pressure 
at sea level is used and we get : 
= 1013 . 25+0 . 622es ( t )  
(15)  
An appropriate expression of  es ( t )  was developed by Richards (1971 ) . 
where tv 
es ( t )  = 101 3 . 2 5  • exp (13 . 3185 tv - 1 . 976 t� 
0 . 6445 t� - 0 . 1299 t�) 
t s 
= 1 - -- and t 
t 





both qs and t are unknown in the governing equations, the implicit form 
of equation (15)  requires an iteration scheme in the calculation. The 
Newton method is used in the program. 
A list of the first seven equations in computational form is given 
in an appendix along with their initial boundary conditions . 
B .  Entrainment Function Employed in Plume Model 
The entrainment of ambient fluid into the plume is a function of  
plume geometry, local mean velocity, buoyancy and ambient turbulence. 
The entrainement function used by Wu and Koh is : 
E = p (a ju j + 0 . 3536 ua !sin el cos e + l�O u�) ( 1 7 )  
where for a round j e t ,  
p = 2nb 
a = 0 . 0806 + 0 . 6753 l sin el for Fr1 > 19 . 1  Fr1 
= 0 . 1160 for Fr1 < 19 . 1  
and for a slot j e t ,  
p = 2A a = 0 . 198 
where p is the p lume perimeter,  U is the net velocity in the plume 
relative to the ambient velocity, Ua , and U� is a measure of  turbulent 
velocity fluctuations . a, 0 . 3536 and 1 . 0  are entrainment coefficients . 
The first term represents aspiration type entrainment ,  i . e . ,  entrainment 
due to jet-induced shear. The second term in the entrainment function 
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When plumes from a linear MDCT are aligned in a row normal to the 
wind direction, they merge in the same plane. If the cells or towers 
are in any other configuration, the merging process is more complicated. 
The plurne , Pl from tower Tl with the smallest x-coordinate will appear 
first. (The x-coordinate is in the direction of  the wind . )  Its tra­
jectory is calculated stepwise and checks are made to determine when 
the trajectory ' s  x-coordinate is greater than or equal to the x­
coordinate of the next closest tower, T2.  When this occurs, the second 
plume, P 2 ,  appears and calculations on Pl are temporarily stopped . 
The trajectory of  P2  is determined now and checks are made at each 
calculation step to see if the z-coordinate of P2 is greater than or 
equal to the z-coordinate of the Pl trajectory at the point where the 
progress o f  Pl was halted. When the z-coordinates are close to one 
another, calculations for P2 discontinue and the point of  merging is 
searched for . 
In order to achieve merging, the above two conditions must be 
satisfied. In the code, plume merging is  checked from the point where 
Pl stopped. Pl is continued and the two conditions are checked at 
every step where plumes Pl and P2 are at approximately the same position 
downstream. The two plumes are each integrated as many times as needed 
until they are aligned. When merging is verified , the fluxes of the 
merged plumes are summed to maintain conservation . The entrainment and 
drag functions are altered due to the change in plume shape. The new 
shape and the new centroids of  the merged plumes are then determined ; 
the new merged plume is characterized by the radii, Bl and B 2 ,  of the 
two half round plumes,  length of the slot jet A ,  and the angle � between 
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the centerline of the inclined plume cross section and the horizontal 
line parallel to the y-axis. 
The calculation of Bl, B2, A and � requires that the merged plumes 
be classified into two categories: horizontal and vertical . The 
horizontal plume is represented by a total width , WD, of the new merged 
plume which is larger than the total height, HT. (Figures 2-a, 2-c 
and 2-e.) Otherwise, the plume is defined to be vertical (Figures 2-b, 
2-d and 2-f). Bl is the radius of the left end (or lowest end) of the 
horizontal (or vertical) plume , whereas, B2 is the radius of the other 
plume . The left end of the plume is the end closer to the x-axis. 
When merging is among individual round plumes (Figures 2-a, 2-b), � 
is the angle between the line connecting the two centers of the merged 
ending plumes and the horizontal line. For merging between merged 
plumes (Figures 2-g, 2-h), �is the average of angles �l and �2 of the 
merging plumes. 
If an individual round plume merges with a merged plume (Figures 
2-a, 2-b, 2-c, 2-d, 2-e, and 2-f), �is assumed to remain unchanged 
from the merged plume value since Wu and Koh assume that the overall 
merged plume will be dominated by the original merged plume. If the 
individual round plume is merging into a merged plume as shown in Figures 
2-c and 2-d, the values for Bl, B2 and A remain unchanged along with the 
width and height of the merged plume. The shape of this merged plume 
will not be altered until the next integration step. But if the case 
ia as shown in Figures 2-a and 2-b, the shape of the merged plume is 





















The solid line shape in Figure 2-a represents the cross-section of 
a merged plume while the dotted single plume is merging into this merged 
plume. Since the rightmost point on the single plume is further to the 
right than the rightmost point on the merged plume, the half round plume 
with radius B2 in the merged plume will be replaced by the single plume 
with radius B2 ' .  Subsequently, A will be recalculated to extend to the 
dotted line marking the new side of the trapezoid. The new height and 
width are determined and � remains unchanged. 
The same logic applies to vertical plumes as in Figure 2-b. In this 
case, the uppermost points of the plumes are checked. 
Figures 2-g and 2-h represent merging between merged plumes. In 
Figure 2-g, the two dotted merged plumes are merging to result in the 
solid merged plume . Since the half round plume with radius B2  in the 
upper merged plume i s  to the right of the half round plume on the right 
end of th� lo�er plume, B2  is the radius for the right end plume of  the 
resulting merged plume. Likewise with the half round plume with radius 
Bl in the lower plume. I t  is further l e f t  than the left  end of the upper 
plume, therefore Bl is the radius of  the left end of  the resulting merged 
plume. A is determined for the new merged plume and $ is the average 
of $1 and �2 . 
The same logic can be applied to Figure 2-h. 
Bl and B2 are known at merging and $ is determined by a suhroutine 
using trigonometric relations. With Bl , B2 and $det ermined , we can 
calculate A (the length of  the slot adjoining the two half round plumes) 
from the following : For horizontal plumes :  
A = (WD - Bl - B2)/cos $ 
A HT - Bl - B2 
1 7  
cos $ , 0 
cos $ = 0 
(18.1) 
(18 . 2) 
For vertical plumes :  
A = (HT - Bl - B2) /sin 4> 
A WD - Bl - B2 
sin <t> 1' 0 
sin <t> = 0 
( 1 9 . 1) 
(19 . 2) 
With the new shape now determined , calculations are performed forward 
one integration step each for the ends and the slot j e t ;  this integration 
results in new values for the radii of the round j e t s ,  brl and br2 and 
new values for the half width and length of the slot j e t ,  bs and a. 
The integrat ion of  the merged plume is in four steps . Firs t ,  
equations 6-10 are reset (using the summed fluxes) for a circular p lume 
with radius B l .  This plume is then integrated forward some distanc e ,  
DS. A new radius, brl' and a new velocity, Url' are computed.  The 
second step is similar to the first ,  only this time we use B2 . Sub­
sequently,  br2 and ur2 are determined. For the third step, the slot 
jet equations are integrated over the same DS distance. The fluxes for 
the slot are determined by taking one half of the sum of the fluxes 
for the two end plume s .  They are then divided by A,  the slot 
length, to get unit fluxes. Now the method used to handle infinite 
slot j ets is applied. The only variable geometric dimension is bs , the 
half-width of the finite slot.  This variable corresponds to the radius 
of the round j e t .  The equations for the infinite slot j e t ,  when derived, 
are equivalent to Equations 6-10 but with different meaning to some of 
the dependent and independent variables . The slot is then integrated 
the DS distance and bs' and the slot velocity Us , are obtained . 
Finally, the merged plume now fully defined geometrically is inte-
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grated as a whole over the same distanc e ,  D S .  The results of  this 
step are used for outpu t .  The velocity, U, of  the plume is  retained 
as explained later . 
One should note the value of the perimeter of  the j et that is used 
in the entrainment function when dealing with the slot j e t .  When the 
slot is integrated as part of the merged plume, its perimeter is estimated 
to be 2 • A  since only the top and bottom of the finite slot jet  come in 
contact with the ambient air. When the slot is integrated alone, the 
perimeter is exactly 2 ,  since all the fluxes are unit fluxes. 
Due to the different entrainment rates between round and slot 
portions of the same merged plume, the calculated plume cross-section 
may not be smooth enough to represent a realistic.shape. Figure 3 
shows the discontinuities by the dashed line. To estimate the discon­
tinuity and obtain a modified smooth cross-section described by B l ,  
B2 and A ,  the following set of  equations i s  used : 
[0 . 5  TI (Bl2 + B22) + A (Bl  + B2)] • u (20 . 1 )  
A + B l  + B2 (20 . 2 )  
( 2 0 . 3 )  
Equation ( 20 . 1 )  describes the redis tribution o f  the volume flux from 
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the calculated merged plume to the proposed modified plume. Url' ur2, 
Us and U are the plume velocities corresponding to the half round jets 
with radii brl and br2• the slot jet with half width bs, and the overall 
merged plume described by Bl, B2 and A, respectively. Equation (20 . 2) 
maintains the same plume size (length of plume cross-section) between 
the calculated and modified plumes; Equation (20 . 3) maintains the same 
ratios of the radii of the two half round plumes between calculated 
and modified plumes. 
After solving for Bl, B2 and A, the half width, BY, and half height, 
BXZ, of the modified merged plume must be calculated for the purpose 
of checking plume merging at the next step. 
The following equations are used: 
BY 0 . 5  ( A  cos $ + Bl + B2) cos $ I o 
Bl cos � 0 Bl > B2 (21) 
B2 cos $ 0 B2 > Bl 
and 
BXZ 0.5 (A sin � + Bl + B2) sin � I o 
= Bl sin $ 0 Bl > B2 (22) 
B2 s� � = 0 B2 > Bl 
The integration continues stepwise with the merged plume which is 
now labeled Pl . The trajectory of the new Pl is determined and should 
roughly be midway between the ending trajectories of the old Pl and P2 
at merging. This logic is continued repeatedly until all the plumes have 
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merged. Checks are made comparing the x-coordinate of the trajectory to 
the x-coordinate of the next closest tower. 
As the integration continues, Bl, B2 and A will be constantly chang-
ing. Due to this uneven change, the y-coordinate of the plume centroid 
must also be changed. The following is used to calculate the adjustment, 
6y, needed as shown in Figure 4. 
6y = _J__ J J • 
[A· + Bl . - B2 · A·+i Aj+l + Blj+l + B2j+l�J __!_:. + B2J· + 1 - ___.._ ___ -'l2t-- ---A j 
where j and j+l refer to the calculation step. 
If two plumes are merged and they come into contact with a third 
plume, the only condition needed for merging in this case is that the 
two cross-sections overlap. The same condition applies to the case of 
merging among merged plumes. In any case, once the plumes merge, their 
new shape will always be two half round jets with a slot jet in the 
central part. The integration is followed through with these shapes 
until all the plumes have merged. As the radii of the two half round 
jets increase, A decreases. Eventually A approaches zero and the shape 
of the merged plume cross-section becomes approximately a circle. From 
then on, the integration scheme applied is the same as originally used 
for a single plume. 
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__ __.,......__ _ 0.5 X ( Aj+a;1+S2jl -62J 
: 0. 5 X {A j + B: j -82 j) 




III.  FIELD DATA 
The lack of insufficient good data, experimental and observed, 
has been a major drawback in the testing and tuning of mathematical 
plume models .  Good-quality cooling tower data should consist o f  (1) 
tower geometric variables such as the number of  towers and cells per 
tower, diameter and height of each cell . and spacing information, 
(2) plume exit cond itions which include velocity, temperature , water 
vapor content and liquid water conten t ,  and (3) ambient profiles of 
wind direction, wind speed, temperature , and humidity.  These parameters 
are needed by most models in order to predict plume behavior . Ideal 
plume data would include measurements o f  temperature, velocity, water 
vapor content and liquid water content at actual plume cross-sections 
at various distances along the trajectory of the plume . Unfortunately , 
very lit tle of that kind of data exis t .  
The data used in this study were mainly visible plume outlines 
acquired during field studies at five natural-draft cooling tower sites 
and two mechanical-draft sites.  Three o f  the five NDCT data sets were 
from single towers . Those data were chosen in order to evaluate the 
performance of the Wu-Koh model in predicting the behavior of plumes 
with no merging compl ications. The remaining data sets represent multiple 
tower plumes . The data sets chosen represent a wide range of ambient 
and tower conditions, thus providing the means for a reasonable eval­
uation of the mod e l .  A brief description of the data from each site 
follows. 
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A. Natural Draft Cooling Tower Field Data 
1 .  Lunen Data (Single Tower) 
These data were obtained during the winter of  1972 at the 335-t�Je 
fossil-fired plant at Lunen, West Germany . There is only a single 
NDCT at this plant which is situated on nearly level terrain. Twelve 
sets of  data were available and all of them were compared to Wu-Koh 
model predictions. 
The visible plumes were recorded using 16-mm motion pictures taken 
at one frame per second and 35-mm stills taken at an unspecified rat e .  
The visible plume outlines were obtained b y  time-averaging a s  many as 
30 of these photographs . Radiosonde-equipped free balloons were used 
to measure ambient conditions. Tower-exit conditions were determined 
from measurements made at eleven locations in a horizontal cross-sect ion 
of the tower just above the drift eliminators. The ambient profiles 
are limited in that t ime-averaged measurements were not mad e .  Also, 
the quality of  the visible plume outlines is uncertain. The t ime 
coordination between the photograph s ,  the ambient profiles, and the 
measurement of tower-exit conditions was good with an overall measuring 
period for the tower-outlet conditions a short 1/2 to 3/4 hour. Eight 
of the data sets had ambient profiles taken from an off-site weather 
station. 
2 .  Paradise Data (Single Tower) 
The data obtained at the TVA ' s  1 100-MWe fossil-fired generating 
plant near Paradise, Kentucky during early 1973,  consists o f  thirteen 
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data sets all of  which were used in testing the Wu-Koh model . In all 
but one case, only one of  the three cooling towers was in operation. 
This case, (1 /13/73) , had two towers in use,  but only a single visible 
plume outline was given in the data . 
The tower-outlet condit ions were measured at a number of  points 
just above the drift eliminators. Heat- and mass-balance calculations 
were made to get average values of the temperature and humidity at the 
tower outle t .  Visible plume outlines were determined from photographs 
taken every two minutes and averaged over periods ranging from 1/2 to 
2 hours. Single theodolite trackings of pibal releases were carried 
out to obtain wind speed and direction. Ambient profiles of dry-bulb 
and dew-point temperature were made with an instrumented helicopter. 
For four of  the cases, several ambient profiles of  wind speed and tem­
perature were made within the period of the plume photographs ,  permitting 
the establishment of t ime-averaged ambient profiles., The t ime-averaged 
values for tower-outlet conditions, the visible plume outline, and 
ambient profiles make these data cases the best for NDCT model validation. 
3 .  Chalk Point Data (Single Tower )  
These data were acquired from the Potomac Electric Power Company ' s  
Chalk Point Plant in Maryland from observations made in December 1975 
and June 1976 during the operation of  a single towe r .  
Time averaged visible plume outlines were obtained b y  photographing 
the plume every two minutes during the measurement period . The plume 
outlines from these photographs were then digitized and averaged.  Tower-
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exit conditions were determined using an instrument package that measured 
among other parameters ,  exit velocity and temperature . The instrument 
package traversed the tower cross-section 40 feet below the tower 
exit. Time-averaged measurements were made at each of a series of 
points along the traverse . These traverses usually covered a time period 
well before the visible-plume-averaging period and ended well after it . 
Single ambient profiles of pressure, wind speed, wind direction, 
dry-bulb temperature and dew-point temperature were obtained from radio­
sonde and pibal releases to varying maximum heights less than 3 ,400 
meters. These releases occurred at times during or near the period of 
plume-outline definition. Temperature measurements were made every 
10-20 meters, and wind data approximately every 75 meters. 
4. Neurath Data (Three Towers) 
Field data were taken from the Neurath power plant located in the 
-Rhine River valley in West Germany. Each of the three 300-MWe units 
were in operation and dissipated its heat to one of three towers .  The 
centers of the three towers form an equilateral triangle 114 meters on 
a side. Between September 28 and December 16 of 197 3 ,  seven data sets 
were obtained, all of which were tested with the Wu-Koh model. Ambient 
profiles of temperature , relative humidity , and wind speed were taken by 
using radiosonde-equipped free balloons . On two observation dates , 
wind-speed measurements from a nearby Weather Service station were used. 
Visible plume outlines were determined from one or more photographs 
taken at the time of the ambient profiles. The photographs were taken 
at approximately right angles to the wind direction and then used for 
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sketches of the visible plume. Other measurements made were entrance 
and exit temperature of the cooling water, cooling water flow rate, and 
exit temperature and speed of the plume a t  eleven locations at the tower 
crown. Some data sets included measurements of the total liquid-water 
content in the plume above the drift eliminators, droplet-size spectra 
at the tower crown, relative humidity of the plume at the tower crown, 
and the velocity distribution across the tower crown. Supplemental 
data on ambient conditions near the ground were taken by a radiosonde­
equipped tethered balloon when winds weren ' t  too strong . All three 
towers were assumed to have identical exit conditions due to the fact 
that they were operating under identical conditions even though data 
were acquired on only one tower. 
5. Amos Data (Three Towers) 
Measurements of these data were taken from December 1974 through 
March 1975 at the American Electric Power Company ' s  John E. Amos plant 
near Charleston, West Virginia . There are three cooling towers that 
lie along an approximately straight line with about 200 meters between 
each tower. Of the 48 cases measured, 19 were used in testing the Wu-Koh 
model. The visible plume outline was determined with the use of an 
instrumented plane . Ambient profiles of dry-bulb and dew-point temper­
ature, wind speed, and wind direction were acquired in the same manner. 
Hourly plant-load data for each of the three generators were also pre­
sented with the data sets; these plant load data applied for a period 
bracketing the corresponding flight time. No tower-exit conditions 
were measure d.  Design curves and near-surface temperature measurements 
obtained during the flight aided in establishing values for the tower-
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exit velocity and temperature. 
B .  Mechanical Draft Cool ing Tower Field Data 
1. Benning Road Data (Two Linear MDCTs) 
These data were collected at the Potomac Electric Power Company ' s  
Benning Road fossil-fueled 560 MWe generating station in Washington, 
D . C .  Over a period of 21 days during the fall and winter of 1973-1 974 , 
approximately four observation periods per day were made . There are 
two mechanical draft cooling towers with eight cells each which operated 
irregularl y :  data were gathered when possible. Of the 80 case studies 
made over 21 days, 50 were tested with the Wu-Koh model . 
Plume exit velocity, exit temperature , and ex�t humidity were taken 
by an instrument sled which was traversed across the diameter of a cell 
by a pulley and line system. Power load , heat-exchanger water tempera-
, tures going to and from the cooling tower, makeup and blowdown water 
volume s ,  the number of units on-line, and the number of cells in operation 
for each unit were some of the power-plant engineering data used for 
estimating plume exit temperature and exit humidity when measurements 
were not available .  
The centerline trajectory of the plume was obtained by two photo­
grammetric techniques. The first method required a single photograph 
taken normal to the plume on which reference points were marked along 
with the cliometer elevation angle readings for these points. Horizontal 
distances were then de termined for the reference points. The second 
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technique provided measurement grids that helped detennine plume height , 
length and other characteristics. Time-lapse motion pictures were used 
and occasionally , instrumented aircraft photographed the plume and 
measured horizontal temperature and humidity profiles within a plume. 
Rawinsonde data was taken to determine ambient profiles of tempera­
ture. water-vapor density and wind velocity. Temperature, humidity,  
wind direction and wind speed at the surface were recorded continuously 
while plume observat ions and tower measurements were being made. 
2 .  Purdue Data (Single Linear MDCT) 
The four cell mechanical draft cooling tower at Purdue University 
in Lafayette,  Indiana was the site for these data collected during 
the summer and fall of 1971. 
Wind speed and direction were recorded by an anemometer and a wind 
vane mounted to the top of a television antenna tower with the instruments 
adjusted and set at the U . S .  standard of six meter s .  A hygrothermograph 
with a 24-hour chart recorded the dry-bulb temperature and the relative 
humidity at the wind tower site.  The meteorological measurements were 
supplemented by weather data supplied by the f l i ght service stat ion at 
the Purdue Airport .  These were used t o  establish amb�ent profiles of 
wind veloc ity . Ambient temperature and relative humidity were held 
constant . A 35-mm camera was located elsewhere to obtain pictures of 
the plume . Communications between the camera site and wind tower were 
kept by the use of walkie-talkies . Approximately every quarter hour , 
a three minute data recording session would be made with photographs , 
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wind speeds, and wind directions taken every 45 seconds . When the ambient 
temperature was low, this procedure would be repeated more often. 
The cooling tower conditions recorded were water flow rate, fan 
speed, and water temperature into and out of the tower . The plume 
exit velocity was estimated from fan ratings while exit temperature 
was obtained directly. 
The visible plume length and height were determined from the slides 
produced with the use of a marked grid , slide projector and a screen. 
Altogether 30 case studies were mad e ;  only 16 were accepted for this 
study. 
NOTE: The Purdue data is not as complete as the Benning Road data and 
there is some question of the accuracy of the measurements taken. 
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IV. COMPARISON OF WU-KOH PREDICTIONS TO FIELD DATA FOR SINGLE AND 
MULTIPLE TOWER PLUMES 
A .  Model /data Comparisons for Natural-Draft Cooling Tower Plumes 
Runs were made with the Wu-Koh model using the single and multiple 
natural-draft field data described previously. Comparisons of model 
predictions and field data were in terms of visible plume outline s .  
A summary o f  the results i s  given i n  Figures 5 and 6 .  
Figure 5 indicates that the visible plume rise predictions for the 
single tower are reasonably accurate, but the visible length predictions 
are too short . The predicted plumes are rising too sharply above the 
observed visible plume s .  The predicted plumes are rising t o  the correct 
heights where the observed plumes have become invisible, but these pre-
dieted plumes have not bent over enough to acquire the correct length 
at the end of their visibility. Figure 6 shows that both visible plume 
rise and visible plume length predicted by the Wu-Koh model for plumes 
from multiple towers are too small . Apparently the individual plumes 
from the towers of Neurath and Amos each rise too sharply above the 
observed visible plumes. The predicted plumes are rising to the correct 
heights where the observed plumes have become invisible, but these pre-
dieted plumes have not bent over enough to acquire the correct length at 
the end of their visibility . Figure 6 shows that both visible plume 
rise and visible plume length predicted by the Wu-Koh model for plumes 
from multiple towers are too small . Apparently the individual plumes 
from the towers of Neurath and Amos each rise too sharply and merge 
later than is seen in the field. This delayed merging will allow more 
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total entrainment to take place since there is a larger surf ace area 
for entrainment from three individual plumes than for one large merged 
plume . Another contributing factor to delayed merging is that the Wu-Koh 
model does not treat the sheltering or the shielding from the wind of 
a plume by plumes upwind to i t .  Consequently , the rise of each plume 
from the three towers at Neurath or Amos , before merging , is computed 
assuming that it is interacting with the unperturbed wind field . Thus 
more entrainment will be predicted for the two partially shielded plumes 
than will actually occur. 
Figures 7 thru 40 show comparisons of  Wu-Koh predicted visible­
plume outlines to observed visible-plume outlines . 
Tables 1 and 2 show the predicted and observe� values of the visible 
plume (Table 1 for single-tower data and Table 2 for multiple-tower 
data) along with ratios of predicted to observed values . 
B .  Model/Data Comparisons for Mechanical-Draft Cooling Tower Plumes 
The Wu-Koh model was tested with the multiple-tower data of Benning 
Road and Purdue. Again, comparisons of model predictions and field 
data were in terms of visible plume outlines . A summary of the results 
are given in Figures 41 and 42. 
Figure 41 for the Benning Road Data shows that the predicted plume 
rise was low for most cases, and the predicted visible plume length 
was usually too short . Perhaps the lack of treatment of shielding 
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effects by the Wu-Koh model created largely diluted plumes before 
merging could occur leading to plumes that were low and short . Figure 
42 shows that for the Purdue data,  on the other hand, predicted visible 
plune length was t0o small in almost every case , whereas , predicted 
plume rise was always too gre a t .  Inco�plete tower and ambient data 
may be part of the cause (see bel0w) . 
The poor predict ions for the mechanical-draft cooling towers may 
be attributed in part to inadequate data.  The Benning Road data did not 
include measurements of the l iquid water content of the plumes at tower 
exit. Insufficient water content would produce short visible plume 
length s .  The Purdue data did not include amb ient wind profiles, 
al though surface wind speed was given from which a wind profile was 
generated . Apparen tly, the wind speeds were too 19w, thus possibly 
causing high plumes to be predicted . 
Tables 3 and 4 show the predicted and observed values of the visible 
plumes for the MDCT data, (Table 3 for Benning Road data and Table 4 
for the Purdue data) , along with ratios of predicted to observed value s .  
c. Comparison of Wu-Koh Model Predictions with Observed Plume Heights 
and Lengths . • •  and to Predic tions of Competing Mod�ls 
A stud} was made to compare model predictions for MDCT plumes using 
six model s .  Statistics were used to gage model performance.  The same 
statistics were computed for the Wu-Koh MDCT runs in this paper and 
the results compared to the other six mod e l s .  
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The statistics used are : 
o = ratio of predicted to observed plume parameter (either length 
or height as indicated by subscript ) ,  
N = number of  observations in data set , 
0max = maximum value of  0 for given data set,  
0min = minimum value of 0 for given data set,  
y log-mean value of 0 defined as 
'* N I lnoj 1 I y = L: 
J=l 
f 2 = fraction of  cases (in percent) for which 0 . 5  < 0 < 2 . 0 ,  
f5 
= fraction of  cases (in percent) for which 0 . 2  < 0 < 5 . 0 ,  
f o 
= fraction of cases overpred icted , i . e .  , for which 0 > 1 . 0 ,  and 
f F = fraction of cases for model failed to give a prediction for any reason. 
Tables 5-7 summarize these statistics for the models tested . An 
explanation of  the motivation for using these statistics will now be 
given.  
The maximum and minimum values of o are meant to indicate worst 
case performance . In contrast, the log-mean ratio y is  meant to character-
ize model performance in an average sense but one in which overprediction 
and underprediction are treated on equal footing and one in which an 
error by a factor of 4 is treated as be ing twice as bad as an error by 
a factor of 2 .  The fraction of  cases for which the prediction is  within 
a factor of 2 of the observation is meant to gage overall model perfor-
mance taking into account the limitations of the data . Based on typical 
uncertainties for the measured parameters and barring major blunders 
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on the part of the field workers , the range in predictions one might 
typically expect is roughly a factor of 2 .  O f  course , model predictions 
are most sensitive to uncertainty in the ambient values for high relative 
humidity predictions . The fraction within a factor o f  5 indicates the 
percentage of time that the model prediction i s  totally out of bounds 
as compared with the data and thus also aids in assessing worst case 
performance. Finally . the fractions of overprediction and model failure 
are important for identifying systematic behavior in model/data discrep­
ancies .  
One may argue that these statistics do not reflect the weighting 
one might use in the analysis of potential environmental impact where, 
for example, the overprediction of short plumes by a factor of 2 is 
not nearly as undesirable as is underpredict ion of long plumes by a 
factor of 2 .  Here, howeve r ,  we are most interested in determining to 
what extent the models reproduce the basic scaling relationships of 
the physical problem. In this sense, it is equally important to pre­
dict both short and long plumes accurately. 
For the Benning Road data , overall model performance is good . Only 
the model of Smith-Agee gives systematically poor predictions being 
consistently too short and low by a factor of roughly 5 .  Among the 
different models based on the Hanna-Briggs analysi s ,  the assumption of 
fully merged plumes and calculat ion of buoyancy flux without latent 
heat additions proved superior. In general , it was found that formulae 
developed and calibrated using dry-plume data perform better than those 
developed in an attempt to include thermodynamic effects. There may 
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well be several compensating influences at work . 
There is virtually no significant distinction among the various 
model s.  Predictions are with a factor of 2 roughly 80% of the time with 
a mean error factor of 1 . 5  to 1 . 7 .  It must be pointed out that all of 
these models were at least partially calibrated against the Benning 
Road data ; data from a second larger installation would be most valuable 
in testing model capabilities.  
Model/data discrepancies are considerably greater for the Purdue 
data . All of the models tend to overpredict both plume rise and length. 
Only the cloud-physics model of May et al . performed well with this 
data. These results must be viewed cautiously owing to the uncertainties 
in the data and to the fact that most plumes were. quite short so that 
large factors of overprediction may not be very serious. The reason (s)  
for the good performance of  the cloud-physics model are not presently 
known. The model of Smith and Agee did better with this data . 
D .  Wu-Koh Model Predictions Compared to Laboratory Data on MDCT Plumes 
Laboratory data provide a special opportunity to evaluate and improve 
plume models .  The data are taken under controlled conditions and allow 
one to study the various physical processes affecting dispersion. 
These data are helpful since we are seeking a multiple-tower model which 
represents behavior observed in all relevant experimental data . Precise 
agreement between data and model predictions may be obtained through 
tuning or calibration of the model to that data . However ,  the model 
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must be able to represent the important . trends in the data and be sensitive 
enough to its parameters to be able to be fit to the data . The best 
data available on plume merging was acquired by Kannberg and Onishi 
in a water flume. They carried out a parametric study to investigate 
the effects on plume mixing and recirculation of wind speeds, Froude 
numbers, orientation (relative to wind direction) , and spacing between 
two cooling towers . Mechanical draft towers (six cells each) , similar 
to those now in operation at the Centralia Power Plant in Southwestern 
Washington, were used as prototypes for the physical model .  
Details on the experimental design are given in Ref . 4  . Table 8 
compares prototype and model tower characteristics. The lab towers were 
scaled from the prototype, 250 : 1 .  A table of measurement parameters for 
the lab tests is shown in Table 9 .  A realistic feature of the lab model 
was the sucking in of cold water from the tower cell faces at the same 
flow rate as the discharge from the tower cells in order to simulate 
the induced flow into the tower and out of the stacks that occurs in 
the prototype towers . In this way, the effects of tower recirculation 
could be measured . Measurements of the plume t emperatures were made in 
vertical cross sections of the plume at as many as 19 downwind distances 
varying from 1 . 25 to 110 cell diameters. At each downwind cross section, 
an array of 105 thermistors positioned in 7 columns and 15 rows was 
used for measurement . Thermistors were installed in the tower discharges 
and intakes to monitor temperatur e .  Because the Kannberg-Onishi study 
was basically concerned with the gross features of the plume and , 
primarily with determining the basic trends of behavior , the detailed 
structure of the plume was not closely examined . Instead , the data 
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analysis was confined to a determination of the maximum plume temperature 
and trajectory as a function of downwind distance for one and two towers . 
No information was published on plume spreading vertically or laterally , 
al though such information could be obtained from the temperature data 
measured . 
The Wu-Koh model was run for each set of data representing prototype 
conditions. In this way, we could sidestep the reformulation of the 
Wu-Koh model for water plumes and simply apply it to the atmospheric 
plumes it was intended to predict . Since the experimental data were 
obtained from water flume measurement s ,  and the Wu-Koh model was set 
up for atmospheric plumes, the following adjustments had to be made in 
the running of the Wu-Koh model . 
1 .  Only prototype information was used for �he calculations; i . e . ,  
lengths, velocities, etc . 
2 .  From the listed K value and wind speed given in Table 9 for 
each case, the plume exit velocity was calculated. Assuming 
a dry air plume with the corresponding densirnetric Froude 
number listed in Table 9 ,  the plume exit temperature was com­
puted (we had to assume a value for the ambient temperature) . 
Air density tables were needed to compute the buoyancy com­
ponent to the Froude number . 
3 .  Since we are modeling single-phase fluids , the cooling tower 
plume is required to be dry in a dry atmosphere. Consequent ly ,  
the ambient relative humid ity profile was assumed to be zero 
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and the tower exit humidity is also assumed zero with zero 
liquid water emission. 
4 .  Neutral atmospheric conditions are assumed for distances above 
the tower . These neutral conditions corespond to the constant 
vertical temperature profile above the tower modeled in the 
hydraulic flume. 
5. Calculat ions are presented in nondimensional form ; e . g . , all 
distances are divided by exit diameter, and centerline temper­
atures are presented in terms of the d ifference above ambient 
normalized by the d ifference between the tower exit and ambient 
temperature (at tower height) . Thus, in this nondimensional 
form, the water flume data and atmospher�c model predictions 
can be compared on an even bas i s .  
The results of the lab study and corresponding model predictions 
are presented in Figures 43-5 7 .  The results will now be discussed in 
some detail . 
1 .  Single Tower in Crossflow (Variation with K) 
The bottom part of Fig. 43 shows the effect of increasing wind speed 
on the plume mixing for wind directed normal to the line of the towers . 
The results of four lab tests are plotted where 6Tm is the difference 
between the temperature at the measured point and ambient temperature 
while 6T0 is the difference between the cooling tower effluent exit 
temperature and the a�bient . F denotes the densimetric Froude number 
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of the cooling tower effluen t .  X is the downwind horizontal distance 
and D is the cell diameter. K denotes the ratio of effluent exit velocity 
to the wind velocity. 
Kannberg and Onishi explain their data in the following way : 
They note that as K increases from 1 . 6 ,  mixing increases if an observer 
is located at a fixed downwind distance X. Undoubtedly, the weaker wind 
speed leads to a longer j e t  trajectory from the tower to X and, con­
sequently, a longer time occurs for mixing. Surprisingly, as K decreases 
from 1 . 6 ,  mixing also increase s .  Two possible explanations exist .  The 
first is that the time of travel to X of a fluid parcel will necessarily 
decrease as the wind increases (K decreases) , but the amount of mixing 
with time may increase due to the larger wind speed and corresponding 
larger rate of entrainment. The twin vortex structure of the plume so 
observed may be a part of the cause of greater pl�e entrainment. These 
counterposing effects may lead to greater mixing as K decreases from 
K = 1 . 6 .  A second possibility is that it is the wake of the tower 
structure which induces the additional mixing (due to increased turbulence) 
necessary to increase mixing for K below K = 1 . 6 .  Perhaps then the wake 
effect of the tower is that factor which alters that trend of mixing 
with K. Of course , a combination of both effects may be present . This 
trend of minimum dilution at some K (= 1 . 6  here) at a fixed downwind 
distance X was also observed in the EDF laboratory studies for a single 
NDCT. Kannberg and Onishi have seen that the cooling tower wake enhances 
mixing in the bottom of the plume and draws the plume lower because of the 
low pressure zone created there. The above agruments help explain possible 
reasons for minimum mixing at K = 1 . 6 ;  it is uncertain which reason is most 
correct .  Another interesting feature o f  Figure 
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43 pointed out by Kannberg and Onishi is the sharp temperature depression 
which occurs between 4 . and 10 diameters downwind for the K = 3 . 4  cas e .  
They expect i t  t o  b e  due to the wake mixing; this wake mixing also occurs 
for other K value s .  It apparently has the greatest effect on plume 
temperature for the K = 3 . 4  case. 
The Wu-Koh predictions for those cases (see top of Fig. 43)  show a 
greater sensitivity (X/D0 > 10) to K than the data show. In fac t ,  for 
X/D > 10, the data show only a very small effect on dilution due to  0 
variation in K .  Clearly, the reverse trend in dilution with K about 
K = 1 . 6  is part of the cause. The Wu-Koh model does show the reverse 
trend at the limiting case tested, K = 0 . 9 5 ,  but only for X/Do > 30 and 
the model does so only weakly. The Wu-Koh model significantly over-
predicts dilution in the very near field (X 2 3 D9) .  This is expected 
since the single tower version of the Wu-Koh model predicts too rapid 
a dilution at a given X downwind . 
Fig. 44 shows the variation in trajectory with K for the same cases. 
This figure must be analyzed in conjunction with Fig. 43 to gain a better 
perspective on the overall plume behavior. In terms of the data , the 
trajectories were measured as downwind elevations of  the warmest points 
of the plume and not necessarily the geometric median of the plume . 
Kannberg and Onishi note that for the high wind cases (K < 1) , the 
plume appears to rise and then drop into the low pressure wake region . 
Note that it  is  natural for the temperature plume to be skewed down for 
those narrow plumes of K < 1 since mixing is retarded by the bottom of  
the flume (ground) but n o  such l imitation exists to mixing above the plume . 
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At other moderate to high wind speeds ,  the plume bends over rapidly. 
Undoubtedly, the wake effect of the tower is a significant factor. 
Also, the plume traj ectory dips below the tower top only for the very 
high wind s .  
The Wu-Koh model does not treat tower wake effects and , a s  expected , 
overpredicts the plume rise quite substantially . This trend is partly 
reflective of the flaws in the single cell model . For X/D0 < 10,  the 
differences between trajectory predictions and observations are not large 
but the differences magnify after X/D0 = 10.  Interestingly, the case 
of lowest wind (K = 9 . 70) is satisfactorily predicted by the Wu-Koh model 
in terms of trajectory. As a resul t ,  we might expect a satisfactory 
prediction for centerline temperature decay. Indee d ,  such a good pre­
diction follows (see Fig . 43) . We may suspect then for a tower in cross­
flow, a good plume trajectory prediction will lead to a good dilution 
prediction. A Wu-Koh plume trajectory prediction may be considerably 
improved by (a) correcting the trend in overprediction of plume rise in 
the single cell mode l ,  and (b) adding to the model an accounting of MDCT 
wake effects (K = 3 . 39 ,  1 . 64 , 0 . 9 5 ,  and 0 . 6 7 ) . We see from Fig. 4 3  
that since the Wu-Koh model overpredicts plume rise in all case s ,  the 
time of travel of a plume parcel is longer in order to reach a fixed 
X/D0 and consequently greater dilution takes place. This should explain 
the overpred icted dilutions occurring from the Wu-Koh mode l .  Clearly, 
then, the Wu-Koh model predicts a colder, higher plume than is observed 
from the Kannberg-Onishi data . 
An interesting and perhaps important feature has been overlooked in 
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the above discussion. Moist warm air which exits the cooling tower cells 
is sometimes drawn into the tower on the downwind side . This recir­
culation ultimately leads to a warmer, more humid plume being exited 
from the towe r .  This effect would increase plume rise further. Kannberg 
and Onishi measured the amount of recirculation by measuring the temper­
atures of fluid entering and exiting the tower, and the temperatures at 
the upwind and downwind tower faces. A plot of recirculation with wind 
speed was presented by Kannberg and Onishi (see Fig . 45). Recirculation 
is computed from 6Te/6T0 where 6Te is the difference between influent 
fluid temperature and the ambient temperature upwind of the tower , and 
6T0 is the discharge temperature above ambient. They found the maximum 
recirculat ion occurring for K = 0 . 8  (FD = 3 . 3) . Moreover, the recir­
culation decreases at both higher and lower velocity ratios . An empir­
ical correlation summarizing their data may be useful in improving the 
Wu-Koh model in the area of predict ion of recirculat ion and its ultimate 
effect on the tower exit conditions of the plume. 
2 .  Single Tower in Crossflow (Variation with FD) 
Figures 46 and 47  present centerline temperature decay and trajectory 
variations for cases with constant K (K = 3 . 3) but variations in initial 
densimetric Froude number . From Fig . 46, the lower FD cases result in 
lower excess temperatures (measured as maximum values at a cross section) , 
at any given downwind location. Take special note that there is an 
extra temperature reduction exhibited in the wake region of  the tower . 
In Fig . 46,  the plume is  rising unaffected by the wake for X/D0 < 3. As 
the plume is  sucked into the wake region of the tower (3 � X/D0 < 10) 
additional plume temperature reduction is observed . At longer distances 
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(X/D0 > 10) , the slower temperature decay more like that in the initial 
region (X/D0 < 3) is observe d .  At those longer distances , the plume 
has escaped the effect of  the turbulent wake of the tower.  The Wu-Koh 
model predictions for centerline temperature decay show a correct trend 
with FD . However ,  too much d ilution occurs early in the dispersion 
(as seen in the single cell and single tower results presented earlier) . 
Since the model does not account for wake effects , the sharp dip in 
observed temperatures for (3 2_ X/D0 < 10)  is not observed.  
As expected , the Wu-Koh predictions in Fig. 4 7  show too high a 
plume . The large heights of plume rise are mostly the result o f  not 
accounting for tower wake effects.  The longer t ime of travel of a plume 
parcel along its trajectory leads to more entrainment at any fixed dis­
tance downwind leading to an overall greater dilution rat e .  Clearly, 
lower plume trajectories, properly predicted, will increase plume center­
line temperatures and should bring them more in line with the data . In 
Fig. 4 7 ,  the increased buoyancy of  lower Froude number plumes acts to 
increase the trajectory primarily between 1 0  and 30 diameters downwind ,  
as seen in the data . 
Kannberg and Onishi also measured recirculation for these five cases 
as before. A Froude number dependence resulted and indicated that as 
Froude number increases,  so does the amount of recirculat ion (see Fig . 
45) . Clearly, the lower FD plumes are less buoyant and are bent over 
more rapidly, therefore being more likely to be drawn down into the wake 
region immediately downwind of  the tower where fluid is being drawn into 
the tower. An empirical correlation for recirculation based upon K and 
F0 can be determined for use in an improved Wu-Koh model .  
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3. Single Tower Inline with Wind (Variation with K) 
In these experimental runs, the tower was oriented with its major 
axis in line with the wind direction. Important here is the fact that 
the wake effect of the tower structure is at a minimum due to the fact 
that the shortest dimension of the tower is now obstructing the wind 
rather than its longest dimension. No significant recirculation of  
plume fluid into the tower at any wind speed was observed, except for 
K = 0 . 66 for which Kannberg and Onishi found the increase not to be 
statistically significant . Thus the effect of  the tower wake and re­
circulation are minimal here. These runs provide a better test of  the 
Wu-Koh model as presently formulated except for one factor. The in-
line tower plumes merge one with the other in rapid order . The Wu-Koh 
model simulates the merging but not the effect of  the sheltering of the 
plume by a previous one upwind;  all plumes are assumed to "see" the 
ambient profile unchanged from the upwind form. The effect of neglecting 
sheltering is to provide more dilution and entrainment to each individual 
plume that is actually sheltered . 
The experimental data are presented in Figs. 48 and 49 . Similar to 
the crossflow orientation, the excess t emperatures for K = 1 . 6  are 
higher than those of other case s .  Thus the same trend occurs leading 
to decreasing temperatures for K larger and smaller than K = 1 . 6 .  As 
a result, and as seen in the crossflow comparisons, the data show less 
variation among cases tested than do the model predictions. Note also 
that the excess temperatures for the inline tower are 20-30% greater 
than those of the crossflow orientat ion (solid symbols) for similar wind 
speed and Froude number condition s .  The temperatures for the inline 
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plume (at a given X) are higher since the plumes for this tower orientation 
all merge together rather rapidly increasing the buoyancy in the plume . 
As a result o f  the warmer plume, the trajectories of the inline plumes 
in the data are higher than the crossflow plumes (Fig . 49) . The in­
creased bendin8 of the plume as wind speed increases is also shown in 
F i g .  4 9 .  
The Wu-Koh model predictions are much improved for this tower orien­
tation. The merging of plumes occurs more abruptly in the Wu-Koh model 
than in the dat a .  The reason for the sharp increase in temperature 
resulting from the merging is due to the "instantaneous" merging of 
plumes that is carried out in the Wu-Koh model rather than a mergingthat is 
continuous over some distance .  We do not see this instantaneous merging 
as a problem, however, so long as the model is able to reoresent the 
systematic behavior of the plume. 
Fig. 48 also shows the too rapid dilution predicted by the model in 
the very near field. Again, the single cell version of the model also 
showed this tendency to too rapid a mixing. A comparison of the Wu-Koh 
prediction for a tower in crossflow and a tower inline to the flow reveal 
(for similar K and FD) that the Wu-Koh model does predict a more eleva-
ted plllllle for the inline tower case. The difference is not nearly as 
much as the data indicate. �ne must realize, however, that upon addition 
of tower downwash to the model (which will be much more significant in 
bending the plume over in the crossflow case than for the inline case), the 
trend of a much greater bendover for cros sflow cas·es should be easily realized. 
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4 .  Two Towers in Series Subj ect to Crossflow (Variation with K) 
In these experimental runs, wind speed was varied for crossflow inter-
action of two identical towers oriented parallel to one another and 
separated 10 cell diameters apart . The results are summarized in Figs . 
50-5 1 .  In Fig . 50,  the data show no oiscernible ·pattern of temperature 
decay with wind speed after the plumes from the two towers merge. Howeve r ,  
the data presented in Fig. 5 1  show the same order of: bending o f  the traj ectory 
between cases as determined for the single tower case. In Fig. 5 1 ,  the 
trajectories for two comparable single tower cases are shown . As expected , 
due to the added buoyancy of the second tower, the trajectories of  the 
two-tower discharges are significantly higher than comparable single 
tower results. 
Model predictions for centerline temperature decay are not far from 
the data yet show too much dilut ion as a result of the first tower inter-
action with the ambient wind . The case K = 7 . 7 5 ,  F0 = 3 . 87 shows no 
interaction between first and second towers since the model indicated no 
plume merging for X/D0 < 100. The predicted trajectories in Fig. 51 are 
high as expected but not as poor as the single tower predictions . The 
better success in predicting the plume trajectories is directly related 
to the better success in predicting centerline temperature decay. 
Kannberg and Onishi made an interesting observation realting to the 
data in Figs. 50-51. Comparisons between Fig. 50 and Fig. 43 show, for 
O<X/D <10, that the plume from the first tower of the two-tower system 0 
is warmer but lower than the plume emitted from a single tower. Note 
that O<X/D <10 is the distance between the two towers when the second 0 
tower is present . Possible reasons follow. there is a dead fluid zone 
that extends all the way between the two towers. For a single tower, this 
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dead zone extends only a few diameters in a downwind length . This 
longer dead zone reduces mixing at the edges and at the bottom of the plume 
leading to higher plume temperatures . No longer is there an active wake 
characterized by high turbulence conducive to mixing. Interestingly, 
however, the longer dead zone between the two towers provides a less 
active wake region also in terms of  interaction with the trajectory of 
the plume from the first tower. For the two tower case , the longer dead 
zone indicates a longer low pressure zone which tends to pull the p lume 
from the first tower down slightly and into the wake zone and into the 
plume from the second towe r .  The trajectory of  the first tower plume of  
the two-tower system, thus, is  lower than for the single tower . 
It i s  also important to note that the presence of the j et from the 
second tower creates a low pressure region downwind of the first tower 
which further acts to draw the plume from the first tower downwind. The 
interaction of  the plume from the first tower with the ambient wind will 
be lessened since the plume has been drawn down by the pressure field. 
Since the trajec tory is lowered for this short distance upwind of  the second 
tower, it will experience less entrainment yielding higher plume temperatures 
for any fixed X downwind. 
Kannberg and Onishi also studied recirculation of the plume as a 
function of  wind speed for both t owers (see Fig. 55 ) .  Recirculation 
measurements are presented for three tower faces: downwind of first 
towe r ,  upwind of second towe r ,  and downwind of  second tower.  Note that 
the recirculation back into the tower is less for the downwind side of the 
second tower than it is for the downwind side of the first tower for slow 
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wind speeds .  However , for high wind speeds, the plume sheltering is 
negligible and the recirculation increases . The ground-level temperature 
is increased with higher temperatures into both the upwind and downwind 
faces of the second tower.  These data are helpful in setting up empirical 
estimates for recirculation to be used in an improved Wu-Koh mode l .  
5 .  Two Towers in Series Subj ect t o  Crossflow (Variation with FD) 
Figs. 53-54 present the variation in trajectory and mixing for two 
towers in series where K is held constant (K % 1 . 6) and Fn varies from 
2 . 6  to 11 . 8 .  As expected , the data show that increased buoyancy (smaller 
Fn) leads to a higher trajectory and increased mixing. The Wu-Koh model 
also represents that trend. Also expected , the Wu-Koh plumes are higher and 
more dilute than the lab data show, most probably due to the neglect of  
tower wake effects and its usual trend in predicti�g high cold plumes for 
single cell discharges .  Fig. 52 illustrates the recirculation measured in 
the five cases tested. The downwind face of  the first tower has greater 
recirculation than that of the second tower in all cases resulting from 
the shielding effect of the first plume even for the relatively high wind 
speed (K = 1 . 6) . 
6 .  Effect o f  Tower Spacing for Two Towers in Series 
Kannberg and Onishi carried out a parametric study on the effect of 
spacing between two towers in series. The towers were spaced at 6 . 2 5 ,  
10, and then 2 0  cell d iameters apart. Figs . 55-56 illustrate the plume 
trajectory and dilution of those plumes. As expect ed ,  the data show that 
the closer the towers are, the sooner the plumes interact and the overall 
less entrainment they acquire l eading to a more highly buoyant and higher 
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merged plume . 
As expected also, the higher the merged plume rises , the longer travel 
time it has to reach a f ixed X and therefore the more mixing and dilution 
it acquire s .  The Wu-Koh model indeed represents these trends with its 
usual discrepancy: overprediction of rise and dilution of plume s .  
Interestingly, the tower spacing has little effect on the dilution beyond 
about 50 cell d iameters downwind of the first tower and 40 cell d iameters 
for trajectory. The Wu-Koh model also represents this trend . Kannberg 
and Onishi discuss the interesting fact that the excess temperatures for 
the single tower are smaller than those of the two tower system except 
within 3-4 cell diameters downwind of the tower . 
Two other interesting graphs will b e  presente� from the Kannberg­
Onishi paper which illustrate some interesting features of the two tower 
and single tower data. Fig. 5l  plots the centerline data for the single 
tower case and the three two-tower cases of spacings 6 . 2 5 ,  10,  and 20 
cell diameters . Values of the basic nondimensional parameters are Fn = 
3 . 8  and K = 1 . 6 .  Here measured temperatures are plotted relative to the 
nearest upwind tower. Thus for points between the two towers,  X was 
measured downwind of the first tower ; for points beyond the second tower,  
X was defined as the distance downwind o f  the second towe r .  Interestingly, 
for these cases , there is little difference in plume mixing downwind of 
either of the two towers . A graph useful in future model improvement is 
presented at the bottom of Fig . 5 7 . It presents data on recirculat ion 
as a function of tower spacing. Recirculation is found to be a very 
strong function of spacing at small spacings. Very little dif ference 
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exists in the recirculat ion for towers located 10 and 20 cell diameters 
apart .  
E .  Conclusions from Model/Data Comparisons 
From the performance of the model with the data and from the theoretical 
review, the Wu-Koh plume model represent s  a reasonable attempt at a detailed 
treatment of plume merging for multiple plumes from natural- and mechan­
ical- draft cooling towers.  The model has  high potential for improve-
men t .  Our evaluation of  the model ' s  performance was aided significantly 
by existing NDCT field data on single tower and multiple tower plumes 
and with laboratory data on mechanical-draft plume dispersion from one 
and two towers . 
Our NDCT model/data comparisons revealed that the single tower 
predicted plumes tended to rise too rapidly and bend too little.  As 
a resul t ,  the visible plume rise predictions were satisfactory but the 
visible plume lengths plume lengths were too short . A high, cold plume 
results. This tendency will , of course , bias all multiple tower resul t s .  
In our multiple tower NDCT runs, this high trajectory delays plume merging 
somewhat leading to the merging of more cooled plumes .  The merging of 
cooler plumes leads to a combined plume that has less buoyancy and con­
sequently rises less.  The additional mixing that occurs due to longer 
trajec tory length (to a fixed X) led to greater dilution at that fixed 
X .  This explains the low visible rise and low visible plume lengths 
seen in the multiple tower NDCT comparisons . Clearly, a good accurate 
single tower model must be used before the merging criteria of Wu and Koh 
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can be fully assessed for improvement . 
The MDCT model/data comparisons employing the Kannherg-Onishi data 
further illustrated the above flaws in the Wu-Koh model but also under­
scored its possibil ities . We saw in the tower crossflow results that 
the Wu-Koh predicted pl ume was again high and cold . Here, however ,  
the lack o f  a treatment o f  tower downwash exacerbated the problem of  
not predicting a plume bending that was sufficiently low. Perhaps the 
lack of a downwash treatment most prevented good model /data comparisons 
here. 
The model/data comparisons for a tower inline to  the wind speed 
showed improved Wu-Koh model predictions . Here, tower downwash was at 
a minimum and could effectively be ignored . However ,  a second omission 
of the Wu-Koh model was perhaps the single major cause of the observed 
discrepancies:  the lack of  treatment of the sheltering or shielding of  
one plume by another in a wind field . The in-line tower configuration 
provides the greatest amount of sheltering of all possible tower/wind 
orientations. 
The two-tower (in crossflow) Wu-Koh model predictions were reasonab l e .  
Again the predicted plumes were high and dilut e .  Correction o f  the 
features listed above will certainly help these results as wel l .  
Work on improving the Wu-Koh approach should b e  carried out in the 
following areas: 
1 .  Removal o f  the single-tower plume model from the Wu-Koh computer 
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code, replacing it  with a proven better single tower model . 
This should provide accurate single plume predict ions . 
2 .  Addit ion of tower wake effects (downwash) into the code to 
handle the obstructing effect of the MDCT structure of the 
multiple NDCTs . The addition o f  downwash should be done em­
pirically so as to correctly represent plume trajectories for 
the single and multiple MDCTs and multiple NDCTs . As we have 
seen earlier , the Wu-Koh model ,  as presently formulated pre­
dicts accurate centerline temperatures (dilutions) whenever 
i t  predicted accurate trajectories. 
3 .  Addition o f  sheltering effects o f  one plume to another should 
be added to the Wu-Koh mode l ,  at least in terms of abating the 
wind field after it has interacted with the first plume in a 
series of  plumes .  This improvement should reduce the amount 
of mixing before merging since entrainment will be reduced for 
all shletered plumes as a result of the reduction in wind speed 
viewed by the sheltered plume. 
Each of the above improvements will help model predict ions ; each 
improvement will reverse the direction of the model/data discrepancies 
observed.  
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TABLE 1 :  WU-KOH MODEL - SINGLE TOWER NDCT 
Observed Observed Predicted Predicted 
Case a Lengthb Heightb Lengthb Heightb (P/O) L 
c (P/O) H 
LUSl 1 7 5 . 0  30 . 0  157 . 1  4 3 . 4  . 8977 1 . 447 
LUS4 270 . 0  1 0 . 0  206 . 1  5 8 . 8  . 7 633 5 . 88 
LUSS 225 . 0  50 . 0  116 . 1  56 . 7  . 516 1 . 134 
LUS6 915 . 0  220 . 0  6390 . 5  505 . 7  6 . 984 2 . 299 
LUSS2 320 . 0  125 . 0  1 7 1 . 1  101 . 6  5 . 347 . 8128 
LUSS3 185 . 0  9 5 . 0  5 5 . 0  5 3 . 6  . 2973 . 5642 
LUSSS 385 . 0  340 . 0  107 . 2  104 . 9  . 2784 . 3085 
LUSS7 1 7 5 . 0  315 . 0  62 . 4  291 . 0  . 3566 . 9238 
LUSS9 295 . 0  585 . 0  67 . 3  41 3 . 5  . 2281 . 7068 
LUSSll 580 . 0  415 . 0  14707 . 9  839 . 0  2 5 . 358 2 . 022 
LUSS12 1 30 . 0  550 . 0  4721 . 7 1018 . 8  3 6 . 321 1 . 852 
LUSS17 420 . 0  390 . 0  11779 . 9 565 . 4  28 . 04 7  1 . 449 
P2-l 390 . 0  9 0 . 0  210 . 7  7 1 . 0  . 5402 . 7 889 
P2-2 530 . 0  130 . 0  10787 . 4  525 . 7  2 0 . 353 4 . 0438 
P2-3 2820 . 0  630 . 0  1231 . 4  677 . 3 . 4 367  1 . 075 
P2-4 480 . 0  105 . 0  284 . 2  122 . 8  . 5921 1 . 169 
P2-5 510 . 0  1 7 5 . 0  235 . 0  147 . 7  . 4608 . 844 
P2-6 850 . 0  200 . 0  32 3 . 7  231 . 0 . 3808 1 . 155  
P2-7 1800 . 0  600 . 0  1310 . 3  639 . 1  . 7279 1 . 065 
P2-8 2600 . 0  840 . 0  81 . 1  7 4 .  7. . 0312 . 0889 
P2-9 117 5 . 0  310 . 0  693 . 7  380 . 7  . 5904 1 . 228 
P2-10 1690 . 0  985 . 0  205 . 0  336 . 7  . 1213 . 3418 
P2-11 1200 . 0  365 . 0  639 . 3  368 . 1  . 5327 1 . 008 
P2-12 225 . 0  340. 0  133 . 7  324 . 1  . 5942 . 9532 
P2-13 200 . 0  1 1 0 . 0  112 . 9  9 7 . 1  . 5645 . 8827 
CP1-D15AV 165 . 0  3 3 . 0  127 . 2  2 5 . 8  . 7709 . 7818 
CP1-Dl7AV1- 420 . 0  200 . 0  256 . 1  147 . 2  . 6098 . 736 
CP1-Dl7P2 1570 . 0  710 . 0  153 . 9  117 . 0  . 0980 .1 648 
CP1-Dl7AV2 218 . 0  153 . 0  5 2 . 0  149 . 7  . 2 385 . 9784 
CP1-Dl8 183 . 0  7 2 . 0  147 . 8  2 7 . 0  . 8076 . 37 5  
CP1-Dl9 300 . 0  158 . 0  141 . 4  7 8 . 6  . 4 713 . 4975 
CP2-Jl7 1 61 . 0  115 . 0  139 . 6  109 . 9  . 8671 . 9556 
CP2-J18AV1 206 . 0  142 . 0  5 0 . 1  7 7  . 1  . 2432 . 5429 
CP2-Jl8AV2 138 . 0  69 . 6  28 . 9  30 . 0  . 2094 . 4 310 
CP2-Jl9 184 . 0  137 . 0  5 1 . 0  62 . 9  . 27 7 2  . 4591 
CP2-J22 190 . 0  1 18 . 0  1 1 7 . 9  105 . 4  . 6205 . 8932 
CP2-J23 68 . 7  181 . 0  32 . 2  81 . 2  . 4687 . 4486 
CP2-J24 140 . 0  7 0 . 4  3 3 . 2  51 . 0  . 2 371 . 7244 
a .. LUS-Lunen (12 cases) , P2-Paradise (13  cases) , CPl-Chalk Point (December 
6 cases) ,  CP2-Chalk Point (June, 7 cases ) . 
b Length and height are measured in meter s .  
cP-Predicted, 0-0bserved , L-Length,  H-Height . 
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TABLE 2 :  WU-KOH MODEL - MULTIPLE TOWER NDCT 
Observed Observed Predicted Predicted 
Case a Length b Height b Length b Height b (P /O)L c (P /0) H
e 
Nl5 300 . 0  30 . 0  4000 0 . 0  11000 . 0  1 3 3 . 333 366 . 667 
N34 210 . 0  80 . 0  56 . 5  83 . 4  . 2690 1 . 042 
N37 220 . 0  7 0 . 0  5 9 . 4  134 . o  . 2 7  1 .  914 
N49 2000 . 0  100 . 0  2134 . 4 385 . 6  1 . 0672 3 . 856 
N51 700 . 0  120 . 0  613 . 1  234 . 8  . 8758 1 .  956 
N54 650 . 0  100 . 0  605 . 6  211 0 . 0  . 9 317  2 . 4  
N67 1850 . 0  120 . 0  467 6 . 1  339 . 3  2 . 5276  2 . 8275 
Al 1609 . 0  432 . 0  684 . 5  194 . 2  . 4254 . 4495 
A3 805 . 0  280 . 0  196 . 3  109 . 8  . 2438 . 3921 
A6 9656 . 0  7 98 . 0  25000 . 0  1350 . 0  2 . 589 1 .  692 
A8A 4828 . 0  418 . 0  5009 . 4  2 7 6 . 4  1 . 0376 . 6612 
A!OA 2574 9 . 0  7 83 . 0  2626 . 4  696 . 6  . 1020 . 8896 
Al2 4828 . 0  lOll . O  382 . 6  315 . 6  . 0792 . 3122 
Al5 805 . 0  1316 . 0  249 . 7  276 . 1  . 3101 . 2098 
Al6 2414 . 0  1133 . 0  2272 . 9 532 . 7  . 9415 .4702 
A28A 8047 . 0  365 . 0  229 . 8  282 . 0  . 0285 . 7726 
A34 805 . 0  295 . 0  126 . 0  154 . 2  . 1565 . 5227 
A35A 24140 . 0  386 . 0  889 . 2  392 . 6  . 0368 1 . 017 
A36 804 7 . 0  1331 . 0 1678 . 5  1202 . 0  . 2085 . 9031 
A45 1609 . 0  920 . 0  155 . 5  159 . 8 .  . 0966 . 1737 
A47 805 . 0  828 . 0  1 9 8 . 4  350 . 8  . 2464 .4237 
Al02 o . o  1407 . 0  0 . 0  7 8 3 . 4  . 5568 
Al05A 24135 . 0  529 . 0  1846 . 5  511 . 8 . 0765 . 9675 
Al07 322 . 0  432 . 0  149 . 1  122 . 9  . 4630 . 2845 
Al09 70796 . 0  107 2.  0 2066 . 0  817 . 2  . 02918 . 7623 
AllOA 4345 2 . 0  105 3 . 0  622 . 3  514 . 2  . 01432 . 4883 
a 
N-Neurath ( 7  cases) , A-Amos (19 cases) . 
bLength and height are measured in meters . 
cP-Predicted, 0-0bserved, L-Length, H-Height.  
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TABLE 3 :  BENNING ROAD (MDCT) - MULTIPLE TOWER 
Observed Observed Predicted Predicted 
Case a Length b Height b Length b Height b (P/0)1 c (P /O) H c 
Bl 388 . 0  150 . 66 147 . 05 113 . 23 . 3789 . 7515 
B2 474 . 0  200 . 66 182 . 62 114 . 1 8  . 3853 . 569 
B3 460 . 0  2 6 3 . 66 160.82 102 . 5 9  . 3496 . 389 
B4 261 . 0  148 . 66 6 4 . 6 7  144 . 9 2  . 24 7 8  . 9748 
BS 210 . 0  6 8 . 66 186 . 9 9  7 8 . 2  . 8904 1 . 139 
B6 414 . 0  21 3 . 66 101 . 4 9  54 . 84 . 2451 . 2567 
B7 338 . 0  164 . 66 106 . 57 5 6 . 07 . 3153 . 3405 
B8 254 . 0  7 5 . 66 98 . 34 6 4 . 07 . 3872 .8468 
B9 9 9 . 0  228 . 66 3 2 . 4  124 . 91 . 3273 . 5463 
BlO 120 . 0  204 .6 6  82 . 9 2  81 . 02 . 691 . 3959 
Bll 119 . 0  225 .6 6  82 . 2 1  7 9 . 5  . 6908 . 3523 
Bl2 350 . 0  138 . 66 208 . 36 4 6 . 2 8  . 5953 . 3338 
Bl3 305 . 0  125 . 66 207 . 1 9  4 7 . 07 . 6793 . 3746 
Bl4 213 . 0  69 . 99 196 . 11 4 9 . 9 2  . 9207 . 7132 
Bl5 346 . 0  174 . 66 5 2 . 72 42 . 4 1  . 1524 . 2428 
Bl6 310 . 0  94 .6 6  4 6 . 9 8  51 .  5 5  . 1515 . 5446 
Bl7 203 . 0  89 . 66 61.  7 3 8 . 0 7  . 3039 . 4246 
Bl8 335 . 0  232 .6 6  7 1 .  27 7 8 . 93 . 2127  . 3392 
Bl9 549 . 0  338 . 66 103 . 62 76. 75 . 1887 . 2266 
B20 447 . 0  294 . 66 85 . 5  7 3 .  96 . 1913  . 2510 
B21 3 1 3 . 0  1 7 4 . 6 6  110.69 7 6 . 6 9  . 2967 . 4391 
B22 353 . 0  2 2 3 . 6 6  106 . 33 8 1 .  9 3  . 3012 . 3663 
B23 343 . 0  148 .6 6  125 . 10 5 8 . 2 7  . 3647 . 3919 
B24 1500 . 0  138 . 6 6  10812 . 96 315 . 0  7 . 2086 2 . 27 2  
B25 1500 . 0  138 . 66 11081 . 7 9  315 . 0  7 . 3879 2 . 272 
B26 1600 . 0  138 . 66 1359 5 . 99 322 . 0  8 . 4975 2 . 322 
B27 516 . 0  288 .6 6  263 . 64 141 . 2 3  . 5109 . 4893 
B28 443 . 0  233 . 66 1 7 8 . 5 7  115 . 5  . 4031 . 4943 
B29 526 . 0  2 6 7 . 6 6  954 . 15 1 7 3 . 67 1 . 814 . 6488 
B30 436 . 0  230 . 66 765 . 53 183 . 08 1 .  756 . 7937 
B31 4 3 3 . 0  183 . 66 374 . 08 202 . 91 . 8639 1 . 105 
B32 3 1 6 . 0  197 . 66 101 . 82 6 5 . 78 . 3222 . 3327 
B33 25 . 0  8 . 66 2 . 44 10 . 38 . 0976 1 . 199 
B34 2 5 . 0  8 . 66 2 . 4  10. 38 . 096 1 . 199 
B35 1000 . 0  228 . 66 203 . 07 108 . 46 . 2031 .4743 
B36 1000 . 0  228 . 66 2 1 2 . 6 7  9 1 . 3 5  . 2127  . 3995 
B37 1000 . 0  228 . 66 247 . 61 90 . 09 . 2476 . 3939 
B38 1 6 8 . 0  85 . 66 5 9 . 9 7  5 2 . 9 2  . 3569 .6178 
B39 168 . 0  85 . 66 7 1 . 4 9  56 . 04 . 4255 . 6542 
B40 1 1 6 . 0  69 . 66 7 1 .  91 51.  92 . 6199 . 7453 
B41 187 . 0  5 3 . 66 4 5 . 05 3 6 . 8 2  . 2409 . 6862 
B42 158 . 0  9 7 . 66 2 5 . 21 3 1 . 00 . 1595 . 3174 
B43 147 . 0  7 6 . 66 3 6 . 4 5  3 5 . 2 1  . 2479  . 4593 
B44 265 . 0  4 8 . 66 84 . 96 4 5 . 64 . 3206 . 9379 
B45 305 . 0  6 9 . 66 7 5 . 16 50 . 38 . 2464 . 7232 
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BENNING ROAD (MDCT) - MULTIPLE TOWER (CONTINUED) 
Observed Observed Predicted Predicted 
Case a Lengthb Heightb Lengthb Heightb (P/O) L
c (P/O) H
c 
B46 274 . 0  57 . 66 84 . 65 4 5 . 5 7  . 3089 . 7903 
B47 180 . 0  7 6 . 66 66.93  71 . 53 . 3718 . 9331 
B48 191 . 0  6 6 .6 6  7 3 . 3 6  62 . 37 . 3841 . 9356 
B49 222 . 0  8 5 .6 6  7 6 . 04 64 . 54 . 3425 . 7534 
B50 107 . 0  6 3 . 6 6  2 5 . 7  35 . 69 . 2402 . 5 606 
aB-Benning Roa d .  
b Length and height are measured in meter s .  
cP-Predicted, 0-0bserved, L-Length, H-Height . 
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TABLE 4 :  PURDUE (MDCT) 
Observed Observed Predicted Predicted 
Case a Lengthb Heightb Lengthb Heightb (P/0) 1 
c (P/O) H 
c 
PURl 31 . 5  1 1 . 63 1 3 . 9 7  3 7 . 4 3  . 4435 3 . 218 
PUR2 2 5 . 5  18. 32 11. 78 46 . 26 . 4619 2 . 525 
PUR3 36 . 6  3 3 . 5 3  1 1 . 6  46 . 28 . 3169 1 . 38 
PUR4 31 . 0  11 .  9 3  1741 . 02 171.  87 56. 162 1 4 . 4 1  
PUR5 32 . 8  12.03 1458 . 08 185 . 03 4 4 . 4 5  1 5 . 38 
PUR6 45 . 1  7 . 82 30. 69 4 3 . 1 9  . 6805 5 . 523 
PUR7 7 1 .  9 7 . 03 4 7 3 . 6  1 5 1 . 4 3  6 . 586 2 1 . 54 
PUR8 6 4 . 0  9 . 73 484 . 14 147 . 9  7 . 565 1 5 . 2  
PUR9 9 5 . 1  1 1 . 13 67 . 19 7 3 . 3 1  . 7065 6 . 587  
PURlO 7 9 . 2  1 3 . 1 3  3 7 . 17 3 2 . 7 4  . 4693 2 . 493 
PURll 6 9 . 5  7 .  7 3  28. 24 34. 02 .4063 4. 401 
PUR12 92 . 1  10. 03 28.67  3 3 . 8 5  . 3113 3 . 375 
PUR13 64 . 6  9 . 4 3  28 . 51 2 9 . 4 2  .4413 3 . 119 
PUR14 6 7 . 7  6 . 6 3  2 3 . 3  4 1 . 9 9  . 3442 6 . 333 
PUR15 114 . 0  1 4 . 3 2  1 9 . 48 30. 74 . 1708 2 . 146 
PUR16 110 . 3  8 . 0 3  21.  76 2 6 . 4 6  . 1973 3 . 295 
a FUR-Purdue. 
b Length and height are measured in meters. 
cP-Predicted, 0-0bserved, L-Length, H-Heigh t .  
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TABLE 5 :  MODEL PERFORMANCE STATISTICS FOR THE 
BENNING ROAD PLANT 
percent 
PJ rr.1 .(. r:iin 6 r.'lU y f 2 f 5 f o 
Hanna - Bd gg s/ S* H 0 .  1 8  :? . 5  2 . -4  4 :?  96 1 0  
Hanna - Briggs/S I .  ( ) .  1 -:- 6 . 5  2 . '7 22 96 4 
Hanna- Briggs/SL L 0 .  1 0  l .  8 4 . S  2 1 00 0 
Hanna - Briggs/M H o .  4 5  0 . 8  l . 7 84 4 8 56 
Hanna - Br i ggs/M L 0 . 2 8 3 . 0  l .  8 7 4  1 0 0 1 8  
Hanna - Br i gg s/Ml. L 0 .  1 7  l .  3 2 . 6  2 :?  9J 4 
E a g l e s - Koh l en s t c i n  H 0 . 35 4 . 4  l .  6 90 1 (10 4 :?  
Eagles-Koh l en s t c i n  L 0 .  4 (1 :, . {) l .  4 94 1 00 36 
Smith-Agee I I  0 . 03 0 . 6  7 . 6  8 4 0 0 
S::-:5 t h - Agee I .  0 . 0 8 0 . 9  4 . l 8 6� 0 
�lay ,  et a 1 .  l l  0 . 54 :? . g l .  s 8 (, 1 0 0  7 4  
May, et a l . L 0 .  4 () l 0 .  1 .  6 88 98 4 6  
McVehi l  I I  0 .  3(1 4 . 0  1 .  6 7 0  1 00 30 
Mc\'eh i 1 L 0 . 32 3 . 2  1 .  5 8 8  1 00 24 
Commonw e a l t h  H 0 .  2 0  4 . 2  2 . 0  50 1 00 4 6  
Commom;e a 1 t h  L 0 . 2 :. Q -- . .) 1 .  8 84 9 (1 4 (1 
Wu-Koh H 0 . 23 2 . 3  1 . 9  48 100 14 




















*S  = single ce l l ; M = mu l t i p l e  c e l l  plumes mcrgc<l i ns t ant l y ;  L = l at ent 








TABLE 6 :  MODEL PERFORMANCE STATISTICS FOR THE 
PURDUE PLANT 
percent 
Parn 0 . l':'lln 0 r.iax y f 2 f s f o 
H 2 . 0  7 4 .  6 . 6  0 50 100 
L 0 . 32 34 . , 2 .  8 4 .l 88 88 
L 0 .  1 9  1 9 .  2 . 4 6� 8 1 4 4  
H 3 . 5  4 2 .  J 1 .  5 0 1 3  1 00 
L n .  4 2  4 4 . 3 . 4  38 8 1  S S  
L 0 . 24 2 6 .  2 . 4  63 88 63 
Eagles-Kohlenstein I I  l .  5 1 4 . 5 . .l 6 44 1 00 
Eag l e s - Kohlenstein I. 0 . 35 24 . 2 . 2  63 8 1 50 
Smith-Agee II 0 . 03 2 . 2  2 . 5  63 81 44 
Smith-Agee L 0 .  1 6  5 . 8  2 . 5  so 88 31 
May, et al . H 0 . 98 2 . 4 1 .  8 38 69 63 
May, et al . L 0 . 59 2 . 4  1 .  6 so 69 56 
McVehil H 3 . 5  34 . 1 0 . 0  0 1 3  1 0 0  
McVehil L 0 . 53 65 . 4 . 8 25 63 88 
Commonwealth H 4 . 3  1 6 .  8 . 4  0 1 3  1 00 
Commonwealth L l .  l 8 . 6  2 . 7  44 7 5  100 
Wu-Koh H 1 . 4  2 1 .  5 5 . 0  6 56 100 












3 1  







•s • single cell ;  M • multipl e cell plwnes merged instant ly; L • latent 






Hann a -Briggs/M 
Hann a - Briggs/M 
Hanr.a-Briggs/ML 
TABLE 7 :  MODEL PERFORMANCE STATISTICS FOR THE BENNING 
ROAD AND PURDUE PLANTS COMBINED 
percent 
Pa:rw 6 mil 6 r.ia.x y f 2 f 5 f o f F 
H 0 . ]  8 24 . 3 .  1 3 2  85 32 0 
I. 0 .  1 7  34 . 2 . 7  27 94 24 0 
L 0 .  1 0  1 9 .  3 . 9  1 7  95 1 ] 0 
H 0 .  4 5  4 2 .  I .., � • I 64 4 r J  6- 0 
L 0 . 28 4 4 . 2 .  l 65 95 35 0 
I .  0 .  1 7  2 6 .  2 .  () 3 2  93 1 f> 0 
Eag l e s - Kohlenstein I I  0. 3:; 1 4  . 2 .  1 7 0  8 () 56 0 
8 6  9 5  39 0 Eag l es-Kohlenstein L o .  4 6  24 . l .  6 
Smith-Agee H o .  o:. 2 . 2  5 . b  2 1 so 1 1  3 
Smith-Agee L o . os 5 . 8  3 . 6  1 8  7 3  8 3 
May, et a l .  H 0 . 98 2 . 9  1 .  6 7 4  92 7 1  1 0  
May, et al . L o .  4 0  ] 0 .  1 .  6 79 9 1  4 8  1 0  
McVehil H 0 . 36 34 . 2 . 5  .53 7 9  47 0 
McVehi l  L 0 . 32 6 5 .  2 . 0  73 91 40 0 
Commonwealth H 0 . 20 1 6 .  2 . 8  38 79 59 0 
Commonwealth L 0 . 2 3  9 . 3  2 . 0  74 9 1  59 0 
Wu-Koh H 0 . 23 2 1 .  5 2 . 4  38 89 35 0 
Wu-Koh L 0 . 09 56 . 2  3 . 5  20 76 14 0 
*S = s ing l e cel l ;  M = mu l t ip l e  c e l l  p l umes mcrgcJ i n st ant l y ;  L = l a t ent 
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V .  MODIFICATION OF THE WU-KOH MODEL 
Three areas for improvement of the Wu-Koh model were stated in 
Chapter IV. Due to the complexity and d ifficulty in making all three 
improvement s ,  only one area is dealt with in this study; the replace­
ment of the single tower model with a proven single tower model. The 
model chosen as the replacement was developed and tested at Argonne 
National Laboratory and shall be referred to as the ANL model .  The 
ANL model is an integral model which uses the Adams method to solve a 
set of coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations which include 
conservation of mass, momentum, energy, and moisture. (The plume cen­
terline distance measured from the tower centerline is the independent 
variable denoted S . )  
Two important features of the model are (1) the treatment of  ambient 
profiles of dry-bulb temperature, relative humidity (or dew point) , 
wind speed , wind direction, and pressure, if they are availabl e ,  and 
(2)  treatment of  the thermodynamics which includes expansion to vertical 
pressure d ifferences as well as condensation and evaporation. The ANL 
model has a very general form within the class of integral models that 
assumes a circular cross-section and top-hat profiles of plume variables.  
The model has an improved theory over other competing integral models 
and has been shown to perform better than all other models for single­
tower application. A detailed study of the model is given in Ref . 5  . 
The only discussions here will deal with changes made to the Wu-Koh 
model with the installation of the ANL code. 
1 1 7  
A .  Plume Radii 
The ANL model uses top-hat profiles for plume temperature,  velocity, 
water vapor and liquid water. However , the radii are chosen differently 
for the top hat profiles to represent important experimentally-deter­
mined features of plume structure. The momentum region of the plume is 
assumed to be dis tributed over the largest region radially. Studies have 
shown that the area of  momentum elevation is greater than the area of  
temperature elevation in a cross section of the plume for air jets.  
Thus the momentum spreading rate exceeds the temperature spreading 
rate. Likewise, it was found that the condensed moisture within a plume 
is not uniformly distributed across the plume and so a moisture radius 
is defined which is of smaller radius than the temperature plume. The 
three radii are equal a t  the tower exit and grow at different rates 
until area ratios are reached. (See Figure 58 . )  
When plume merging occurs, only the momentum plume radius is used 
to determine merging and the shape of the new merged plume. The tem­
perature and moisture radii are accordingly calculated to maintain the 
three plume picture across a cross section of the merged plume as shown 
in Fig .5 8  . 
B .  Entrainment 
The mass flux of any cross section of a single plume is defined as 
� = VR2 p p 
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(24) 
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Fig . 58 . Three Radii Sketch of Merged Plume and Asy.,ptotic Values.  
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where V is the plume centerline velocity, R the plume radius, and Pp 
the density of  the plume . 
The fraction of mass flux added to the plume mass flux per unit 
centerline length is known as the fractional entrainment rate and defined 
as follows: 
(25)  
Let � (s)  denote the mass flux of any single plume cross section 
taken at s .  As the plume moves along its trajectory, the ambient air 
enters uniformly around the periphery of the plume slice . Then in time 
6 t ,  where v · · 6t = 6s,  the mass balance equation will be 
n � ( s+6s) � n� ( s )  + 2nR ve Pa 6s (26) 
where v is the entrainment velocity. Dividing by n (6s) and rearranging e 
terms we get 
(27) 
or 
Taking the limit as 6s + 0 ,  we get 
d� - =  
ds (28) 
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which is a convenient coding form for the fractional entrainment rate. 
(NOTE : The conservation of  mass equation in the ANL model is 
Yh) = �  = µ - cj> . )  
ds 
The fractional entrainment rate has to  be determined for the slot 
j e t  and the merged plume : the Wu and Koh/ANL model .  The same approach 
that lead to equation 29 is employed . The area of the slot jet trapezoid 
is 
� • A • ( 2 • Bl + 2 • B2)  
which is  just 
A•  (Bl + B2) (30) 
The mass flux of  the slot is defined as 
(31) 
where Vs is the velocity of  the slot jet and P s the slot jet density. 
If cf>s (s)  is the mass flux of the slot j e t  cross section at s ,  then 
in time 6 t ,  the mass balance equation for the slot will be 
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cf>s ( s+t:.s) 
'V 
cf>s (s)  + (B3 + B4) Ve Pa t:.s (32) 
where B3 and B4 represent the lengths o f  the top and bottom of the slot 
j e t  (Fig. l ) . The rightmost term in equation 32 represents the mass 
of ambient air added to the slot ; it must be noted that the slot only 
entrains ambient air along B3 and B 4 .  Dividing equation 32 by t:.s , and 
rearranging terms , we obtain 
Ms 'V 
7fs- = (B3 + B4) Ve Pa (33) 
Take the limit as t:.s � 0 to get 
d<l> s 
ds 
= (B3 + B4) Ve P a (34) 
Using equations 2 5 ,  31 and 34, we easily obtain the fractional entrainment 
rate for the slot jet 
• -- = 
d s 
(B3 + B4)  Ve Pa 
A (Bl+B2) Vs • P s 
B3 + B4 is approximated to be 2 •A and s o  equation 35  becomes 
2 • A • Ve Pa 2 
l-l s  = ---A(Bl+B2)Vs . Ps Bl+B2 
(35) 
(36) 
We now have fractional entrainment rates for a single round plume 
and a slot j e t .  We need t o  determine the fractional entrainment rate 
for the merged plume which always consists of a slot with a half round 
plume at each end. The mass flux, cj> ,  of the merged plume is  
122 
(37)  
where �l and �2 are the mass fluxes associated with the two semicircular 
ends and �s the mass flux of the slot j e t .  
Let µ , µ a11d µ correspond to the fractional entrainment rates for 
1 2 s 
the half round plumes and the slot , respectively. Then the fractional 
entrainment rate for the merged plume will be 
(38) 
The entrainment velocity, Ve , used by the ANL model is retained for the 
circular plumes , (v is the plume centerline velocity and u the wind speed) 
v. = 0 . 1  j 1 v 1 - l u l cos e l� 0 . 57 l u l sin e cos e + downwash (39) 
whereas, the entrainment velocity for the slot jet is carried over from 
the Wu-Koh model ,  
Ve = 0 . 198 l v-u cos e l+ 0. 3536 u l sin e l cos 8 (40) 
C .  Additional Modifications 
The conservat ion equat ions used by the Wu-Koh model were all replaced 
by the equations from the ANL model and are listed in the Appendix. The 
Runge-Kutta integrator was replaced by an Adams integrator which is more 
versatile and able to obtain results with more accuracy and less expense . 
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An additional modification was that a fourth condition was made to 
equation 20 to insure conservation of fluxes.  The mass flux of the merged 
plume is Y(l) , so the area, A l ,  of a cross section of the merged plume is 
Al = y (1) • n V • Pp 
where V is the plume centerline velocity o f  the merged plume and Pp 
the density. 
(41) 
The area, A2 , of the modified merged plume defined by B l ,  B2 and A 
i s  
A2 = 
Bl2 • n B22 • n 
2 + --2 + A • (Bl + B2) 
Let AJ be an area adjustment factor defined by 
-�l AJ - -A2 
(42) 
(43) 
Then after the modified merged plume shape is  determined after each 
integration step, we adjust Bl , B2 and A by multiplying each variable 
by A3 , therefore assuring the conservation of mass flux and consequently , 
the conservation of momentum, moisture, and enthalpy fluxes. This strict 
enforcement of conservation laws was not done by Wu and Koh. 
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VI. RESULTS FROM THE MODIFIED WU-KOH MODEL AND CONCLUSIONS 
The modifications listed in the previous chapter were made to the 
Wu-Koh model computer code resulting in the ANL/Wu-Koh model. The new 
model was tested with the field data for multiple natural-draft cooling 
towers from the Amos and Neurath plants. Comparisons of model predic­
tions and field data were in terms of visible plume outlines. A summary 
of the results is given in Figures 59 and 60. 
Comparing Figure 6 with Figures 59 and 60, the ANL/Wu-Koh model 
predictions for visible plume rise were within a factor of two 76% of 
the time, where the Wu-Koh model before had these results only 65% of 
the time. A model is considered to be very competitive if it can pre­
dict within a factor of two. Likewise, the predictions for visible 
plume length were within a factor of two 60% of the time for the 
ANL/Wu-Koh model where the old Wu-Koh model predicted visible plume 
length 23% of the time within a factor of  two . 
Visible plume length was underpredicted by the ANL/Wu-Koh model 
in 50% of the Amos runs due to the delayed merging of the plumes 
apparently brought about by the lack of sheltering treatment. The 
individual plumes from the towers entrained ambient air more quickly 
than seen in the field and therefore diluted faster. The predicted 
visible plume rise for the Amos cases was generally good for all but 
five cases. Since these plumes were late in merging, their visible 
lengths were much shorter than observed. 
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The Neurath runs brought about the most encouragement from the 
results produced. All the predictions for visible plume length and 
rise were good except for one case that overpredicted visible plume 
rise and underpredicted visible plume length. The lack of downwash 
treatment can explain the overprediction in plume rise. The plume 
rose too steeply at first and diluted too quickly. 
Table 10 shows the predicted and observed values of the visible 
plume for the Amos and Neurath cases along with ratios of predicted 
to observed values. 
The results from these cases showed that the Wu-Koh model did 
perform much better with the implemenation of the new single-cell 
plume dispersion model. The runs also emphasized the need for the 
model to be improved in the two other areas found to be major prob­
lems in the Wu-Koh model. Work still needs to be done in the treat­
ment of sheltering effects of one plume by another and in the treat­
ment of tower wake effects due to the MDCT structure or the structures 
of the multiple NDCTs. 
The treatment of plume merging for multiple plumes has been 
modified to enforce strict conservation of the fluxes and thus it is 
the most reasonable attempt made in this area. 
These future improvements to the Wu-Koh model will help model 
predictions quite considerably. Plans have been made to carry on this 
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TABLE 1 0 :  WU-KOH-ANL MODEL - MULTIPLE TOWER NDCT 
Observed Observed Predicted Predicted c c 
Case a Lengthb Heightb Lengthb Heightb (P/0) 1 (P/O) H 
Nl5 300 30 523 . 5  38 . 8  1 .  745 1 .  293 
N34 210 80 228 . 2  106 . 9  1 . 087 1 . 336 
N37 220 70 231 . 4  1 2 7 . 6  1 .  052 1 . 823 
N49 2000 100 844 . 5  317 . 3  0 . 4 222 3. 173 
N51 700 120 710. 6 189 . 6  1 . 015 1 . 58 
N54 650 100 584 . 5  208 . 0  . 8992 2 . 08 
N67 1850 120 1064 . 3  14 7 .  5 . 5753 1 .  229 
Al 1609 432 1275 . 2  193 . 8  . 7925 . 4486 
A3 805 280 333 . 4  150 . 8  . 4142 . 5386 
A6 9656 798 891 2 . 4  607 . 8  . 9229 . 7616 
A8A 4828 418 8972. 71 198 . 07 1 . 858 .4738 
AlOA 25749 783 4212 . 2  709 . 9  . 1636 . 9066 
Al2 4828 1011 578 . 5  357 . 3  . 1198 . 3534 
Al5 805 1316 416 . 8  298 . 9  . 5178 . 2271 
Al6 2414 1133 1360 . 9  430 . 4  . 5637 . 3799 
A28A 8047 365 464 . 6  308 . 5  • 0577 . 8452 
A34 805 295 297 . 7  186 . 4  . 3698 . 6318 
A35A 24140 386 924 . 3  4 1 1 . 6  . 0383 1 . 066 
A36 8047 1331 887 . 4  929. 7· . 1103 . 6985 
A45 1609 920 2 5 7 . 0  172 . 0  . 1597 . 1869 
A47 805 828 440 . 7  825 . 7  . 5474 • 9972 
Al05 24135 529 226 2 . 4  4 4 2 . 5  . 0937 . 8365 
Al07 322 432 251 . 8  121 . 7  . 7819 . 2817 
Al09 70796 1072 2193 . 7  758 . 6  . 0309 . 7076 
AllOA 43452 1053 826 . 7  504 . 4  . 0190 . 4 8  
a N-Neurath (7  cases ) ,  A-Amos (18  cases ) .  
b Length and height are measured in meters. 
cP-Predicted , 0-0bserved,  L-Length, H-Heigh t .  
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APPENDIX A 
WU-KOH GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR SINGLE-CELL PLUME 
DISPERSION AND INITIAL VALUES 
Applying the relationship between temperature and density for a 
constant pressure process (pressure variations in the plume cross-section 





p - p a p 
pp 
= 
t - t 
p a 
t a 
where p represents density and t temperature with the subscripts a and 
p referring to the ambient and plume, respectively. 
The conservation equations (6-10) can be rewritten as:  
E_Q 
t 
= __£ E ds t a 
d t (M cos 8 )  .. __£ ds t a 




d L v W) "" ds (T -
-
c pa 
d dq (H+w) • - a ds dz 
(U E + 
.!. 
u2 a 2 a sin
2e cdwd 
- t 
op) j a dA + t 
a A 
l sin e l )  
.!. u2 2 a sin
2
e Cd wd cos e 
dt  a r) - (- + sin e • Q dz  




d s  
dz  
ds 
= cos e 
= sin e 
If U is the tower exit velocity, D the tower exit d iameter with 
0 0 
the subscript "O" denoting plume properties at  tower exit and ambient 
properties a t  tower top, the initial values used are: 
f Up dA = z 
A 
e = 90° 0 
M cos e 0 0 
M sin e 0 0 
= 0 





D2 4 0 u
2 
= Qo 0 
L 
.!!. 
D2 G .. T v w u ( t  -= t c 4 0 0 0 
= Qo 
F "' H  0 0 
x Cl 0 0 
z - 0 0 
pa 
(t -0 
+ w = 0 
0 0 0 ao 
L v C1 ) t ao c 0 pa 
.!!. 







GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF SINGLE-CELL PLUME DISPERSION 
IN THE WU-KOH/ANL MODEL 
MASS FLUX EQUATION 
� 
 
VERTICAL MOMENTUM FLUX EQUATION 
dcpvm 
ds 
HORIZONTAL MOMENTUM FLUX EQUATION 





c -c p v 
v = u x 
EXCESS TOTAL WATER FLUX EQUATION 
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dT 
+ �  dz 
dX 
+ .!:!...._ F a) c dz p 
LIQUID WATER FLUX EQUATION 
d� c a = --1?. 
ds L 
+ µ 
�m a ( (yd G l+a 
[ (T - T ) -p a µwµ 
Pa -1 + 8 TI) w pp v 
-1 8-l (X - x ) ] ]  p a 
























specific heat of air at  constant pressure 
(R /R) 2, R = moisture core radius, R = Temp . plume radius w w 
gravitational constant 
(R /R) 2 , R � momentum plume radius, R = temperature plume radius m m 
heat of vaporization of liquid water 
dry adiabatic lapse rate 
momentum plume mass flux 
excess vertical momentum flux 
















T = a 
* 
T = p 
u = 
v = 










excess enthalpy flux 
excess total water flux 
excess horizontal momentum flux 
atmospheric pressure 
aQS pa g dT 
saturation mixing ratio at s 
ambient density 
plume density 
plume liquid water content 
ambient temperature 
plume temperature 
ambient virtual temperature 
plume virtual temperature 
ambient wind speed 
plume centerline velocity 
horizontal component of plume velocity 
vertical component of plume velocity 
ambient mixing ratio 
plume mixing ratio 
distance along the horizontal axis 
distance along the vertical axis 
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If w is the outlet updraft velocity, T the outlet temperature, X the o po po 
initial mixing ratio, o the initial liquid water content, R the tower 0 0 
outlet radius and R the universal gas constan t ,  we have the following as 
initial conditions, where the subscript 11011 on an ambient property also 
* 
refers to the values at outlet height above ground, (z=O ) ,  and T refers 
to the virtual temperature: 
4>mo 
* 




LISTING OF WU-KOH/ANL COMPUTER CODE 
138 
FDYM IUl'l'OllT f:JR foilTRtH DTIW11C an l./O fUl.Lia;:O ARRJ.YS. rAH 2 
LDC CBJ£CT Ct'Ol e>:i! I A!lOllZ STtfT s;:P.:£ STATEl:!HT 7 J\M 79 
oc�rr 2 XIS (::V 15 OOUllOJ 
OC%0 3 YO (�U 0 00191�CO 
00 � 1 4 Y.1 E�:J 1 00191 l J J 
o,.�r� 5 X2 [';J 2 co 191'00 
c :n3 (o Xl ECV l 0019 1500 
00004 1 X4 (�:J .. 00191 �00 
8 [Hl�Y fREtUP f'RE£ A DYlW11C ARRAY. 0)191100 
000000 9 6lTV£C cs��T 0019 l tOO 
10 $�VE t ,,,. · " . '  •• S.l.vt �CGISTEPS 10l91900 
eoc:co UFO fOOC coooc 11• 8 1210.151 lq.:.t�H ARCUC> ID 
OOCJJ4 O� 1�· DC Al. 1 1 6 1  
IOCC05 C7tSC3ESCSC3 1l• DC CL6'6ETVEC' ID£11THIER 
C CCOO!I CO 
oooooc 90£4 DOOC IOOCC , ... $1� 14,4, 121 lll StV( R(GISTERS 
000010 \a.4f 15 ll! x .... 15 SET UP A BASE REC',ISTER. 00192000 
00000 16 VS!t:G CEHEC.X4 IX4 001�2 ICO 
100012 1821 11 LR x2.x1 OC21• Al PA0411(TER LIST l. 001;:;00 
000014 S8l0 2000 oooc o 15 l Xl.Ot,XZI ( Xl I• AIAnRAY AllCHCR I .  00 1;2�00 
occ:o 19 USlt\G A:::t:t"�, Xl IXl 0019: �00 
000015 5tOO 3004 OO OC\ 20 L xo.on:rn <XO I• DlllEh'SICft Of AP.RAY. 001n500 
OOOOIC 8!>00 0002 oc.in 21 SU xo.2 (XO I• l£KGTH Of ARRAY lH BYTES. 001��:00 
100020 5000 3000 00000 22 ST XO .l[h";TH 00192 700 
23 6ETl'.A!H R. L V•< 0 J IX11• AIAl!RJ.YI. OOl�:?tOO 
100024 �s10 oz.a oooa 2;. 8".l 1,••it INDICATE GETl'-'IH 
tOOC:.l o.:.OA 25• SVC 10 JSSUt GETr.t.IH SVC 
oo,o:A so 10 3004 oeoo<. :6 ST X1.lEt>GTH•4 oo 1;���0 
OOJ02E 030 3000 00000 27 LA X3 ,0t , Xll ( X3 I• Al A:t:HClll 1 1  I. OO I B � :o 
100ll2 181l �8 SR Xl.X3 ( X 11• Al :.R.1AYI 1 1 I - Al AICHCRI 11 J 00IH100 
10003" &A 10 0002 00002 29 SRA Xt.Z cc : :v ERT TO J.R��y IIOEX WITH 0019l200 
30 u Xl, 11,X11  RESPECT TO TUE IJ:�H:.1: •0019HOO 
I0003S 4110 1001 00001 t<:PAY< 1 1 • AJ::�C'1( lt::!EX I .  0019l- 00 
IOOOJC 5010 300! ooooa 31 ST Xl.J�EX PlAt;T l�EX lH ARRAY AHOlOR. 00 19���0 
l2 O�OP X3 IX3 001�3 �00 
33 l':ETUilN I 14 ,41, T ,RC•O RET\.RH TO CALLER. 0019370p 
eeoo40 98E4 or" tOOOC 34• lll 14,4, lZ< Ill RC�TCPC THE REr.ISHPS 
OOOJ44 9 :H D C CC ooooc 35• HVI 121 lll,X'ff' SET i:;(TVCH JcOICATJCJ; 
100048 4 lfO 0000 00000 36• LA 15.0t 0 . 0 1  LO.W RETl,'RH CODE 
to004C 07fE 37• ell 14 RCTIPll 
� fREEUP UV£ <14.41 . .  • SAvt REGISTERS. 0019laCO 
ltOO.\E �7f0 JOOC IOOOC 39•FREtU? ' 12t0. ISJ IPA1;c11 .utOU1> ID 
100052 06 40• DC Al1161 
00:,53 C609CSC5l407 41• oc CL6' FR[[VI" lDEllTifIER 
00,059 co 
I0005A 90£' DOOC IOOOC 42• ST" 14.4. 121 Ill ljA�t REr.ISTERS 
10005£ IMF u LR X4.X1S sn UP A llASE RlGISTER. 0019l90C 
OOOH 44 us11:s Fn[[VP.X4 IX4 0019�COO 
C00060 18�1 45 LR x2.x1 I X2 I• Al PJ.RA11ETER llST J .  00194100 
100062 S&lO 2000 o occo 46 L X3,0< ,X21 IXll• AIARRAY AllCHOR J. 00194200 
00000 47 VSIHG l.llCliO� . Xl IXl 00 194300 
to0066 MOI lOOO 00000 "4 Ll1 XO,Xl,LENGTH IXO,XI I• fRCEPIAIH l'AllAllETERS. 0019�400 
49 Dr.OP X3 IX3 00194500 
50 FREEPIAIH R,LV•ltJ,4•1 11 REUASE THE CO!lE. to 194600 
I0006A 411 I HOO 10000 St• LA 1.0< 1 1  Clf � THE HIG!I CRO ER  BYTE 
IOOC6E OAOA �Z· Swt 10 JSM fREEILl.IH SVC ,.....504 
S3 RETU!H I I�" J, T ,RC•O RETU!ll TO CALLER. 001�700 
FOm SUl'PORT FOR fO!ITRAN DTIW1IC an � fUlll.'CllO ARRAYS. l'AGE 
LDC OJJECT Cc:>E l.!IDRI 1.!1,R2 STllT $0'.JRCE STATtl1£HT 7 JUi 79 
000'70 fSE4 DO�� oococ �· LH 14.4.1�1131 RCSlC'"E 'OiE P!GISTE�S 
OlC0'4 92fF oo: c ocoo: �5· tlVI 1:1131.X'ff' Sl T rETlf.'H ll::llCJ.Tlc:l 
0000;3 "lfO tooo 00000 !�· LA 15.010.01 LO.:O RETIJ<H COJE 
00�07C 01f[ 57• Ell 14 RE TU':li 
oocooo !>.$ ANCHOR O�ECT 0019�00 
0:0000 59 OS f �ED �'t'RO. 001949CO 
00000� (oO Dlt�Ell OS F 111$/ROll 01 I Of fUlLllOl\DS. 0019�000 
ooooos 00000 61 C'�G AJ>CHQ;I 0019S 100 
100000 6: :l!"jlH OS :F USoTH Of TH[ ar.r.ar. 8YTES. CO 1952CO 
(ol INCi! DS f GYHS BEr.�UH �()t.:S IH A an •00195300 
oooooa �r�Y. oo 19s;oo 
6� llCIU (Q\J It.'tR u:ocx f�Ol1 ST ART Of AllCHOR TO •00195�0 0 
SHPT Df WAY FOR fUl.Ll.'ORO •001�5SOO 
eooe8 ARRAYS. . 0019S700 
(o5 (IC) 10195.$00 
140 
LEVEL 2 . 2  I SEPT 7 6 >  
RECUESTEO O?TICl\S: NOiER:1 , 
OS/3�0 FC�JRAN H EXTEl\DED DATE 79.  153/00.49 . 03 





































so:.::<CE EECDIC l\OLIST tiJDECK C!lJECT �AP NOFC�HAT GOSH!T NOXREF l\O�LC NOAtlSF NOTEF\:1 FLAG( I J 
IH?LICIT REAL•S (A-H,O-Zl 
REAL•3 LAT ,LCl:G 
ItlTEGE�•4 OAY,H� 
REAL•4 ALA�ELl20 l 
co:1�;J:� /F.EAD 1/ ZAf 250 ) .  TAOl 250 ) .R�:Af 250 ) .�SAl 250 ) .�'!)Af 250 ) ,AP( 250 ) 
, • LAT. LO:::; . EL .oso ,O?O ,PO ,Uj . c m  ,CLCV ,HCLC t PTT( 15 ) ,  TPOI 15 1 .U::ll 15 ) '  
20IROI 1 5 )  ,RHPOI 1 5 1 .SIG::lC 15 l ,Cll ·!201 1 5 1 .HYOI 1 5 1 .VEI 1 5 1 .HTI 15 l ,  
3�:.DIUSI 15 l ,  TXI 15 l ,  TYi 15 l ,QH20f 15 l ,APPi 15 l .RtJmEI 15 l ,HEATI 15 l ,  PO, 
4ALA$El , NPTS .tm�:<s ,DAY ,HR .HIN. IZC��E 
orn::�ISI('lf IAC 3 ) ,  I ( 2.S) 
C t:F=l\U::�ER OF FLL::.E ,US=Nl!!'.SER OF CA:.CULATICN STEP,NX,HY=DESIREO 
C GRID OF CO�ITO!JR FLOT, NCCNT=DESIREO COtlTOUR LEVELS · 
DAT A NX t NY t rn::c:�TIO . 0 .  DI 
c 
c 
3 CALL RELJ21NP, El\�ATll 
IFt n:o.HA. EQ . 1 . 0D+OO J c:o TO 9 
READ l 4 , 9 0 l  IC�T .IF��H, SXlX 
I F I S:!AX . EQ . 0 . CO+OCJ  StiAX=0.10+05 
90 FO�!!�T1 2I2,F8 . 0 l  
IFI S�IAX . GT . l . 10+03 l l  GO TO 1 0  
NS=IDINTI .20+00•SMAX l + 1  
GO T O  100 
1 0  IFI S:l�X . GT . I  .5!l+C3 l l  GO TO 20 
tlS=20 +IOIUTl . 10+0il•l SXAX- . 10+03 l l+ 1  
G O  TO 100 
20 I f ( Sil�X.GT.I  .20•04 ) )  GO TO 30 
NS=60+IOINTl .40-0l•I SM�X- .50+03 l l+ 1  
GO TO 100 




CALL GETVEC l I A l  
I l 1 l=IAl 3 l  
D O  1 J:2,24 








II 26 l=ll 25 l+t\CONT 00001400 
CALL HTPIIAlif  1 l l , I AI I l 2 J l ,IAI I 1 3 1 J , IA! I l 4 l l o IAf i l 5 l l ,IAl l l 6 l l ,  00001500 
1IAI 117 l l ,  IAf I l  8 l l , IA I I 1 9  l ) , Ul If 1 0 )  l,  IAI I 1 1 1 )  l ,  IAl If 12 l I ,IA! 11 1 3 l JOOOO1600 
2, IA! 1 1 14 ) ) ,  IA! Ir15 l l ,  IAC 1 1 16 ) ) ,  IAI I I 17 l l ,  IAI I I 18 l l ,  IAI 1 1  19 l l ,  00001700 
3IAI I 1 20 l l , IAI I f 2 1 l l ,IAI I l 22 l l ,IAI I f 23 l l , IAI I 1 24 1 l , IAI I l 25 l l ,  00001�00 
it I Al I I 26 l l , SMAX ,ttP ,NS, IOUT , I PUNCH l 
CALL FREEUPI IA l 









LEVEL 2 . 2  !SEPT 76) 
REQUESTED O?TIOt\S: NOTER�. 
OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTE��ED DATE 79. 153/00.49.03 
































S:J��OUTWE HTP! PX,?Z,PQ,FX,FV,PG ,FLll,PCOS,PSIN,P.HPA,FU,PaY,PB,PA, 
1PT. PET. fil . PEH .P�. PAN , FO:rl .PY .Fe . cc; ITA .cc:na .cc:ITC . S�IAX .t;?,NS. 
2IC:JT • IF:.;:;CH I 
11.PLICIT RE.\L•8 (A-H,O-Zl 
INTEGER•4 I���Kl 5,30 1 ,0AY,HR 
REAL•3 "C::K ! 3 1 0 , 3 0 1 , L , LAT,LOHG 
RcAL•4 AL�:ELl20l 
EXTE�NAL F,G 
COl:t!:!H /STC!H'.1/!t\J( 1 5 > . nmn 151 .NCVIK( 1 5 1 . IS( 15 1 
1 /STO�E2/i"i?( 15) . rm 15)  ' IIP( 15 I 
2 /STORc3/AH ( 100 J ,ATI 1 0 0 1 ,AZI 1 0 0 J ,AHGl 100 J ,ATG< 100 J ,  
A AU( 100 1 , ,U3! 1 0 0 1  
3 /STCRE4/ .\I 1 5 1 . a 1 1  1 5 1 ,  e21 15 > .exzc 15 J .  BY< 15 l .  p;�cosc 15 > .  
4 Fl"!3IIH 1 5 1 . D:.IC 15J ,t\8V( 151 .W:VI 15J .KCVI 1 5 1  
5 /CCf\ST1/PAI , l!C ,8, TP, ET ,HP.EH ,._?,H3,t:G 1 ,M:G,IQ, ITHP 
7 /CC::sT2/IL , t\II, IK,tll,IUP1 00003700 
B /STCRES/OII 1 5 1 , EXUOI l5l,TOI 15J ,HOC 151 ,�.\C 151  
cc::�ION ;i::;:.'.01/ ZAI  250 I ,  f,4,Q( 250 I .RH.\! 250 ) . l :S.\! 250 I ,;.:!)AC250 I ,APl 250 ) 
1 .LAT.LC��.EL.c�o.orO,PO,UO ,OIR,CLCV,HCLC,PTTC 1 5 J ,TPOl 151 ,UOl 15 1 .  
2DIR()l 15 l ,RilPOl 1 5 1 ,SICOl 1 5  l ,  CLH20l 1 5 1 , H'rOl 1 5  > .  'JEl 1 5 1 , HTl 1 5 1 ,  
3RADIUS( 1 5 ) .  TX( 1 5 1 ,  TYi 15 1 ,C:!�ZOI 1 5  I ,  AP?( 1 5 )  ,RANGE< 15 1 ,HEATl 1 5 )  ,po, 
4ALASEL ,N?TS,NT;.:�s ,DAY ,HR ,HIN, IZ�:�E 
. 
co; ;:��!t /OPTIC�l/ YP21 30 ) .  IRISETI 3J ) 
cc:1:·:ou /CQl;STS/EF3,CP. L ,RO ,GC ,C:.'.�ILJ . o .  PIINV ,cN:: . zrno . n::i,NPT. IHU 
cc:1mN /PA!\t!S/ ALPHA.BETA .A�FilA�l.CLAH .ci-u ,C!-H 15 l ,Cll 15 l .CB ,SOI 15)  
co; !.'!Cl� /OIFF/ ACC:·:STC 30 ) , S  1 1 3 C )  .ZTILDEI 3 :>  1 .  ISIW 3!1 1 ,  IHOLD .NFO 
co:IMON /tl�RGU ISU:::iF 
cc::::J�� /G�HECK/ CSCUT 
OltlENSIC:-1 PXI I\? ,NS l ,  PZI tlP ,NS l ,POI NP,KS l ,  PMl NP,NS I ,  PV!NP ,NS l • 
1Fo( UP.NS ) .  PUW?.NS).  Pum;;> , :;s ) ,FGct:? ,KS l , FCQS( NP,US ) ,  PSIH< NP .NS). 
2RHPACNP,NS > ,PHINP,NS J,  PHI t�P,NS l ,FEHI N? ,NS J ,CX< 15)  ,CY( 1 5 1 ,KEl 1 5 1 ,  
3PTl NP,NS l ,  PBYCNP,NS I , PA< N?,NS I ,PEil l'\P , :\SI,  P�Nl l\P,t\S ) ,PYCNP,NS l ,  
4Yl 8 1 .  YP< 8 l • YSC 8 1 ,  YS?I 8 J •YR 1 1 8 1 ,  YR1P< 3 l • YR218 I ,  Y�2Pl8 I ,POill NP.NS 1 , 00004600 
5�!GPA2< 15 J ,t!GST1 ( 1 5 ) ,  FC< NP ,NS I ,  LCHKl 15 l .AHPI 100 I 
Olt!EtiSIC!i If LAG< 30 l ,  SOUTl 30 > •SI 30 l ,  ICC 30 I .XVA11 30 l ,R 1 1 30 J ,  
1SYl81 
CALL BLANK! PX ,PZ, PQ,FH, PV ,PB, FU, PUI, PG, PCQS, FSIN, PT ,PBY ,PA, 
1PET,PEH.PAN,PY,FOIL,FH,PM,PC,NP,HS,NX,HY,NCCNT,H4, 
2HGPA2,t:GST1 ,KE ,LCHK,AHP l 
HPD=NP 
0052K=1,30 
SH K l=O.  00+00 
ACONSTIKl=0.00+00 
ZTILD E I K l=0.00+00 
Yf2 < K l = 1 . 0D+OO 
IRISET I K J=1  
ISWH K 1=0 































































SC�T C l\ l=SC K l+ . � D + C l  
52 IFLt.G C K l = l  




Tl:O= . 20+ C 1 
ZEr:O= . OCJ+OO 
O!l�TH = . 333333Jt00 
T�OTH = . 655£670+00 
EP::J= . 6 2 i 97G+CO 
CP=. 13�5::: +04 
L = . 25C0�0+07 
Ril=.2370+01 
0= . 273 150 + 03 
C.:�P.0=.975i0-02 
GC=.9!3050+01 
ALrriA=. 1 0  
EsETA= . 57 
ALFH,'..\.:= .20+00 
CLR=.2:::1 + 0 1  
CHR=.5J+OO 
CB= . 3J+O O 
PIIHV= . 31S31D+CO 
CLA!1 = . 5 1 !l + C O  
Ct:U=. 120•01 
REK�JT= . 10-C5 
AEP.COT:. 10-05 
RELE'.:R = .  1C-05 




CALL REt.OrF.C ICUTl 
I F < S:IAX . EQ.ZEROI S�AX = . 10+05 
NPT=NPTS 
1::;:t1PTS 
IF< IPU!�CH . GT . O l  WRITE C 7 , 9 1 1 ALASEL 
FC:::1t. TC 20A4 l 
IF<llP.GT . 1 >  CALL ROTTRN 
IFCNP.EQ . 1 1  LC:O 
IF<NP.GT . 1  l LC=l 
SETTillG UP TO�ER EXIT CONOITit'!-IS 
D020I= 1 ,  �:? 
AU! I l=?·:!:AC 1 1  · 
O I C I J=��!l!US C I >•2.  
EXL'::>C I J=VE< I )  
CXC I J=TXI I I 
CYl l l =TYI I I  
TOC I > =TFOC I I 
�!.\! I l=SIG�H I l 
o:K=TrOI I l +D 
T=L-373.161!:::.I< 
EST=OEXP! l 1 3. 31ZS-C 1.976+10 .6445+0. 1229•T l•Tl•Tl•Tl 
ES=0.622�1013. 2�,£ST 
20 HOII l=ES/C 1 0 1 3 . 25+CSl 
143 
DATE 79.  15S/00 .49.03 











IS!� 0 1 C Q  
ISN 0 1 0 2  
ISH 0104 
IS�� 0 1 C �  
IS!l 0 1 0 7  
IS!-1 0 1 C S  
IS!t 0 1 Q y  
Ell G 1 10 
I S!l 0 1 1 1  
ISN 0 1 12 
IS!l 0 1 13 
IS:-! 0 1 1 4  
IS!i 0 1 15 
ISN 0 1 16 
H:N 0 1 17 
ISN 0 1 18 






IStl 0 1 25 
IS!l 0126 
ISN 0127 
ISN 0 128 
ISN 0129 
lStl 0130 







IStl 0 1 3.3 
ISN 0139 
lSN 0 1 4 0  









21 WI I ):::2:1l I l 
003�4 I= 1 , t·::; 
AZ I I l=ZAI I l  
ATC I l=TAOI I l 
324 AE?l I l=r.:1:.1 I l 
C03100I=1 .NP 
XRHr0= . 10-0 l���FOI I l  
IFD:RHPO.EO.ZE�OJ XRHPO=C!lt 
IFI XF:liPO.LT. . l:l-01 1 XRnFC=. 1:l-C3 
IFl��HFO.LT • •  95�+001 GO TO 3 1 0 1  
IFI SI601 I l .GT.ZE�OI G O  TO 3 1 0 1  
I F ! R�:�EI I J�OPO.EQ.ZEROl GO T O  3102 
XX=��t:3E1 I l/ITFO ! I l + .50+0 1-CPO J 
�Al I l = .  10-C2• l .23SO•O 1 l/I C:{E-. 7950+01•XX Jn2 
60 TO 3 1 0 0  
3 1 0 1  W�ll l=SIGJ! I l  
GO TO 3100 
3102 HA! I l = .50-03 
31 oo cmiTit\l.!E 
32 ��ITE l 6 ,555l 
555 FC!=::·t..\TI 11i 1 l 
lo\1UTc l 6 , 3 l  
3 FC:\::ATI 1 X ,  'UNITS O F  THE VAP.IASLES' l 






4 FC�tlAil 1x. ' LEr:sTH : H ,  TEt:? : C ,  �OISTUi\E:KG/KG, VELO :H/SEC, 
1 :DEG' I 
ANGLEOOC0)5CO 
00009.)00 
��ITE ( 6 ,  150 11;?, t:S 
150 FG�:IATl 1X. 'NO. CF TCnE?.S = ' , 14 , •  N:>. CF CALCULATION STEPS= ' , 1 4 1  
a.:!UTEI 6 ,  7 l 
7 FC::?:·!:.TI 1X, ' At13IENT P:<CFILES' l 
lo\'.'UTE l 6 ,28 l 
2S ro:-.r!.HI 3X. 'HEIG�n· ,7x, 'TEMP' . 12x. 'HU!1IOITY' ,9X, 'VELC:ITY' ) 
00 555 I = 1 ,t-:G 
TK=ATI I l+O 
T= l . -373. 16/TK 
EST=OEXP I C 1 3 . 3 135-C 1 .976+ ( 0 . 6445+ 0 . 1229•Tl•Tl•Tl•Tl 
ES=0.622• 1 0 1 3 . 25�[ST 
FSH=ES/t 1 0 1 3 . 25+ESl 
556 AHI I l =�HPI I l• 0 . 0 1•FSH 
0029 I = 1 ,H'3 
29 �1ITE l 6 , 1 0 l�ZI I l ,ATI I l ,AHI I l , AHP< I l ,A�l l l  
1 0  FC'�l:ATI 1X,2l F 1 0 . 5,2XI , f  1 0  . 6  . 1x • •  ( . , F 6 . 2 ,  • ; o  • • 2X . F 1 0 . 5 )  
�!!=!ITE C 6 , 1 1 1 l  
1 1 1  FO�l!AT C / l  
�!UTEl 6 ,  1 2 l  
12 FCRH.Ht 1 X ,  'TO!:�R COt\FIGURATION AND EXIT COtiOITIONS' l 
�RITE ( 6 , 1! l  . • 
18 Fc::1:�n 2x. 'NTiiil' .6x. 'CX' .ax. 'CY'  .ax. 1DIA1 ,4X, 'VELO' ,6x. ' TEI'!?' .�x. 
1 ' HUH I ' ,9X, 'LFi:O' l 
00117 I = 1 ,t\P 
1 17 l:RITE I 6 ,  13 II ,CXII l ,CY! I > . O i i  I l ,EXU'.)( I l ,  TOi l l ,HOC I l ,WA! I l 





0 0 '.1 1 1��n 
0 0 0 1 1500 
0001160J 
0 0 0 1 1700 





















ISN 0 1 5 1  









lSN 0161  
ISN 0162 






















ISN 0 1J6 
IStl 0137 
I St{ 0 1:.3 
JSll 01:� 
IS�� 0 1 ) 0  









1 F 1 2 . a >  
l-liUTEC 6 , 242 l 
CHECK TO SEE IF ANY Z-LEVHS FALL BENEATH TO!�EP. TOP. 
IF so. SET AZ1 1 l = O . O  f TO::sR TOP) At;o t:!·�E AFr"OPRIATE 
AOJUSntENTS AN� t:OVES. 
0010001=1 ,HG 
IFCAZI I l . EQ . O . O l  GO TO 5�00 
IF<tZI I l .LT. 0 . 0 l  E� TO 1000 
ISAVE l=I 
GO TO 1010 
1000 CO:-lTit:UE 
1010 JSAVE2=ISAV E 1 - 1  
DIFFZ=O:.�SI AZ< ISAVE2 l -AZI ISAVE1 l l  
ATG2=CAT< ISAVE1 l-A�llSAVE2 l l/DIFFZ 
AU�2=1AU< ISAVE 1 l-AUl 1StVE2 l l/OlFFZ 
An$2= I AH( I SAVE 1 l-A!:I ISAVE2 l l/CHFZ 
AH:-:�2=1 AHP< IS/.VE 1 1-t.H?I ISAVE2 I l/OIFFZ 
DFH=OtDSIAZ<IS!VE2 l l  
AT< 1 l =AT< ISAVE2l +DFH .. ATG2 
AUi 1 l=A:JI IS�\1!:2 ) +on; .. :.!,;::? 
AH! 1 ):t.HI 1SA'!E2 l+DFii•,\!:'.:2 
AHP l 1 l=AH?IISAVE2l+CFH�tHP32 
AZ! 1 > = 0 . 0  
t'.3=t'.3-ISAVE2+ 1 
0010201=2,!!$ 
AZI I l=AZ! IS.!.\'E1 l 
AT( I l=AT< IS!\'E 1 l 
AU! l J =:..UI IS '.VE 1 l 
AH! I l=t.H< IS:..\'E 1 l 
AH?I I l=:.!:?: ISWEl l 
1020 ISAVE1=IS!VE 1 + 1  
GO TO 1040 
5900 IFll.EQ. 1 1  GO TO 6000 
AZ< 1 l=AZI I l 
ATl 1 l=Ai ! l l  
AU! 1 l=AU! I l  
c 
c 
AllP( 1 ):AHP! I I 




AZ< l�=AZI I l 
ATI H l =ATI I I  
AUi H l = .".U! I l 
AH Pm l =P·!C'( I l 
A'.; 1 11 l =A!i! 1 l 
5902 H:: t+1  
t-:3=:1-1 
1040 ��ITE 1 6 , 1 0 � � )  
w;o Fc:::::AT< 1H 1 1  
�·UTE ! 6 ,  1 ::' 5 0 l  
• 




!£:{ O B 4  1050 FC2:�AT< 1X, '/'.t'.3IENT F-'ROFILES AFTER SHIFT!!'\:; C:.JT THE NEGA;l\'E LEVELS 
145 











































.l '  ,///) 
�::!ITEl 6 ,  7 l 
1-::<ITEt 6 ,:3 l 
00 1050!= 1 , t::; 
1C60 ��ITEf 6 , 1 0 l  AZl l l ,AT< I l , AHC i l ,AHPC i l ,AUC i l  
c 
c 
CALL SETICf 1 ,Y,CX,PX,PY,PZ,P�.FM,PV,F�,PL�.PU,P3Y,Pt.. ,PB, 
1P�os .Psm . PT ' PH ,Pr! ,PEH. F;�. Pt .. H, FJIL.PC ,CY ' YP,NP,NS.RHPA. 2R,V,U,TA,XVP,XVAl 
�':UTE( 6, 1090 l 
IFI IOUT . EQ . 1 l  ��ITE l 6 , 102l ALACEL 
102 FC�i'.�TI 1H 1 .2�X,2J ,:/, I 
��ITEi 6 ,  95 l IRISETC 1 l ,ALPHA.BETA ,ALPHA� ,CLAM,CNU,CLC 1 >.CHI 1 l ,  
1rn. soc 1 >  
95 FO�l{AT< lHO , • IRISET= • ,  12 .2x. • ALPH.\= • ,F7 .3.2X, 'BETA= • ,F7 . 3 ,2X, 
1 ' ALPH..';!�= • •  F7. 3 , / . I LAt!::>! .. = I .F7 .3 ,2X. I N'J= I 
2 , F7 . 3 ,2X, 'CL=' , F 7 . 3 , 2X , ' CH = ' , F 7 . 3 ,2X, 'CB= ' , F 7 . 3 , 2X , 'S0= ' , F7 . 3 l  
•:�ITE i 6 ,  92 l 
92 FO'.":l"!�TC l:iO,SX, ' S '  .7x. · x ·  .1x. · z ·  .sx. ' R '  .sx. ' i.l '  ,6X, ' V ' . 
16X, ' U '  .6x, 'TP' ,6X. 'TA' .7x. 'XP' ,7x. 'QSP' .ax. ' XA '  ,7X, 'SIG' ,7x. • p • ' 2SX . ' F  G FL IC ' ,/ )  
TP?=TPOI 1 l-0 
Tt ..P=TA-0 
l::HTEI 6 ,  93 l Sf l l ,  YI 7 J ,  YC 6 ) ,R ,  VE< 1 l ,  \I ,U, TPP , Tt.P ,XVP,X\IP,XVA,SIGOI 1 l 
1 ,PQ,CF,CG, IFL�Gf 1 1 .ICl 1 l  
93 FC�:·: .. HI 1H ,31 F7 . 1 , 1X > . F 6 .  1 ,  1X,3f F6.2, 1Xl .21F7. 2 , 1X l . 4 1 F 9 . 7 ,  1 X l ,  
1F6 . 1 , FS . 2 , 1 X , F 5 . 2 , 1 X , I2 , 1X , I 1 1  
I L U:E=!L lt\!::+ 1  
I F !  IPL':·'.CH . GT . 0  l l-IRITEl 7 .�4 l Y l 7  J ,  Y ( 6  l , R  
94 FCF:t!.\T l 3 F 1 0 . 3 J  
C Ct..LCULATIC:� OF TEHPERATL:RE ,HUMIDITY At-:0 VELOCITY GRADIENTS 




DO 14 I=1 ,HG1 
II=I+1 
D\'=AZI I I J-A!l l )  
ATGI I l=lATIII l-ATI I l )/DV 
14 AHG I I l=CAHIIIJ-AHI I J )/OV 
00�47 I=1 ,t:31 
II=I+1 
DV=AZ I I I l -AZC i l  
447 AVS I I l=IAUfil l-AUI I l Jlt>V 
l��ITEl6 , 1 5 l  
1 5  FG:�TC lX,  ' PLU�E 1 APPC:ARS AT NSH:P= 1 '  ,//) 
ILUIE=ILit;C:+3 
501 CC23Iccu:n= 1 , NI 
IFLt.SC=O 






















LEVEL 2 . 2  l S[PT 7 6 1  
c 
HTP OS/360 FO�TRA.N H EXTENDED 
ISU 0:?39 











































IFC rn:H I l .  GT. 1 l GO TO U.8 
sn:T=IKT 
I � l IKT.LE.KEC i l l  IKT=KEI I l+ 1  
I F l I K T . G T . N S l  GO TO 23 
IFtSIKT.LE.KEI I l l  K E I I l=KE l i l + 1  
c 
8&!S DS=0. 1D+O��F8 l I ,IKT- 1 1  
I F ( It;Q( l l . LT . 1 1  CJ TO 23 
I F I I O . GT . 3 1  GO TO 5)9 
I F I IS::2 . E .'.l . O l  GO TO 5<:'8 
16 CALL RE SETI I I .  Il-:T , O S  ,t;? ,t\S,CY, Y ,  YP, YS, YSP, YR 1 ,  YR1?, YR2 , YR2 ? ,  
1PX, PZ, PQ,  Fit, P V  ,F::;, FUI, PCCS , FS!N, i"J , F B ,  F C ,  
2?� , P T ,  PET , PEH, Fri , LC, I FLAG, SO:.JT , S,  l:C:;K , I :  :�RK , F ,G , RELERR , A6SE1'R, 
3Rt::\OOT , AEF.OJT ,N�C�l, ISIN:lL ,RHPA, FoY , ! C ,  Pt.ti , HT I 
ISrn5F=ISit;3L 
I F I ISit::>L . EQ . 0 1  GO TO 3000 
IFLt.GC=O 
lHOLD=I 
GO TO 17 
c 
C IHTEGRATING PLU!'1E H OF THE t:ERZED PAIR I 
c 
c 
3000 CS=0. 1D+OO�P31 I , IKT- 1 l  
IHCLD=I 
Itl.'..'."'i<= 3 
0012�:;: 1 ,  7 
123 SYI K l=Yll� l 
0012ii<= 1 , 5  
127 Y t K l=YR 1 1 K l/PAI 
Y l 6 l=YR H 6 1  
Yl 7 l=YR 1 1 7 l  
I=::?+ IHOLO 
IFLAG C i l= 1  
IFLAGC=O 
IHU=l 
GO TO 5�9 





001�4K: 1 , 5 
124 Y l K l=Y�ZCl�l/PAI 
Yt 6 l =YP.21 6 1  
YC 7 ):)P.217 l 
I=t:P+IHOLC+3 
IFLA: I I l = 1  
IFU5C=O 
11!:.J= 1 
GO TO 599 
c 






O�TE 7 9 .  15SI00 . 4 9 . C :  
OC020100 

















































C01251-\= 1 ,  7 
125 YI K >=YSI K l  
I=t:P+InCL0+6 
IFLAG! I l = l  
IrUGC=O 
rn'J=O 
GO TO 5�9 
c 




BS=Yl l )/12. 0D+OC-V•RHCPl 
US=V 
001261<: 1 , 7  




GO TO 5�9 






CALL RESET2fSK1,U�1,t�2.UR2,BS,US ,I,Yl 1 ) , V,RHO?l 
R=B1:::s::Rn CG) 
IFI ILCO�.EQ. 1 J  GO TO 3C06 
GO TO 2020 
5�3 1s:12= 1  
599 CSOUT=S:UT! I )  
CALL CDERT C F ,N�C� , Y , S C i l ,SCUTl i l ,RELERR,ABSERR , IFLAGl i l ,�O�K. 
1u::i"K. I ,G .na:COT ,AEF\OOT . yp) 
17 I F C I S� 1 C I J . EQ . O l  C�LL FROFILCNPTS , Y C 6 l ,TA,XVA , U , P ,OTOZ,OXOZ,OLJ:>Zl 
CF=CLAH 
CG=CtiU 
lFl IS�l t l ) . EQ. 1 )  GO TO 47 
IFl ISIN3L .EQ. O l  GO TO 45 
IFC SOUTI I llSOC I > .GT . . 10+031 GO TO 45 
CC=DEXPl-SOUT C i l/SOC ! ) )  
CF=CF+ f 01\E-CL t.:: > .,CC 




�7 C�LL PRI�1V C Y , CF,CG,TAV,X\IA , U , P , R , V , � . RHOP,TPV,XVP,XVPAV ,SIG�l 
IFf ISU:3L . EQ . O l  GO TO 2015 
RH=DS�RT< CG >•R 
B l f  I l=RM 
B2! I l=RH 
BXZ< I l=RH 
BY! I 1 =ii'.H 
2015 TP=TPV/lONE+EPS•XVPAV l 
EH=XVP-XVA 
XVA 1 1  I >=XVA 
ET=< TP-TA > 
XS=QSCC 1 , T P , P l  
148 
LEVEL 2.2 t SEPT 7 6 >  
ISN 03f;5 TPP=TP-D 



















































IS:l O!, 15 
IStf 0417 




I F <  I 1s:�H I )  . E Q . 1 )  .At\'!l. ISI�HA. LT .AEROOT l ) ICI r l=S 
I F C < !S!� l l l l . E Q . 1 l . t..!;:J . l l flt..G! I l . EQ . 2 l l  GO TO 43 
1 F l lfl�Gl l l . E Q . 2 J  GO TO 42 
IFI IFLAS( l > .HE . 7 )  GO TO 14? 
GO TO 160 
149 IFCIFLAGI I > . EQ.5.0R.IFLAGI I ) .EQ. 6 )  GO TO 151 
GJ TO 152 
151 IFLAGC=IFLASC+1 
I F I IFLAGC . l t . 2 1  ro TO 599 
152 ��ITE ! 6 , 153J I , IFLAGI I l  
153 FC�:l.\Tt 1H1 ,/// , 5 X , ' E�ROR DUE TO IFLAGI ' , I2, ' )  EG:.JAL TO ' , I 2 l  
RETU�N 
160 IFI I . E Q . 1 .Atl! L I IHA:-K . E Q . 6 .0i�. IHARK . E Q . 7 ) )  GO TO 4 1  
IFI ICC:.J;ff.NE. 1 l GO TO '16 
IF! IMlRi< . E Q .  3 . 0:?. U:!!\I\ . E Q .  4 .  OR. IH��iC E O .  5 )  GO T O  46 
4 1  l:i?ITE ! 6,93 ) SI I ) .  Yl 7 ) .  Yl 6 )  . R . w . v . u .  TFP ,TAP,XV? ,XS .• XVA ,SIG�:A , P . C F .  
1CG,IFLAG! I l , ICI I I  
IFI IFtJtiCH . LE . 0 1  CO TO 46 
�ITEl6 ,94 l \'1 7  l ,  YI 6 l .R 
46 IFI IC! I l . E0 . 5 1  IRI!:�TI I >=S 
IFIIS�11 I > . EQ . 1 l  GO TO 5�9 
IF< IRISET! I l . E Q . 1 .CR.IRISETC I > . E Q . 3 )  GO TO 48 
GO TO 42 
� 1SU1 1 I >= 1  
IRISETII l=4 
R 1 C i l=R�DSGRTCV/U) 
S 1 < I l=Sl l l  
ZTILDE! I l=OHIN11 .3D480+03,YC6 l+HT!IHOLOl l 
ACC:�STI I l=CB/I ZTILDE C I  l•C U•R 1C I l J·n2 lnONHH . 
Y( 1 1=U·-:l 1 ( I  Ju2i.RnOPi.CG . 
YI 2 >=ZERO 
Yt3l=Yl 1 l•C CP•ITP-TAl+L•CF•I XVP-XVA J l/CG 
Y C 4 l=Yl 1 1 •1XVP-XVA+SIGMAJ•CF/CG 
Yt 5 l=Y< 1 l•SIG�!..\t.CF/CG 
IC1 I l=4 
IH SIC::!�.LE.ZrnOI I C C i l = S  
I F I I C C I J . EQ . 5 1  IRISET C i l=5 
IFLAGC I 1 = 1  
lFC I . E Q . IHOLD I GO TO 720 
GO TO 7 2 1  
720 I F C lt!!'.H l l . GT. 1 1  G O  TO 722 
E:l TO 721 
722 c0tn11;�£ 
IFI I�'.-11rn?+ I l . EO . O l  GO TO 724 
GJ TO ns 
7:?4 ACC:·:5Tt t:?+ I l=::B/C ZTILOEI I l•I Ul(BH I I ln2 lnONETH 
S 1 1 NP+I l=S11 I I 
725 I F I IS11ltt\P+I+3 J . EQ . O l  GO TO 726 
GO TO 727 
726 ACO:;sTc t:P+I+3 l=CC/( ZTILOE< I l•C UKB2< I )  )H2 )HONE TH 
S H  t:P+I+3 l = S 1 1  I l 
727 I F C I!:!� 1 1 1\?-<I+6 l . E Q . O l  EO TO 723 
GO TO 729 




LEVEL 2.2 !SE?T 7 6 l  HTP OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTE"�EJ DATE 79. 158/00.49.03 
ISN 04:?0 























































rs: ! 1 mci + ! 1 = 1  
1�:�1: :·;?+ I +3 I= 1 
IS�: 1 i 1'?+I+6 I = 1  
lh!SHll\?+I 1=4 
IRISZTINP+ I + 3 1 = 4  
l�ISET!N?+ I + 6 1 = 4  
I C  C t\P+ I I ='t 
ICI l�:i+I+3 1 = 4  
lCWf' + I + 6 1 = 4  
I F I IC ! I l .EQ.5l  G �  T O  723 
GO TO 721 
723 IC! t�F'+I 1=5 
I C l t;P+I+31=5 
ICUl?+I+6 l:5 
IRI�::TI N?+Il=S 
I�ISET!NF+ I + 3 1=5 
IR�S£T!tl?+ I ;. 6 1 = 5  
721 C���T:$CUT! I l  
CALL C::Er.T! F ,f'.'!;C:l, Y ,s: I l ,SOUTI I l .RELER� .ASSERR, IFLAG( I l ,i.::RK, 11-:��K 
1 . I .G , P.::�COT ,LE�::�.Y?I 
C�LL P:Ul:'J ( Y ,CF ,CG, T�V ,XVA,U,P,R,  V ,M,l\�iOP , TPV, XVP ,XVPAV. SIG:"IA I 
TP=TP'J/( o::z + EFS;.XVPAV I 




IFC It::>! I l . t\E .  1 l GO TO 44 
RH=u�r:::TICGl11� 
B 1C I l=P.�I 
621 I l:r.:t 
SXZ! I 1=�11 
BY! I ):f(;1 




GO TC 43 
42 IC!I >=1 
IFC I .t:E . IH:LO I GO TO 2000 
c • • •  THE NEXT CC:O.:i)JTIC:I IS A::P"ox:t�t.TC; EXACT FOR ESTABLISH� FLCl4 
I F ( Q5C! 2 , T P , P l • I TF-TA l - l XVP-XV� l . LE .ZE�Ol IC< I > = 2  
I F ( SIC�� . L E . Z��OI !C! I l=3 
I F C IC ! I l . EQ . 3 l  I�I��T! I l =3 
2000 I F C IF LAGl l l . E 0 . 7 1  GO TO 599 
43 IF! I . EQ . 1 . t.l:J. l n�.::.�!.: .eo. 6.0R.m.�:.:<. EQ . 7 l l  GO TO 49 
IFl lCCUlff .t:E. 1 l GO TO 50 �. 
150 














































I F ! I t :,'\:-!< . E Q . 3 . C� . I:��r-:K . E Q . 4 . 0!Lrt:.'.�}: . E Q . S l  GO TO 5 0  
49 I F  l :!.:J! ILIH:: , 5 5  l .  EQ. 0 l �::UTC:I 6 ,  c;2 I 
�:<ITEi 6 .�3 l SI 1 I ,  YO I ,  YI 6 I ,R ,W, V ,U, TPP, TAP,XVP,XS,XVA, 
1sr::::.\ , P ,CF ,CG,I FLAS( 1 )  ,ICC 1 )  
!Lll'\E=IL!:;:; + 1 
I F l li-i.::�CH . LE . Cl l  C:l TO 5 0  
��ITE 1 7 ,9-i l Yl 7 l . � C 6 l ,R 
sc cc::r:::t�t!E 
I F I I�:s<IFL�SI I l l . L E . 2 1  er TO 1 10 
IFl l IFL!S I I l . E C . O l . C1 . I IFLA:;I I l . EQ . 4 l . C�. ! IFLAGI I l . E Q . 5 l . C� . ( I FLAG 
1 1 I l . E0. 7 l . C� . ( IrL�:; ( I l . GT . 8 J l  GO TO 5�9 
1 10 SCUT I I l=SOUT I I l+CS 
GO TO 12020 ,300 1 , 3'.l32,3�C3,3CC4.3!lCS,3C36 I ,It!.\�Y. 







2C20 OLL SOLUT::1 PX. p·r .  1'2 . p�. f. : .  ?v. F.:;. n:� . r:J. r:v. P:. . r ::> .  F:cs. P3rn . 
1FT. PCT . FH. P m .  n:. ?:.?I . r;)!L . ; .:  , C Y .  y .  '(i'. I .  IKi ,t;?,::s. v . R .  TP?. E T .  




DO 77 I = 1 ,t:P 
IF! C IK+t;:r;n�C i l l  .LT. NS) GO TO 77 
I::J< I 1=0 
77 cc:r:::; ;:J::: 
DO 75 I= l , l:? 
I F I I::JI I I  .GT. 0 )  GO TO 79 
75 cc:nn:i.JE 
GO TO SO 
79 IK=Ii-:+1 
I F C NIP1.GT.NPI GO TO 19 
I�K=IK+NOVIKl 1 l -IS! 1 l  
IF! P}'.1 1 , Il\K l .LT. CX!NIPl > l  GO TO 19 
tlI r'?=!UP 1 
lt\?=0 
199 J=!l!r?+it;P 
D�=DI < J l/20.0J+OO 
I F I D.;.�:St CXIN!?P l -CX! J l l.GE . D S l  GO TO 22 
HI=IU+l 
�lITE l 6 , 4 0 ) J , IK� 
40 Fo::?:::.T< l x ,  ' PLu:1E • ,2x.n. • AFPE:iRs AT !\STEP=• ,1s11> 
ILit:c=ILINE+:> 
NII=1 
ISI J l =IV.K 
tOV!K! J l=tiOVIKl 1 l 
H!P1=J+1 
It:DI J 1 = 1  
n:s=2 
• 








































































CALL SETIC C J ,Y,CX.PX.PY.PZ.PQ.PH.PV,PG , PLW,PU.PaY.PA.Pa, 
1PCOS,PSIH,PT,PET,Pn , P E H , fW,PAH,PDIL,PC,CY,YP,NP,NS,RHFA, 
2R.V,U.TA,XVP,XVA> 
ITHP:J 
30 OS=0. 1D+OO•FB C J ,IKS-1> 
IHOLD=J 
ISit:3F= 1 
CSOUT=SCUTC J )  





GO TO 17 
3001 CCNTIN�£ 
t SOLUTIONS F� U!\'!"IERGED SW::iLE P.Cl.J:\O PLL':':E 
CALL SOLUTN I PX,PY,PZ,PQ,fM , PV,FS, PLW,P�. F3Y ,PA,P3, PCOS , PSIN, 
1PT ,PH ,FH ,PEH,rl:,PAN,PDIL ,PC.CY, Y, YP,J, IKS,NP,US,V,R,  TFP,ET, 
2XVP ,SIG.'1A , EH , SC J )  ,CG ,R:IOP , l\HPt.) 
c CHECKms THE CRITERION FOR STOPPIN:i THE CALCULATION OF THE NEW 






I F C PZ C J , IKSl .GE. PZC 1,IKK ) )  60 TO 24 
IFCIKS .GE. HSl GO TO 24 
IKS=IKS+1 
GO TO 30 
24 KE I J l =I!\S 
22 INP=lt:P+1 
IF C J . LT.HP) GO TO 199 
19 IFCHII-1> 501,105, 105 
105 I1= IK+NOVIKC 1 l- 1  
PXl"'�X=PXI 1 ,  I 1 ) 
DO 1 I=1,tU 
ltl=IK+t:OVIKl I >-ISl I >  
IFC PXHAX .LT. PXC I , IH l )  PXM.\X=PXC I , Itll 
1 CONTINUE 
Iz1 
194 IFC itlt>l I >  .LT. 1 1  GO TO 2 
IH=IK+NOVIK C I >-ISC I J  
1 1  IFIIH .GE. HSl GO TO 2 
DS=0. 1D+OO•PBI I , IH >  
IF l C PXP�-PXCI ,IHl-DSJ 
IH=I1�+1 
IFlIN� l l l . GT . 1 1  GO TO 8 
IFl IH.GT.KEC i l l  GO TO 8 
B1l I l=P�I I ,IHI 
B2l l l =PSII,Il11  
£XZ< I l=rt:I I.  Itl l 
BYlI >=PSl I , H l l  
PC( I .Ull=Pal I . m l  





































LEVEL 2 . 2  C SEPT 7 6 )  HT? CS/350 FC�TR.\tl H EXTEt\!:JL:::> DATE 79 . 158100 . 4 9 . 0 3  
ISN 05:0 















































CALL l\�SETI C I , IKT,02,"P,NS,CY,Y,YP,YS,YSP,YR 1 ,YR1P,YR2,YR�P, 
1?X,FZ,FQ,Ftl,P'./,rS,PW ,FCC:>,FSrtl,FU,P3,F�. 
2PA . PT ,PCT' FEH ,;:-:�.LC. IFLA::i ,S:J'JT . s .1:::\1< . I! : ::•� , F  , G , RELrnR .A�SE!\R , 
3�E�OOT ,AEP.O::>T ,MCC�:I, ISI;;:;L ,RHPA, F3Y , IC, P�::, HT l 
IS:".i::;F :ISil\:3L 
ILO:Jr: 1 




GO TO 1 7  
3006 C�LL SOLUT�CP)'. , P Y , F Z , F Q , F�.PV,P:3,FL�.FU,PDY,PA,F3,FCOS,FSIN, 
1PT,PET,FH,PEH,F� ,P�\,PO!L , F C , C Y , Y , Y P , I , IKT,�?,�S.V,R,TPP,ET, 
2XVP,SIC::�A .EH,Sl 1 1 ,CG,l\HuP,l<HPA I 
IF C I .  I :c:. 1 1 KE! I l =KE C l  l + 1 
9 CONTll\:JE 
t\OVlf\t I l :NOVIK! I ) +  1 
GO TO 1 1  
2 I = I + 1  
IFC I . L E . N l l  GO TO 194 





1CY ,NP.NS ,KE ,t:GPA2 ,t;�sn ,PC . Lc�:K,FJ, llIN� ,F3':') 00019100 
GO TO 501 
80 KEC 1 1=NS 00021700 
l�ITE C 6 ,8�SI OOC23�00 
8C� FC:-'.:!.\TC 1P. 1 .  1X, 'RESULTS OF THE VISICLE PLL'�!ES' l OCC23700 
�RITE ! 6 ,225l 0002�00 
CHE�K=O. 00023900 
00 C07 1=1 ,N? OOJ2�0CO 
KEN=KE! l )  0)�24100 
00 803 J : 1 ,KEN 0002�200 
l F C PL�C I , J l . GT . 0 .  lGO TO 802 OC024300 
I F l NCVC l l . EQ . O IGO TO 803 000244CO 
NEVt l l =J 00024500 
HCVCi l:O 00024600 
CllECK:2. 0002470;) 
l!�ITEC 6 ,809 l J , I , P X t 1  , J I  ,PZt 1 , J  ) , PYl 1 , J l ,PT! 1 , J  l ,PETC I , J  l ,FiH 1 , J ) ,  00024SOO 
1FEHt 1 , J l , PLWC I , J l , Fal 1 , J l ,PCt l , J l , PAC I , J l , P�Nl l , J l ,POILC 1 , J l ,  00024>00 
2PUC 1 , J l  OOJ250�0 
809 FO:\ilATC 1x.2c IS. 1X) ,3( FS.2' 1X l . 2C F7 . 2 .  1X ) , 3 (  F� . 5 . 1X )  , 6 (  F7 .2. 1X )  , I )  00025 �00 
GO TO SC3 00025200 
!02 IF!NCVl l l .NE . O lGO TO S03 00025300 
KoVt I ):J 00025!100 
NCVC I J : 1  000�55CO 
CHECK=1 .  OOG25�00 
��ITE t 6 , 24 1 l J , I , PXC 1 , J l ,PZC I , J l ,PYl l , J l , PT t I , J l ,PETt I , J l , PHt l , J l ,  00025700 
1PEHC I ,J l , PWl 1 , J l  ,PGC I , J l  ,PCC I , J )  , PAC I , J  l ,PAN! I , J  l ,POILC I , J  l ,  00025300 
2PUl I , J l  000:5900 
241 FOr1tl.\TC 1X ,2C 15, 1X) ,3( F8.2, 1 X )  ,2( F7 .2, 1X ) , 3 (  F8.5, 1X) ,6( F7 . 2 . 1 x ) )  oon60CO 
803 COHTit:�E • 00026100 
IF! CH�CK- 1 .  l 804,805,807 OOJ26200 
804 l!RlTEt 6 ,233ll 00026300 
233 FG:\ll.\TC 1X. I NO VlSlSLE PART OF PLU:-:E FO� PLIJ�IC: I '14/) oco::�400 
GO TO 807 OCO�o500 
805 t::UT E t 6 ,243 H , J  0002l·600 
243 Fo:<�TC 1X, ' PLU:�C: ' ,  1 4 ,  • STILL VISIBLE -4T THE TER�lNATION STEP' , 14/ 100026700 
153 
























ao1 cc:.;TI�\:JE ooc::?63:!0 
�JIT E t 6 ,2�2l 000:�9�3 
242 Fc:::::.TI // )  Ov0:?7Gu0 
1::UT E l 6 , 2 : .; 1  000271C.0 
22-i FC::: ::'.Tl 1X. 'RESULTS AT THE Lt.ST STEP OF CALC:.JLATIO:l ' )  CC0::?72JO 
l!:"!ITE1 6 , 225l OO!l:'.7300 
2�5 FC�;t..Hl 1X, ' t\ST!:P t\THP X Z Y PTE!'!P EXCEST 1CC027400 
1 . .  F;:u:u EXCESH PLCJ�OIST PAVHrn� PCR:>SEC SLOTLEH PAllSLE I '  COC27500 
2 ' DI�UTN PVELO' l 00027600 
HTHP=1 0�027700 
�:UTEI 6 .226 lNS .Nrno. PXI , ,NS ) ,PZI, ,HS ) '  PY( 1.t�S).  PT! 1 ,1\S ) ,  PET( 1 , N S  l . 00027200 
1FHI 1 ,N5 ) ,  FEl-il t .:::;) ,'r-u.:1 1 .�•s ) .  PCI 1 ,NS l ,FCI 1 , NS ) .  PAI 1 ,IG l ,PA!H 1 ,11s) . 0::1027%0 
2FDIU 1 ,N5 l .  FUI l . t \ 5 )  ooo:BOIJO 
226 FC'.\M�Tl 1X . 2 1 I S . 1 X )  ,3( F8.2. ix) .21 F7 . 2 .  ix ) '  3 < F 8 . 5 ,  1 X )  , 6 (  F7 .2. 1x) ,// )00023100 
D0193I=1 .t\? 
l>1ITE l 6 ,555l 
��ITE l 6 ,4 15 l I 00 1 3�200 
415 FC�::n1 1x. 'DETAILED RESU:..TS OF PLUP.E' .2x.121 ('0135300 
��ITE l 6 ,416 l 0013.)�QO 
416 FCR.:1.:.Tl 1X, 'NSTEP HTHP X Z Y PTEtlP EXCEST ' 0 0 13�500 
1 ,  1 F!-!U�II EXCESH Pi..C:�!::::IIST PAVHH::l PCRCSEC SLOTLEN PAt\GLE ' 00135500 
2 ' D I L UTti PVHO' l 001367CO 
D0 193J= 1 , llS 00 13590 0 
I F I J . E Q . 1 l  GO TO 4 1 4  
I F < PXI I , J l . EC . 0  . .  ��.PZC I , J l . E Q . O . l GO TO 193 0 
414 ��ITE 1 6 ,24 1 JJ , I ,FXI I , J l ,FZI I , J J , PY I I . J l ,PTI I , J J ,PETI I . J l , PH I I , J ) ,  
1PEHC I , J J ,PL� I I , J l , P�l I , J l , PCl I , J l ,PAl I , J J ,FANC I , J l , PuILC I , J I ,  










LEVEL 2.2 IS�PT 76 > OS/360 FCRTRAH H EXTENDED DATE 79. 158100 .49.07 
REQUESTED O?TIO�:s: NOTE RM, 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: N�lcltlAINl NOOf'TIHIZE Lll\C:CO:.Jtff C 6 0 J  SIZECM.\X) AUTODSUt\OSE> 









ISt� 0 0 1 0  






























SUG�OUTINE BL At\'.< ( PX ,  PZ. FQ, P�! , PV, F3, FU, PLl-I , PG, PCOS , PS!H, 
1?T, P!lY , PA, PET , PEH, Pt..N , PY, PJIL, FH , F;..: • J:C ,NP ,t.:S ,t\X,NY ,NCONT , N4, 
2MG?�2 .�:3ST 1 ,KE , LCHi< ,AHP l 
It:?LICIT REAL .. 3 (A-H,O-Z> 
co::::oN /STC�E l/It;J( 15) 'n:oTc 15 ) , H�VIK( 15 ) ,  IS< 15) 
1 /STC�E21t-:PI 15 1 , tlSI 1 5 l ,IIPI 1 5 l  
2 /STO�El/tH < 100 l ,ATI 100 l ,AZ1 100 1 ,AliG( 100 l , ATG1 100 l ,  
A AUl 1 0 0 l ,AUG( 100 l 
3 /STO�E4/A( 15l.B1C  15 ) ,82( 15)  .exzc 15 > .SY( 15 ) ,  Pt-:COS( 15 l .  
4 P::SIN( 15 l ,ti-I( 15 l .NBV( 15 l ,t;EVI 15 l ,NCV( 15 I 
5 /CC:IST11FAI ,UC, B ,  TP,ET ,HP,EH ,WP,t-:3,HG1 , A?lG, IQ,!THP 
7 /Cet.:ST2/IL,IUI,IK,NI,HIP1 . g /STO�ESIOIC 15l ,EXuOC 15 1 ,TOl 1 5 l ,HOl 1Sl ,WA( 1 5 l  
Oil":ENSIO� PX<NP .l�S ) .P:c tl?,t:s I '  ?QrnP .NS) ,F:H UP .NS ) . PV( NP.NS). 
1 FoC HP .us) , Fuo;p ,NS I .  PL�CHP ,NS I .  PGINP ,NS I .  PCOS( tlP ,t.:s ) .  PSINC tlP ,NS). 
2?TINP,t\S l,F3YIN?,NS J , PAINP,NS l , PETIN?,NS l,PEH(NP,NS l ,  
3PANCNP,NS l ,PHINP,NSJ,F�(HP,NSl,PYCNP,NS l ,FDILINP,NS l ,  
41"!$?�21 15 > . �:GST 1 l  15 l ,  PC< HP ,NS ) ,KE ( 1 5  l ,  LChl\( 15 > .AH?( 100 l 
DO 4 1 = 1 .NP 
t1GPA2< 1 >=O 
MGSTH I l:O 
I S I I > = O  
LCHK C I >= O  
A < I l = O .  
l\S'J< I l=O 
tlEV< I l =O 
l\CV C I > = O  
D:H i l =O.  
F�ISIIH I >=O.  
Pt:!:OS< I >=O. 
W0(11=5 
HPI I l=O 
t:s c I >=O 
IIPI I l=O 
It\DTC I l=O 
l<: E C i l = O  
· 4 l\:lVIKC I l=O 
DO 1 1=1 .�P 
DO 1 J:t ,NS 
PXI I . J l = O .  
PZ< I , J l = O .  
PQ< I ,J l = O .  
PH< I , J l=O .  
PVI I , J l= O .  
PUH I , J l = O .  
PG< I ,J l=O . 
FCI I , J l = O .  
PBC I , J >=O. 
PCOSC I , J >= O .  
PSitH I , J l= O .  
PU( l , J  >=O . 
PETU , J J = O .  




































LEVEL 2.2 IS�PT 761 BLAl\'l< 





























PTI I , J l=O.  
FGYl I , J l =O. 
PAI I , J l = O .  
PHI I , J l = O .  
PYI I , J l = O .  
PANC I . J l= O .  
POI L C  I , J  l=O. 
1 PlH I , J I =  0 . 
00 7 1 = 1 . 100 
AUG ( ! l = O .  
AUI I l = O .  
AZI I l = O .  
ATI I l = O .  
AH?! I l = O .  
All! I l = O .  
ATGI I l= O .  
7 AH3 1 I l = O .  








Ui0( 1 J = 1  
1 5 1 1 1= 1  
RETt:RN 
El\J 
051360 FC�TRAN H EXTENDED 
• 
156 




























LEVEL 2 . 2  < SEPT 7 6 >  OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 79. 158/00.49.08 
REQ:.JESTED OPTIONS : NOTERH , 
O?TIO!-IS IN EFFECT: NAHE< HAIN> NOCPTil"!IZE LINECOUNT< 6 0 )  SIZEC HAX > AUTOO�U NOt:E I 






























SUSRC:JTit\E FHE C I ,JR,H,CY,PZ,NP,NS,IKQ,IKP> 
It:!'LICIT REAL•8 <A-H,O-Zl 
COllMON /STORE 1/Il\::l( 15 I. more 15 ) , NOVIK( 15 ) .  IS< 15 ) 
1 /STORE4/A( 15)  ,B 1 <  15 > .B2< 151 .BXZ< 15 I .BY( 15 ) .  P:,::osc 1 5 ) .  
2 PMSINI 15 l .D�< 15) ,h'BV< 15 l ,NEV< 15 l ,NCV< 15 l 
DIMENSION PZ<NP,NS l ,CY< 15 l 
TO CALCULATE THE ANGLE OF THE INCLINATION OF HERGEO PLUME <PHI> 
IJR=It-:DT< JR) 
IM=U:OT< H l 
IF!  IJR .NE. IHI  GO TO 1 
IF<IJR .EQ. 1 . AN::l . IH .EQ. 1 >  GO TO 2 
IF < JR .EQ. H l  GO TO 6 
IFl IJR .EQ. 2 .AND. IH .EQ. 21 GO TO 4 
2 OY=DtBSCCYI JR)-CYI H l l  
DZ=DABS I PZCJR,IK P l -PZ< H,IKQ l l  
DS=OSC�TI DY�OY+oz�oz1 
PllCOS I I > =OY/OS 
PHSUH I >=OZ/OS 
GO TO 5 
1 IFCIJR .NE.  1 1 . GO TO 6 
7 p; iCOSI I > =P:1CCSC H l 
PMSIIH I l=P:ISINC H )  
GO TO 5 
6 PMCCSC I l=F?1COSI JR> 
P�iSIN< I l =Fl·�SUU JR) 
GO TO 5 
4 COSS=F�ICOSC JR l•FHCOSC H >-FHSINC JR l•PHSINC H )  
��OS C l l =OSC�T ( 0 . 5•l 1 .+CCSS l >  































LEVEL 2.2 lSEPT i6 l OS/360 FOrtTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 79. 158100.49.09 
REQUESTt:O O?Tic:.;s: Nulci:'.�I. 
OPTIO:-IS IN EFFECT: NAt;E H:AIIO N::::::?TIHIZc L WECC!JNTI 60 l S IZ!: e t:AX I t.UT0'.;3U NOSE I 










IStl 0 0 1 1  
ISN 0012 
ISH 0013 





















su�;.Ct;TINE SOLUTNI PX,PY,?Z,PQ,FM.PV,FG,PL:�.PU,PBY .PA,F3, FCOS, 
1FSIN ,FT,FET,�l,f�H.F� . r�N,FDIL ,PC,CY,Y,YP , I , J , N?,NS,UC ,O,TP, 
2ET, HP, I!:> , EH, S ,CG ,RHO? , 11HPA l 
I�?LICIT REAL�S lA-H,0-Zl 
cc;·!;l:ii I /STC�E4/A( 1 5 ) ,  B 1< 15) .r21 15 l .BXZ( 15 > .DY( 15 ) .  P: :cos< 1 5 ) .  
1 f;;srn1 1 5 1 ,C!H 1 5 1 . t;)V( 15 1 ,tl!;V( 1 5 ) ,NCVI 1 5 l  
2 /CO::sr vr.u .o 1 . 02 .03, 04 ,05. 06 ,07 ,r-::>,NG1 .At{:> ,IQ' ITHP 
4 /STORE 1/It::H 1 5 1 ,  Il�TI 1 5 1 , t\:vn:I 1 5 ) ,  ISi 15 l 
OIHENSIC:l PXI NP ,NS 1 , PYIN?,NS I , PZ! t;P ,NS I ,  PQIH? ,tlS ) ,  PMl tlP ,NS I ,  
1P'J( N? .t:s) ' FGI NP ,NS ) .  PUH NP.HS 1 . ru1 NP ,1;5 ) .  FBY! tlP , NS I ,RHPAn:P ,NS ) .  
2F.H NP ,NS l ,  Fa! N? .1-:s) ' PCCS! N? ,NS ) .  FSIIH t\P , t\S ) ,  PH t\? ,t;s 1 ,  FETC N? ,NS 1 .  
3F:-r: NP ,NS ) .  F'EHI tlP ,t{S ) .  r::c t:P ,t;s ) .  Ft.NI fl? ,NS I '  FL}Il( NP.t:s) ,CY( 15 l ,  
4Yl 8 l ,  YPl81 ,PCCNP,NS ) ,SI 1 5 l  
PX! I , J l=Yl 7 l  
PZ! l , J l=Yl 5 l  
PYI I , J l=CYI I l  
FQI I , J l=YC 1 >  
P:ll I ,J )=YI 2 1  
PVI I , J l =Y1 4 l  
P�I I . J l=Yl 3 l  
r::1 I , J  l=YI 5 l 
PUl I , J l=UC 
FSYI I , J l=BY< I l  
PAI I . J l=A! I l  
FCII,J l=oXZI I l  
Fn< I . J l=B•DtQ�TI C G l  
FCOSI I , J l=YP 1 7 l  
PSittl I . J  l=YPI 6 l 
PTI I , J l=TP 
PETC I , J l =ET 
PHI I , J l=HP 
PEH! I , J l=EH 
PL�( I ,J l=�!P 
RH?t. ! I , J l=RHOP 
IFIYP17l.HE . 0 . 0 I  GO TO 86 
AN:3=90. 
GO TO 85 
as AHG=OATAHI YPC 6 l/YP( 7 )  l•1SO . /PAI 
85 PAtH I ,J l=AtlG 


























LEVEL 2 . 2  <SEPT 7 6 >  
REQUESTED OPTIONS: NOTERH, 
OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED 
OPTIONS IH EFFECT: N�HEIHAIHI NOOPTIHIZE LINECCUNT C 6 0 1  SIZE<MAXl AUTODBLC NO�E l 
DATE 79.  158/3C.49.09 











































SU3F:OIJTINE Plll::RGC PX.PY .PZ.PT' PET ' PH. FEH . pu; , PA. Pa . Pt.ti . POIL , PCOS. 
1FSill ,CY ,NP , t:s ,KE ,tt::;PA2 , H3:>T 1 , PC, LCHK , PU, ILINE, PBY > 
IMPLICIT REAL•8 CA-H,O-Z> 
COl1!:0N /STO:<E 1/lt\J( 1 5 ) ,  It:'.>T( 15 l ,NOVIK! 15 I . IS< 15 > 
1 /STC�E2/tlPC 15 l ,t1SC 15 I ,  IIPC 15 l 
2 /STO�E4/A( 1 5 1 ,Bl( 1 5 1 ,&2C 15 I .BXZ< 1 5 1 .BY( 1 5 1 ,f'H:osc 1 5 1 .  
3 f':iSIHC 15 I ,D:{C 15 D .t�3VC i5 I ,N!:VC 15 I ,NCVC 1 5 1  
4 /CC!-IST1/f'AI .UC ,S, TP, ET ,HP, EH ,WP,tiG,HS1,At:G, IQ, ITHP 
6 /C01l5T2/Il ,NII, IK ,NI.HI?1 
DIMENSION PX< NP,NS l .PZ< HP,NS l ,PSCN?,tlS l .PCOS<NP,NS l ,PXI< 15 > .  
1PYIC 15 > ,  PZI C 15 l .  Fol l 15 > , PCOSH 15 > .CY( 15 > . IRE< 15 l .  PSitHtl? ,NS l ,  
2PSIIUC 15 l ,KE( i5 ) ,  PY! NP,HS l ,FTC N?,NS l .PETC liP ,NS l ,FIH liP,tlS l ,  
3PEH< N? ,NS l ,  PUH NP ,NS I ,  PA CNP ,NS ) ,  PAN< NP ,tlS I ,  PDIL I NP ,NS l , t:GFA2C 1 5 ) ,  
4�3ST 1 < 151 ,PCCN?,HS l ,B1It 1 5 1 ,B2I t 151 ,BXZI C 15 1 ,BYIC 1 5 1 , AI C 15 l ,  
5LCHK C 15 1 , FUCHP ,t1S l , FBY<H?,NSI 
REARRAl\GE THE TRAJECTORIES OF THE EXISTIN3 PLUMES 
HJ=O 
DO 1 0 1  1= 1 ,tU 
IFC INDC i l- 1 1 1 0 1 , 102, 102 
102 ISC=IK+NOVIKI I J-ISI I I  
HJ=HJ+1 
PXICHJl=PXC I , IS C >  
PYI< N J  l=CYI I I 
PZI I H J l = PZC I ,ISCI 
PSI I H J l = Fa c I . ISCI 
PCOSI < H J l =FCOSC I , ISCI 
PSIHICNJl =PSIHC I,ISCI 
AI< HJ l=AII I 
B1ICHJ l=BH I I 
B2II HJ I =B2< I >  
BXZI < N J l =PC( I , ISCI 
BYIC HJl =FSY< I , ISCI 
IREIHJl=I 
1 0 1  COtlTIUUE 
CHECK PLUME MERGING 
IL=O 
HI1=NJ-1 
DO 103 I=t,NI1 
J1=I+1 
DO 103 J:J 1 ,NJ 
PYD=DAES<PYI< I >-PYI C J ) )  
PZO=DABS<PZI < I l-PZIC J l l  
PYZ=DSGRTI PZD�PZD+PYO•PYO I 
SR=BXZICi l•PCCSI I I J +BXZI < J >•PCOSIC J )  
SR2=BYI C i l+BYI C J I  
IFI SR-PZD l 1 03 , 1 0 , 10 
10 IFI SR2-PYD 1103, 104,104 
104 IFCAIC I I  .EQ. 0 • •  AHO. Al(J) .EQ. 0 . 1  GO TO 1 
GO TO 106 
1 AREA1=0 .5•PAI• t B 1 I I I l*B1II Il+B1IIJ>•B 1 II J ) )  
AREA2=PYZ• t B 1 I < I l+B1It J l l  




































































































C RECCRD THE PAIRS OF THE HERGED PLUMES 00100400 
H?lIL l:IRe C i l  0 0 1 00500 
MSC IL l=IREC J l CO iOOSOO ll=IRE C l l  0 0 1 00700 JJ:IRE C J l  00100�00 
U;t>T C J J l=IN!l ( J J )  001 00·)C0 
moT C I I l =It;Q ( I J )  0010�000 
C RESET INOC I I l =2.IHOCJJ):Q FOR JJ>II WHEN PLUMES II AHO JJ HERGEO 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0  
It\ilt J J  1=0 00101200 
IIP<JJl =IK+NOVIK<JJl-ISCJJI 0 0 1 0 1300 
l F < INJ C II l- 1 > 1 03 , 1 1 1 . 1 1 3  00101400 
111  IND I II l =2 0 0 1 0 1500 
113 I I P ! I I l =IK+HOVIKC IIl-ISCII>  00101600 
103 CONTIUuE 001G17Cil 
IFC IL- 1 1 16 . 107.205 00101�00 
205 K=l 00101900 
206 II=�+1 00102000 
OD 200 I=II.IL C0102100 
IFO�S I K l .N E . HS I I > lGO TO 200 0 0 1 02200 
IF<HPCi l-H?< K l l204,200.2v3 0 0 1 02300 
203 IFIIND ! I l .EQ.O IGO TO 200 0 0 102400 
INO C i l=O 00102500 
IIPI I l =IK+HJVIK I I l-ISl i l  00102600 
GO TO 200 00 102700 
204 IFIIND I K l . EQ . O IGO TO 200 00102�00 
IN!HIO=O 00102900 
IIPIKl=IK+HOVIKIK l-ISI K I  00103000 
200 CONTINUE " 00103100 
K=K+1 00103200 
IFIK.LT.IL lGO TO 206 00103300 
c PLU�IE MSRGING occu�s 0 0 1 03!:00 
107 WRITE C 6 , 1C8l 0 0 1 03500 
108 FORHATC 1X. 'RESULTS OF THE PAIRS OF HERGEO PLUMES AT HERGING PLACE ' 0 0 103!>00 
1 >  00103700 
HRITE C 6 , 1 12 1  0 0 103300 
112 FO�MATC 1X. ' HSTEP HTHP X Z Y PTEHP EXCEST'00 103900 
1 , '  PHUHI EXCESH PLQOHOIST PAVHF�O PCROSEC SLOTLEH PANGLE ' 0 0 1 0��00 
2'01LUTH PVELO' I 00104100 
ILINE=ILIHE +2 
00 109 1 = 1 . I L  00104200 
U:DX=1 0010.;300 
LP=HPI I I  00104400 
LS=HSI I l  001C�500 
HT=IIPILPI 0 0 10i�OO 
NT=IIP I L S )  0 0 10�70C 
HGPA21 LS>=LP 00104SOO 
H5ST 1 C L S l=HT 00104900 
IFIKECLSI  .GT. HTI GO TO 116 00105000 
LCJIKILS l=1 00105100 
KE<LS l=HT 001 05200 
116 HR!TE l 6 , 1 10 lHT,LP.PXCLP.HT l , PZILP,HT l .PYCLP.HT > . PT4LP.HT > .  00 105300 
1PETI LP,HTl.PHILP,HT l , PEHILP.HT l . PLWC LP.HTl,PBILP,HTl,PCILP.HTl, 00105�00 
2PAC LP.HT l . P�HI LP.HTl ,POILILP,HT l.PUCLP,HTl 00 105500 
110 FORHATC 1X,21 15 , 1X l ,31F8.2,1Xl , 2 1 F 7 . 2 , 1 X l ,3<F8.5,1X l , 6 ( F 7 . 2 . 1X l )  00105�00 
IFC INOX- 1 1 1 17 , 1 1 7 . 1 13 00105700 
111 INDX=2 001 o:soo LP=LS 00105)00 HT=NT 00106COO 
160 
LEVEL 2.2 C SEPT 76 > PL HER$ OS/360 FORTRAH H EXTE�DED 
ISN 0098 
ISN C�)9 
ISN 0 1 0 0  









IS!� ·0 1 1 0  
!SN 0 1 1 1  
ISH 0 1 12 
!St� 0 1 1 3  
IStl 0 1 14 
ISN 0 1 15 
ISH 0 1 16 
GO TO 1 1 6  
11S i.::HTE ( 6 , 1 19 > . 
119 FQ"il�l ( / )  
ILit.E=ILIHE+4 
109 co:;nN:JE 
DO 777 I=2,N! 




779 DO 430 1=2,NP 
IFI lt\0 1 I > 1 1 6 , 4 0 0 ,  16 
400 CO�lTI:;\JE 
C ALL THE FLU:1ES ARE MEF:GEO WHEN It;DI I l=O FOR 1<I<HP+1 








DATE 7 9 . 153/C 0 . 49 . C  
001061!)0 
0 0 1 il!J2.'.:0 
0 0 1 C6300 
O!l 1C6400 
0 0 1 C!>500 
0 0 1 06!>GO 
001C6700 
0 0 1 06200 
00106900 
00107000 
0 0 1 0 7 1 0 0  
0 0 i 07200 
0 0 1073CO 
0 0 1 074C O 
0 0 10750:) 
0 0 1076 00 
00107700 
0 0 101eoo 
00107900 
LEVEL 2 . 2  < SEPT 76) 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: HOTERM, 
OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTE�ED DATE 79.158100.49 . 10 








































SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST t\O�ECK CBJECT HAP NOFO�HAT GOSTtlT t\OXREF NOALC NOANSF HOTERH FLAG 
SUBROUTINE RESET! I I , IKT,OS,NP,NS,CY,Y,YP,YS,YSP,YR 1 ,YR1P,YR2, 
1YR2P,PX. PZ. PQ, rx. PV ,PG . PLW , PCCS , FSrn ,. 
2PU,fB,PC,PA , PT , FET,PEH,P�.LC. IFLAG. saur .s.�o�K. I�C�K . F , G ,RELERR, 
3ABSERR, REROOT,AEr-OOT,tlE�N . ISINGL, RHPA,PBY , I C , PAN,HTl 
l�FllCIT REAL�8 IA-H,O-Zl 
REAL*8 �OR� l 3 1 0 , 30 l , L  
INTEGER�G IWORKt 5 , 3 0 l  
EXTEP.llAL f , 6  
co�:;�QN /STC�E 1/IHD! 15) 'rn::m 1 5 ,  .NOVIK! 15) 'IS( 1 5 )  
1 ISTC�E2/M?! 1 5 J ,HSl 15l ,IIP! 1 5 l  
2 /STCRE4/AI 15 l ,S1C 15 l ,82! 15 J , BXZ! 1 5 1 ,BYI 15 J ,  Pl:COS( 1 5 ) ,  
3 p;:Sill! 15 > .DWI 151 .NoV( 15)  ,t::v1 15 > .NCVI 15) 
4 /CONST 1/PAI ,UC , B ,  TP,ET ,HP ,EH .�P ,l'\G ,MG1 ,A��G ,IQ, ITHP 
6 1cm:ST2/ll .NII .IK.IU ,NIP1 00109000 
C0:-:.'10H lt:ERGEI ISrnGF 
CCi:::CN /GCP.(CK/ CS�UT 
cc�::1:m /Dlff/ AC::iNSTC 30 ) .  SH 30 > .ZTILOE( 30 ) .  ISWH 30 ) ,!HOLD ,NPD 
cm::ION /{;Ot:STS/EPS ,CP . L ,RO ,Ge , GAt� .o . PIINV ,ONE .ZERO , T�O .NPT , rnu 
cct:::cu /OPTICtl/ YP2! 30 ) .  IRIS�H 30 ) . 
OU:Et\SIO� PX! N:' ,NS J ,  PZINP.NS l ,  FQ! NP ,NS l ,  PMI t\i' ,NS l ,  PVC NP,NS l ,  
1F81HP,�S l , PGl�P.NS J , IRPl 1 5 J , YI S J , PLWINP,NSJ ,RHPAIN?,NSJ,  
2YPI 8 )  ,CY! 15 l ,PTI NP,llS l ,PETI NP,US l ,PUI NP ,NS),  YSI 8 ) ,  YSPI 8 l ,  
3PAI NP,t�S J ,  FCOS ! H?,NS l , PSIN! NP ,NS l ,  YR1<8l ,YR1PI 8 1 ,  YR2! 3 l ,  YR2Pl8 l ,  0 0 1 09400 
ltPEH! NP ,NS ) .  r;.:c U? ,t\S ) .  IHI 15 ) .  FC mP ,NS), PBYI NP ,t:s ) .  HT( 15)  
DillENSION SI 30 J ,SOUTI 30 J ,IFLAG! 30 l,  I C !  30 l ,  PAtHtlP , NS ) ,  







ONETH= . 333333il +OO 
CB= .3D+GO 
DS=0. 1D+OO•PB ! I , IK 1 >  
Yl 1 l=PQ! I , Ii< 1 l  
Yl2 l=F111 I . IK 1 l  
Y l 3 l =PGI I , I K 1 l  
Y(4 )=PVl I , IK 1  l 
Yl 5 l=P�I! I , IK 1  > 
Y C 6 l=PZI I , IK 1 l  
Y < 7 l=PXI I , IK 1 l  
APT=PTI I , IK 1 l 
IFIINO ! I >-2129,30,30 
30 IF<IL l32,32,33 





0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0  
0 0 1 10200 
0 0 1 1030.) 
00110!,00 
0 0 1 1 0500 
0 0 1 10600 
0 0 1 10700 
0 0 1  HiSOO 33 IRP! 1 l=I 
IPASS=O 
IFI PLH! I , IK 1 l .NE.0.00+00> ISIG=O 




LEVEL 2.2 ( SEPT 761 































































CYl!."..tll=CY( I l+PSYI I ,  Ii<1 l 
CYHIHI=CY! I l-FOYI I , I K l l  
PZIUNI=PZI I , IK 1  l+FCI I ,IK1 l 





60 DO 34 J= 1 , IL 
lFl IRPl�11-HP l J l l34,35,34 
ZS JJ=HS(J l 
DO 85 t.�= 1 . IJ!< 
IFI JJ-IRPl�� l l  86,34,86 
86 CO�Tit\UE 
su:amm UP \'OLUl'IE ,MCHENTUH. ENERGY AHO 110!STURE FLUXES OF THE 
MERGrn PLU�'.ES 
IKP=IK +t;ovn� ( JJ ) -IS( JJ)  
Yl 1 1=Yl 1 l+FQ I J J , IKPl 




I F I PL�( JJ,IKP l . NE . 0 .0D+OOJ ISIG=O 
I F C PAN(JJ ,IKP J . NE . 0 .00+001 JSWl=O 




CYH:..?-:C=CYI JJ l +PBYI JJ, IKP I 
CYHit�=CYI JJ l-PJYIJJ,IKPl 
PZHt.tlC=PZl JJ,  IKP l+PCI JJ, IKP l 
PZtatlC=PZI JJ, IY-P 1-PCI JJ, IKP J 
I F I It\OT I J J l  .GT. 1 )  GO TO 401 
I F I W:lTI I l-21 401,400,401 
400 I F I IH I I I  .GT.  21  GO TO 404 
IFI CYMANI .GE. CY�lt.NC . ANO . CYHINI . L E .  CYHINCI GO TO 34 
GO TO 401 
404 IF ( PZH:..IU • GE. PZH�NC • AUD. PZHINI • L E .  PZHINC I GO TO 34 
401 I f (  cm.\N .GE. Cvt!ANC I 60 TO 244 
CYllAH=CYHAUC 
JR=JJ 
244 IF I CYHIH .LE. CYHINCI GO TO 23 
CYl\IH=CYHitlC 
H=JJ 
28 l F C PZl1t.N . GE. PZHANC J GO TO 26 
PZtlAN=PZMANC 
Jl\Z=JJ 








DATE 79. 158/00.49 . 1 0  
0 0 1 1 1000 
oo 1 1 1  mo 
0 0 1 1 12CO 
0 0 1 1 1300 
00 1 1 1400 
O il 1 1 1500 
001116CO 
0 0 1 1 1700 
0 0 1 1 1:::0 
0 0 1 1 1%0 
0 0 1 1::eico 
0 0 1 12100 
Oil1 122:l0 
0 0 1 1230'.l 
001 12t·CO 
0 0 1 12500 
0 0 i 126:JO 
0 0 1 12700 
001 12300 
00112900 
0 0 1 13:lCO 
OC113100 
0 0 1 13::00 
0 0 1 13300 
0 0 1 13400 
0 0 1 13500 
0 0 1 13600 
0 0 1 1 3700 
0 0 1 13$00 
0 0 1 13900 
0 0 1 1 4000 
0 0 1 14 1 C O  
0 0 1 14200 
0 0 1 14300 
001 14400 
0 0 1 14500 
0 0 1 1!.600 
0 0 1 14700 
0 0 1 14SOO 
001149CO 




00 1 15-tOO 








0 0 1 16300 
001 16400 
001 16500 
LEVEL 2 . 2  ! SEPT 76 J RE SETI OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTE��ED DATE 79. lSS/00 . 49 . 10 
001 16600 
001167CO 
0 0 1 1�S�O 
0 0 1 16�00 
!SN 0107 
ISN 0 1 0S 
ISN 0109 
l$N 0 1 1 0  
ISH 0 1 1 1  
IStl 0 1 12 
ISN 0 1 13 
IS!f 0 1 14 
IS�-1 0 115 
ISN 0 1 1 6  
ISN 0 1 17 
lStl 0 1 19 
IStl 0121 
ISN 0122 
15H 0 123 











lSH 0 1 35 
ISN 0136 
ISH 0 137 
lSH 01:� 
lStl 0139 
ISH 0 1 4 0  








lS:t o 149 
ISll 0150 
rs:1 c 15 1 
lS!-1 0153 
lSN Oi55 
ISH 0 157 
ISN 015<> 
ISN 0159 








GO TO 60 
59 I F l :l�-1 l 32,32,859 
g39 APT=APT/FLOATC IJKJ 
Y C 6 l =0.5•C ?ZrlAH+PZHIHl 
CALL F�:)FIU N°T , Yf6 l ,  TA ,XVA ,U, P , DTOZ ,OXDZ ,OUOZ l 
T�=TA+.273150+03 
Tt.V=TAw ( c::E •EFS'<XVA l 
C�LL F'iU!IVI Y , C F  ,CG, TAV ,XVA , U , P , R ,  V , lol , RHOP, TPV ,XVP ,XVPAV , SIG:"IA l 
TP=TFV/C C:\E+EPS•XVPAV l 
XS=C:>CC 1 , TP , P l  
IFCXV?.GT.XSI GO TO 1512 
IF I C XVP. LT . XS l • ..\N:::l . I S!�l!A . GT. ZERO l l GO TO 1812 
AREAN= l Y C l l•?Al)/l RHCP�V) 




C01314K= 1 , 3  
XVPS=XV? 
XPS=Q�C l 1 ,TP,Pl 
C6ETA=C$Cf2,TP,P J;;CF 








XV?�V=C I cc-o:;E l•XVA+XVP )/CC 
TPV=TP;;f Cl :E + EPS,.XV?AV l 
RHO?:P/C IW,.TFI/ l 
SI�: IA=SI G�IA • SG! :A$S 
Yt5 1=Yl 1 l•SIG�A�CF/CG 
AREAN=IYt 1 l•PAl)/( V�RHC?J 
C LC=O r.:At:S CLUSTER OF T�E�S; LC=1 t1EAt\S LltlE TO'..:ER ARRAY 
1!13 IFCLC-1 l575,572,575 
575 CY( I ):0 .5;t( CYl1AH+CYHIH l 
GO TO 571 
572 Il<O=lK+NOVIKltll-ISI H l  
Ii<:>=IK+t�O'Jil\t J� l-IS! JR l 
OCYAl =CYl 1:.li-CYMIN 
OPZ:.I=PZl!AN-PZ!l!N 
IFC DCYAI .LT.  O?ZAil GO TO 402 
IF I C  CYM:.N-CYMW l • LT. ( PZr.�N-PZ!':IH) I t:O TO 4C2 · IFICYIMl .EQ. CYIJ� l l  �O TO 407 
CYOZ=DABS!FZCH,I�;l-PZ I J R , IKP l l  
C TO Ct.:..CULt.TE THE t.t:$LE OF THE INCLitlATION OF HERGED PLl..1·:E I PHI l 
Ct.LL fiiEC I .JP. , M  ,CY, PZ ,NP ,NS. lJ.:Q , IKP l 
IFI CYOZ.NE . 0 .  JGO TO 4Ct • 
1 H l l l=2 
GO TO 409 
403 IHI I 1 =1 
409 B 1 C i l=PBCH, !Kr.) 
621 I ):p;}( J�, Ii:P) 
IF ( F;�cosc I )  • (Q. c .  ) GO TO 9es 
164 
001170CO 
0 0 1 1 7 1 C O  
O J 1 172CO 
001 17300 
0 0 1 1 7400 
00 1 1 7500 
0 0 1 17600 
00117700 
0011/�0J 
00 1 179 JO 
0 0 1 1S�OO 
0 0 1 i3 1 C O  
0 0 1 1�2CO 
OJ 1 15300 
0 0 1 1��00 




oa 1 1.'.��oo 
001 1';000 




0 0 1 19!+00 
0 0 1 19500 
00119600 
001 19700 





lSH 0171  
lSH 0172 
ISH 0173 
lSH 0 174 
lSH 0175 
Is:• 0176 






ISH 0 185 
ISH 0186 
ISN 0 187 
ISH 0189 
ISN 0190 




































A ! I l:C OCYAl-B 1 ! 1 l-B2! 1 l l/PMCOS! I I  
GO TO 573 
988 A C i l :OFZAI-B 1 ! I J-B2< I l  
60 TO 573 
402 JR:JRZ 
H=MZ 
I�Q=IK+t:ovIKt H l-IS! H I  
IKP=lK+H�VJK(JRl-ISIJR) 
If( PZt JR ,IKPl .EC. PZ<H,IKQ l l  GO TO 407 
PZY=DABS! CYIJRl-CYI H l l  
C TO CALCULATE THE Al�GLE OF THE IUCLINATICH OF HERGEO PLUME (PHI l 
CALL PHE!I ,JR,H,CY , PZ,NP,H5, IKQ ,IKPI 
c 
I F I PZY.HE . 0 . IGO TO 431 
IH ! I l=3 
GO TO 432 
431 lH(l >=1  
432 B l ! I l=FB! H,IKQI 
B2!I l:FS! JR,IKPl 
IFI FHS!HC I I  .EQ. 0 . 1  GO TO 9S9 
A ! l l=! O?ZAl-B 1 ! I l-B21 l l l/PHSIHI I I  
GO TO 573 
989 A ! I l=OCYAI-B1 ! I l-B2! I I  
60 TO 573 
407 Al I l:At JR I 
B 11 I l =B 1 1  JR I 
821 I l=S21 JR I 
Pl'.CQS( I ): f::cosc JR) 
P�SIHCi l=Fr.3IHCJRl 
I H I I l = I H ! J R I  
573 C Y (  I l=O . 5•! CYf!Atl+CYMIN I 
IF!A! I l .NE . 0 . 00+001 GO TO 574 
IF! JSM1 .EQ. 1 1  60 TO 579 
IS�H I l=O 
IRISET I I l = l  
IC< I >=2 
lfl ISIG.EQ . 1 1  IRISETI I l=3 
IF! ISIG.EQ. 1 1  IClll=l 
GO TO 33 
579 1��1< 1 1= 1  
lRISETI I >=4 
IC!Il=4 
IF< ISIG.EQ . 1 l  IRISET I I l=5 
IF< ISIG.EQ . l l  I C < I l=5 
60 TO 38 
32 IFILC-1l571 ,570,571 
571 IF!INO ! I l-3129 , 41 ,29 
570 IFlAC I > >38,33,39 
38 AC I l= O .  
IF! INO ! I l-3140,41,40 
41 IQ=4 
IHOI I l=4 
GO TO 29 
40 mo1 1 1= 1  













































RE SETI OS/360 fORTRAN H EXTrnilE!:l 
Il-:Q= II'. 1 
Rl:S:T I . C .  Fen Tl-!E •:ALF RC:J:\J PLL':"'.E 
574 IF I IP�SS.EQ . 1 1  �� TO 5i6 























































1i:21 I I l l  
�DJU3=0S�'.1TI t.'.:U.��/tREA:� J 
B l l l l=S1tl l · ; Oj03 
621 l l =E:'.?I I h.�D..:U.> 
AI I l=AII l.,t.DJUS 
IF:OUT=O 
IF tl l .  NE. JR l GO TO 578 
l!\CUT= 1 
IFIJSh1 . E Q . 1 l  GO TO 577 
EO TO �5 
5i8 IFlJSW1.EQ . 1 l  G� TO 577 
c 
c 
S.:5 IFLAGI I l= 1  
IS:nt I >=O 
rn:m 1;P• I l = C  
rn::1o;?+I•3 J=O 
IS�! Hl·:P+I+6 J:O 
I C I I l=2 
1c11:;::+ 1 1=2 
ICll:?+I+3 l=2 
1co;:i+r•c 1=2 
liHSETI I l =  1 
Ii:IS::T! �;?+I I =S 
I�lSETtK?+I+3 l=5 
IR!SETIN?+I+6l=5 
I F l l S � S . E Q . O l  CO TO 15i6 
5S1 IRISETI I J=3 
1Cl l l =3 
ICII+::"l=3 
ICI I+1:?+ 3 l = 3  
I C <  l•t:r+6 l=3 
GO TO 1576 
577 IFL:.:it 1 ) : 1  
1s:: 1 1 1 1 = 1  
lS!nH l:'+I J:1 
IS'.'1 I NPv I + 3 l : 1  
I�W1rnP+I+6 1=1 
IR I SETI I 1=4 





IC<::P+ I +3 1=4 
ICO:P+I->6 l=4 
IFI IRCuT .EQ.  1 1  GO TO �:s 
ZTILDE I I l=Jl:l!:1 1 • 3\::4['::>+03, YI 6 l+HTI l l  l 
ACC!l5T! I l=CG/I ZTILC::: I I hd L''-R Ji." 2 J•..rC:�En\ 
ZTILDEI I+::? l=o:mm . 3('!.t:�•03. ?Zi ii, ZKQ l+HTC H ) )  
Cf.LL FC:OFIL ! l\P7 , F':?( !i,  :;:< � I  ,O 1 , 02', !J ,  D3 , 0 4 ,  05 .06 l 
ACC:lST! I+:.;;:: l=CS/I 21ILDEI 1 +ti? )¥.( t.J;·3 H.J l 1-. .. 2 )+<1.�:l:'.TH 
166 























































ZTILDEC I+tl?+3 l�MIH H . 304�0+03,?ZC JR, It:P l+HT< JR l l 
CALL rr-o�IL<NPT,PZ(JR ,IKP l , D l .02.u.03,04.05,C6 l 
ACONSTI I•NP+3l=CB/(ZTILDEC I+N?+3 l•< U•D21 I l l�•2l••ONETH 
ZTILOE! l+NP+6):ZTILDE< I l  
S l < I l=Sl l l  
SH I+NP l=S( I >  
S H  l+:-1?+3 l=S< I >  
9�6 lFllSlG.EQ. 1 1  GO TO 9S7 
Iff I�CUT.EQ. 1 >  GC TO 1576 
IFI ISIG.EQ. 1 )  GO TO 9S7 
GO TO 1576 
937 IR!SETI I l=5 




1576 S C HP+I l=SC I I 
S < NP+I+3l=SI I I  
SIHP+I +6 l=SC I I  
SCUTC t\P• l l=S::JtJT( I l 
SC:JT( t;?+ I + 3 )  =SCUT! I )  
SOUT C NP+I+61 =SOUTI I I  
576 IF< IPASS.EQ. 1 l  60 TO 723 
H C P.:.:; c 1 1 , IKQ l . EQ . O . CD + D O I  GO TO 720 
CALL P�Orll<NPT,PZIH,IKQ J , O l ,D�. u.o3.04,05.05) 
�:l l H l =DS��TC CFUCH,IKQl••2 l - C U•U l )  
GO TO 721 
720 IFIIS�llNP+I l.EQ. 1 1  h'HI H l =0 . 00+00 
IFC I£�11H?+I l . E Q . 0 )  �HI Hl=Yl2 l/Yl 1 l  
721 I F C PAt:I JR,Ir. ? L E Q . 0 . 0 0 + 0 0 >  GO TO 722 
CALL f�Or ILIN?T,PZIJ� ,IKP l , D 1 , 02,U,03,04,D5,D6> 
�::H J� l=CS".:RH I PU! JR ,IKP Jn2 I-(  U•U l > 
60 TO 723 
722 IFIIS;nttlP+I+3 > . EQ . 1 )  l:Wl JR)=O.OD+OO 
IFIIS1-11ltl?+I+3 l . EQ.Ol  Wl-:I JR l=YC 2: l/YC 1 J  
723 CONTlt\UE 
IFC IP�SS.EQ . 0 )  GO TO 2001 
IF< rs;m HP+ 1 ) .  EQ. , )  W!l( H l=O. 00+00 
IFl lSM HNP+I ) .EQ. O J  ..:;�C Hl=Yt2l/YC 1 l  
2CO 1 YR 1 C  1 >=PU! H, I�Q Ji;B 1 C  I l•B 1 C  I )•?.iiPAlM, If�Q l•PAI 





YR 1 1 3 >=YR 1 1 1 )•( CP;fFET< H,IKQ ) +l•CF•?EHr n ,  n:� ) )/CG 
YR 1 1 4 l=YR1< 1 l•! PH:<H, IKQ l+PLWI H, IKQ I l•CF/CG 
YR 1 1 5 l =YR 1 C 1 l•PUH H,IKQJ•CF/CG 
YR1!6 l=PZIH,IK0l 
YR 1 1 7 >=PX< H ,  IKQ l 
RESET r.c. FOR THE HALF ROUND PLUME 
IF C IPASS . EQ . O l GO TO 2002 
IF< IS� 1 1 HP+ I +3 l . EQ . i > l!:./C JR l=0.0'.>+00 
IF! ISW1CNP+I+3 l . EQ . 0 )  "�CJRl=Y!2 l/YC 1 J  
167 
DATE 79. 158/00.49 . 1 0  
0 0 124800 
LEVEL 2.2 l SEPT 76> RESET! OS/360 FO�TRAN H EXTEN:>::O DATE 79. 153100.49 . 1 0 
IS:f 0!56 2002 YR21 1 l=PUI JR .n:P )11B2l I l•B21 I l•l\HP�I JR, IKP l•P�I 
ISN 0357 vr:2c 2 l=YR2< 1 l•!:::1 J�1 
ISti 03SS YR2! 31=\'P-2! 1 l •C CP�FETCJR,IKPl +L•CF•PEHCJ�.IKPl l/CG 
lSN 0359 YR21 4 l=Y1'2( , )11( rrn1 JR. IKP l+PUl< JR. IKP ) ) .. CF/CG 
ISN 0350 YR2 1 5  l=YR21 1 l•!"Ll:I JR, IKP l•:FICG 
ISH 03!>1 YR2t 6 1=PZIJR,IKPI 
ISN o�z 't'R2( 7 l=PX( JR,l�PI 
t 
ISH 0363 YSt 1 l=IYl 1 1•FAI-0.5•1YR 1 l 1 )+YR2l 1 l l l/Al I I  
ISN 0364 YSl 2 1 = 1 Y 1 2 l•PAI-0.5•1YR112 1+YR21 2 l l l/A( l l  
ISN 03!.5 YSl 3 1 = 1 Yl l l•P�l-O.�•!YR113 1+YR�l 3 l l l/�! I l  
ISH 0366 YSC4):(YC4 1•FAI-0.S•I YR 1 1 4 l +YR2! 4 l l l/Al l l  
ISlf 0367 YSC 5 ):I Yl 5 l.rPl.1-0.5•1 YRH5 l+YR2! 5 l l l/A( I l 
ISH 03�8 YSC 6 1=Yl 6 1  C0 126300 
ISN 0369 YS( 7 l=YI 7 I 00126400 
ISH 0370 1srn::L=O 
ISH 0371 RETUF.lf 
c 
ISl'i 0372 EUTRY RESET21 6�1.UR1 .BR2,UR2.BS.us.I .YARE .V.RHOP) 
c 
IS�I 0373 l.'U=:JC 0012%00 
ISN 0374 1-:=A C l l  0012;100 
ISN 0375 CS1=f:�2/e�1 00 12��00 
IS:f 0376 C£2=M+SR1+SR2 00129900 
ISN 0377 CB3= 1 1 . 5707963•1BR1•BR1�L� 1+BR2•C�2•UR2 l+2. •BS•W•USl/UU f) 00130000 
ISH 0373 CE.4= 1 .  +CS 1 00130100 
ISH 0379 A?1=1.5707�!>3• 1 1 . +CB1•CB1 l-CB4•CS4 0013()200 
ISN o�o BP 1 =Co:?•CS4 00130300 
IS:f 03.S 1 CP1=-CB3 00130'1GO 
lSN 0:3£2 D1P=S1 1 I l  00130500 
ISH 0383 B:?P=B2C I I  00130.>00 
ISH 03S4 AP=Al l l  00130700 
c THE DETERl1INEO 81 ,E:2 .At� A 00 13�300 
ISH 0385 8 1 1 I l=l -aP1+0S��TIBPl•BP1-4 .•AP1•CP1 l llt2.•AP1 l 00130900 
ISN o�s 621 I l=CB hB 11 I l 00131000 
ISN 03.37 AC i l =CB2-CB4•B1C I )  00131100 
c 
ISH om Ar.EAH=<YARE•PAl l/I V•r.HOPl 
ISH 0389 AREAi�=< Al I l•C a 1 1 I 1 +821 I ) )  l + C B 1 1 I l•B11 I l•PAI l/T:.:O+ 
1CB2<I l•32ll l�FAi l/TI-;O 
ISN 0390 ADJUS:OS�iH ( t.REt.WAREAW l 
ISl'i 0391 B 1 1 1 1=61 1 1 1•AOJUS 
ISN 0392 B21I>=S21I l*ADJUS 
ISH 0393 A I I )=All )tiAOJUS 
c 
ISH 0394 8=181 1 I >+B2< l l l• 0 . 5  00131200 
IStf 0395 IFIAC i l l418>418,419 001313JO 
ISN 0396 41& A l l >=O. 00131400 
ISU 0397 IFtlt�( l)-3) 420,421,420 Oil131500 
ISlf 0398 421 IQ=4 001316CO 
ISH 0399 Itl0 1 I l=4 00131700 
ISN 0400 GO TO 31 00131800 
ISN 0401 420 Itl:l( I > =  1 001319�0 
ISH 0402 GO TO 3 1  00i3:!000 
ISU 0403 419 DY=0.5wC821 I l -B1 1 I l+ I B1P-S2P l•All l/APl•DABSIPHCOSI I ) l  001321(10 
ISN 0404 CYII l=CYC i l +DY 0013:!200 
c DETERllltlE sc:1E LEl\GTH SCALES FOR THE USE OF HERGING CRITERION 0 0 132300 
ISH 0405 AL=0.5•<B1 1 I 1+�2< I > l  00132400 
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ALC=AL•0 . 5•M�OS f i l•Afl) 
ALS=AL•O.S��:SIN C I J•AI I >  
LC=IHI I )  
G O  TO 1 4 1 1 ,412,4131,LQ 
411 BY< I > =ALC 
BXZ( l l=ALS 
GO TO 416 
412 6YC i l=AlC 
BXZI I >=u!WC1t81l I J ,621 I l l 
GO TO 416 
413 SXZtI l=ALS 
BYI I l=O::.:.x1 1 s 1 1  I )  ,62( I ) )  
416 O�C i l=2.•GYC I >  
GO TO 3 1  
C CALCuLATE Slt\GLE ROUND PLUl':E 
29 ISlti3L= 1 
ISil>:>F = 1 
CSCJT=SCUTI I >  
CALL Q�ERT I F ,NECN , Y , S C I ) ,SOUT l i l ,RELEf.R,ASSERR ,IFLAS< I > ,WORK, 





DATE 79. 158/00 .49.10 
00132500 












0 0 1 3:!�00 
0 0 1 3390() 
00 134000 
0 0 1 34�00 
0 0 1 34900 
LEVEL 2 . 2  ($�PT 76 J 
REQUESTED OPTIONS : NOTERM , 
OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 79. 1�/00 .49.14 









ISN 0 0 1 0  



































SOU"CE EBCDIC NDLIST HCvECK OElJECT MAP NOFCRMAT GOSTHT N<>XREF NCALC NOANSF NOTEP.H FLASC . 
StB�O:.JTIHE �Et.CP�C !OUT I 
ll:rLICIT RE.!l•S tA-ff,O-Z I 
REAL•& LAT ,LC!� 
INTEGER•4 OAY,H� 
REAL•4 ALA6ELC2J l 
cct:::ON /REf.O 1/ ZA! 250 ) ,  TAO( 250 I .RHA( 250 I ,!:SAC 250 I ,..:DA! 250 I '  PA! 250) 
1 , LAT,LO�S.El ,OS0 ,0PO,PO,UO,OIR,CLCV,HCLC,PTT C 1 5 1 ,TF0! 1 5 J ,UOl 15 J ,  
2D!R0( 1 5  I ,RHFO! 1 5 1 ,SIGDI 1 5  J ,CLH20! 15 l ,HYO< 15 l ,  VE! 1 5 1 ,HTC 1 5  I ,  
3RAOIUS( 1 5 1 ,  TX! 15 I ,  TY! 15 I , QH20! 1 5 1 ,APP! 151 ,RAt{GE< 1 5 1 ,HEAT< 1 5 1 ,PO, 
4ALt.SEL ,NPTS,NT��S,DAY,HR,HIN, IZONE 
c;o TO 9 
Etrr�Y READ2CN?, ENOATAI 
Et�ATA=O . CO+OO 
REt..0 ! 5 , 1 0 1 .rno=51 ALAElEl 
REt.0 t 5, 1031 NPTS ,Nn:�s .LAT . LONG .El .oso ,OPO ,PO .uo . DIRO ,CLCV ,HCLC .o 




IF<NPTS.LE . 10 0 1  SO TO 3000 
IF< NPTS.GT.lCO .t.NO. N?TS .LE.2001 INCR=2 
IFOIPTS.GT .2C0 .Al�:l.NFTS .LE.300 l It\CR=3 
IFHIPTS. GT. ��� .At;o .tlPTS. LE.400 l ll'\CR=4 
IF WPTS .GT.400 .ANO .N!lTS . LE .500 l It\CR=S 
INCR2=It\CR-1 
REt.01 5 ,  107 l < PTT< I ) ,  TPOC I l .UO< I I , D IRO( I I ,RHPOI I I ,SIGO< I l .CLH20C I l ,  
1HYO C I l ,  VE I I l ,HT! I l ,R�IUSC I I ,  TXC I ) , TYC I )  ,QH20C I I ,APP( I I ,R:.1;GEC I I ,  
1HEAT ! I l , I = 1 ,NTh�Sl 
ICOUNT=O 
C030 10J=1,100 
REA0! 5 , 1281 ZAC J ) ,TAOI J l ,RHAC J l ,�SA C J l ,h'DAC J l ,PAl J I  
ICCU!'IT=ICOUNT+1 
lFC ICO:Jlff .EQ.llPTSl 60 TO 4000 
D030 10I= 1 , rncR2 
READ t 5 ,  123> OUH1,DUli2,0UH3,0Ut:4,Dl..':"5 ,DUH6 
lCOUNT=lCC:Jlff + 1 
3010 IF! ICOU�T.EQ.NPTSl GO TO 4000 
GO TO 4000 
3000 READ ( 5 ,  107 ) ( PTT( I ) ,  TPOC I 1 . uoc I )  ,OIROI I )  ,RHPOI I )  ,srnoc I )  ,CLH20C I I 
1 ,HYD< I l ,VE C i l ,HT! I l ,RLOIUSC i l ,TXC i l , TYl i l ,�H201 I l ,AP?t i l ,RANSEC I I ,  
2HEAT< I I ,  I =  1 ,NTl!:<S I 
READ l 5 ,  123 l ( ZA! J l ,  TAO( J l ,RHA( J )  ,MSAI J ) ,�."DA< J ) ,PA< J ) ,  J: 1 ,NPTS l 
GO TO 4001 
4000 t\PTS=J 
4001 D= .273150+03 
IF! PAC 1 l .GT • •  00+00l I�A=t 
I F C PAC 1 1 . EQ • •  OD+OOI cD TO 1 7  
GO TO 1 4  
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ISN 0 1 0 6  
ISN C i 07 
ISH 01C8 
ISN 0109 
ISN 0 1 1 0  




ISN 0 1 1 5  
ISN 0116 
ISH 0117 
17 IFI PTTl 1 l .GT . .  OD+OO> IPA=2 
IFl l PTTl 1 l .EQ . •  00+0 0 l . AND.IPO .GT • •  OD+00 l )  IPA=l 
IFI PTTl 1 l+PO.EQ . •  CD+00) IPA=4 
14 PO=PTTl t l  
IFIPO.EQ • .  00+00> FO=rO •OEX?l - . 3410-01•HTl 1 l/I T�Ol 1 > +0 ) )  
IFCFO.EQ • •  00+00 ) F0= . 10 130+04•DEXPl - . 3410-01•1HT C 1 >+ELl/(TAOC 1 >  
1+0 ) )  
lFI IPA.EQ . 1 )  GO TO 15 
DO 10 I= 1 ,NPTS 
HL=l 
IFIZAlll .GT •• OD+OO> GO TO 1 1  
10 CONTINUE 
1 1  IFWL.EQ . 1 >  TO=TADl 1 1  
IF<tll.GT . 1 )  TO=TAOlUL-H-ZAtNU•< TAOINU-TAOlt�L-1 I )/ 
1 1 ZACNL )-ZAINL- 1 1 l  
I F C TAOINL > . EQ.TO> PAI HLl=PO•OEXPl - . 3410-01•ZAINL l/(T0+0 l )  
I F I TAOC NL l . NE.TOI PAINL l=PO•l lO+TAO C N L l l/ID+TO l l•� 
1 1 - . 3410-0t•ZAINLl/ITAOCNll-TO l l  
NLP1=NL+1 
NLHt=�L-1 
DO 12 I=NLP1 ,NPTS 
Ul= I - 1  
I F C T�OI I l . EQ . TAOI IH l )  PAI I J =PAIIH l•DEXPl -.341D-01•CZA C i l -ZAI I H l ) /  
1 < TAOI I l + O l l  
Ifl Tt.01 I I .N: . TAOI IH I >  PAC I >=PAC IMl•C CD+TACC I )  l/C O+TAOI IH J )  I•• 
1 1 - .3410-0 l•CZACi l-ZAC IHl l/ITAOC i l -TAOC IH l l l  
12 cc:.:Trn:.ic: 
I F r nLH 1 . EQ . O  l GO TO 15 
DO 13 I=1 ,NLM1 
t-:S=NL-I+ 1 
t\S�=t;S-1 
l F C TAOCHS l . EQ . TAOCHSH l )  PAIHS�>=PAINSl•DEXPC .341D-01•CZACNS) 
1-ZAINS!ll l/ITAOCNS J + O )  I 
lFCTAOINSl.NE .TAOl�SM l )  PACNSM>=PAI NSl*<I D+TAOCNSH ) )/ 
11 D+TAOct\S) l )H( - .341D-01•( ZAINS >-ZA( NSH) )/( TAOI NS 1-TAOCHS:i) I )  
13 CONTil�UE 
15 IFI IOUT.HE . 1 >  GO TO 4 
RETURN 
4 �RITE < 6 , 102l ALASEL 
IX=100•HR+HIH 
h'RITE ( 6 , 1041 LAT, LOt\$ , E L , IZOHE ,DAY,IX 
h".<ITE ( 6 , 1051 DBO,DPO,UO,DIRO,PO ,CLCV,HCLC 
WiUTE < 6 ,  106 l 
h'RITE l 6 ,  108 ) <HTC I ) ,  I= 1 , Hl"�S l 
h'RITE < 6 ,  109 I (RADIUS( I ) ,  l= 1 ,Nll-:1'S) 
WRITE ( 6 ,  1 1 0  l 
WRITE ( 6 ,  1 1 1 >  «TX< I ) ,  I=1 . NTh':'.S l 
WRITE C 6 , 1 12 l  CTY< l > . I=1 ,Nn��Sl 
h'RITE C 6 ,  1 1 3 )  ( PTT! I ) ,  I= 1 ,N";"t;�s ) 
WRITE 1 6 , 1 1 4 1  ll!OC I ) , 1 : 1 ,NT��Sl 
h'RITE C 6 , 1 15 1  < O IF.OC i l , I= 1 ,Nn:RSl 
h'RITE C 6 , 1 16 1  (TPOI I > . I = l ,NTl:�S l 
h'RITE ( 6 ,  117 l IVEI I l , I = 1 ,tm��Sl . 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 18 1  I RHFOI I l , I= 1 ,NT..:� S )  
'-'RITE C 6 , 1 1 9 l  CS!COI I l ,1=1 ,NT��Sl 
WRITE 1 6 . 1�0 ) ( CLH::oc I )  , I = 1 , t'1Tl::<s l 
'-'RITE ( 6 ,  121 I l HYD ! I ) ,  I= 1 .NTl-:RS l 
WRITE ( 6 ,  122) I QH20l l ) , 1 : 1 ,NTS.:RS l 
171 
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h'RITE 1 6 , 123) I RAN:iE I I ) , 1 : 1 , tm:�Sl 
WRITE 1 6 , 1241 IAFPI I l ,1=1 ,NTl-\RSI 
KUTE 1 6 ,131 > tHEATl l l , 1 = 1 ,tHW�Sl 
WRITE I 6 ,  125 I 
IFIIPA.EQ. l l  �RITE 1 6 , 1321 
I F l lPA.EQ . 2 l  �RITE ( 6 , 1 331 
lffIPA.EQ . 3 1  j.\RITE ( 6 , 134 1 
I F C IPA.EQ . 4 1  �RITE ( 6 , 135l 
I-RITE ( 6 , 1261 
h�ITE 1 6 , 127> 
�!�ITE I 6, 129 l IZAt J > .TAOlJ ) ,RHAC J I  ,MSA( J )  ,WOA( J l ,PA(J l ,J:1 ,NPTS l 
DO 1 I = 1 , HTh�S 
J=l 
IF IDABSCSIGOCi l-CLH20 1 I J-HYO I I J l .GT • •  1D-C2> GO TO 2 
1 CONTit;uc: 
RET:.;�11 
2 ��ITE 1 6 , 1301 J 
RETURN 
3 STOP 
5 WOATA= 1 . 00+00 
RETli�N 
101 FCP.; : . HI 20..\4 I 
102 FC��:AT ( 1H 1 , 20X, 20A4 I 
103 fO!;llAT ( I3,I2,2r7 .2,3F6. 1 ,F7 . 1 , F 4 . 1 ,F5. 1 , F2 .  1 ,F5.0,I4 ,313) 
104 FO:-\�AT l 1ZHCLATITliOE IS,F26 . 2 , 1 1H DEG. NC:UH,/, 13H LO::GITUO E , IS,F2 
15.2,10H DEG. 1;�sT , / ,2SH ELEVATIC� OF PLAtiT G�t.DE IS,F10.2,7H t:ET£R 
2S,/, 13� TIME zm;c: I S . I25,12H RE L .  TO GMT , / , 1SHOOATE At\O Tlt!E ARE . I  
317,6H OAYS , , I4,6H HJURSI 
105 FC�HAT 1 2!\HOCRY BULB TEtlP. AT GROUND IS,F10.3,7H DEG. C , / ,29H DEW 
1PJitH TE:IP. AT G�OUi�!l 1S,2X,F7.3,7H DEG. C , l , 24H Wit\� SPEED AT G�O 
2u:;i) I S . F 1 4 . 3 , 1 1 H  t1ETERS/SEC,/,2�H wrn;:i Drr:C:CTION AT Gr:ou:;D I S . F 1 0 .  
33 ,26H DEG. EAST OF NORTH ,l ,22H PRES$U�E AT GROli:IO I S . F 16 . 1 ,  
41CH HILLinARS ,/,27H FRACTION OF CLOUD COVER IS,F 1 1 . 1 ,/,31H HEIGHT 
50F MAIH CLOUD LAYER IS ,F7 . 1,7H �ETERSI 
106 Fo;;:r:..\T ( 1HO,/ ,44X.SHTOWER 1 1 . 1ZX.8HTC�ER 1:2, 12X,8HTCWER t3, 12X,8HT 
tm::R 14 I 
107 FO�H�T < F6 . 1 ,f5. 1 ,F4. 1 , F 5 . 1 , F4 . 1 ,3F5.5,F4 .2,F4 . 1 ,F5.2,2F5 . 1 ,f4.2,2 
1 F 5 . 2 , F 4 . 0 >  
103 FOi':tAT ( 16HOHEIG�T OF TOl�ER, 15X.�Hlt1ETERS) ,4X,4C F 8 . 2 ,  12X> I 
109 FC�::AT 1 16H R:.DIUS OF TQl.�ER, 15X,8Ht t:ETERS l ,4X,4<F8.2,12X l )  
1 1 0  FC211AT f 50!10FC� t{�XT nm ENTRIES. t{Q'.HH LIES ALC::G THE Y-AXIS) 
1 1 1  FORl!AT < 25HOX-cco:m. OF TO!IER CEtlTER ,6X,Sil(M:::TERS l,4X,41F8.2, 12X I )  
112 FORl!AT < 25H Y-ccc;:o . OF Tc::ER CEtHER,6X ,t;"l l !IETERS l,4X,41F8.2,12X l l  
1 1 3  FO�l1AT 1 22H FRESSURE AT TOr:ER TOP ,6X , 11HC MILLIBARS l ,4X,4CF8. 1 , 12XI 
1 )  
1 1 4  FOR�AT f 24H WIND SPEED AT TOWER TOP,3X,12Ht HETERS/SEC l ,4X,4lF8.2,1 
12X l l 
1 1 5  FO�MAT <22H WINO DIR. AT nm. TOP,4X, 13HfDEG. E OF N > .4X,4lF8.2, 12 
1X I )  
116 FOR�T l26H FLUt:E INITIAL TEHPERATURE,5X,eH<DEG. C l ,4X,4<F8.2,12XI 
1 ) 
117 FCRHAT C20H PLUllE EXIT VELOCITY ,7X, 12H< HETERS/SECl,4X,41F8.2,12X > l  
1 18 FO��T l24H PLUME INITIAL REL. HU�.,6X,9HI PERCEllT l , 4 X , 4 < F 8 . 2 , 1 2X l l  
119 FOi\tlAT f39H FLUl·!E WIT. TOi. LIQUID ll�TER U \G/l\G l,4X,41F8.5,12X l l  
120 FO�r;.n f25H PLU/iE INITIAL CLO:.!D:!ATER.7X,7Hl KG/KG ) ,4'X,4tF8.5.12X))  
121 FC!\:·tAT < 39H PL . INIT. HYCRO::£TEOR COtlTE�T l l\G/l\G l ,4X,4C F8.5,  12X l l  
122 FC!\.MAT l23H W�TER FLO:�RATE TO T�R . ,6X,1:HC Ho3/SEC l.4X,4tF8.2,12XI 
1 I 
1 72 















123 FORt�AT l 14H COOLII\$ RM-l$E , 17X,S!HOEG. C J ,4X,4CF8.2,12X l l  
124 FG:<HAT C 15H TC�!:R APPiWACH , 16X,8HIOEG. C > .4X,41F8.2, 12X l l  
125 FO:\MAT C 1H1,SC5H"* u >,44H AliBIHIT PROFILES---HEIGHTS !.'RT TOiolER T 
10P ,Sl5H** ** l l  
126 FO�llAT I 1H0 ,7X, 6P.HEIG!-IT, 11X, 1111TE!'.f'c:RATU�E,6X, 171iRELATIVE HU�IOITY 
1,7X, 1CHWltlJ SFt:E0 ,8X, 14H:.IIt;Q OIRECTIG�,9X,SHFRESSU::E l 
127 f0:?11AT l 9X,4HC tt. 1 ,  14X ,tHI CEG. C l ,  13X ,(,HI P:T. > .  14X, 7HI M/SEC l ,  9X, 15H 
1 1 Drn. E .  OF H . ) , 10X,5!·lH:3. J ,/ J  
123 FORt!AT C 6 F 1 0 . 4  l 
129 FORMAT l 1H ,7X,F6. 1 ,  14X,f6.2, 14X,F6.2, 15X,F5.2, 15X , F4 . 0 ,  15X, F6 . 1 l 
130 FOiWAT C 32HOSIGO .HE. C CLH20+HYO l FC� TO!·�ER, I3 l 
131 FC�HlT l 14H HEAT REJECTED ,21X,4Hl�:ll,4X,4CF8 . 1 , 12X l l  
132 FC�HATl 1H0,8CSH** **l ,8X,2SH?RESSURE PROFILE MAS READ IN,8X, 
181 5Kn ** l l 
133 Fo:t1AT( 1HO. 7( Sllu ** > . 54HPRESSURE PROFILE MAS GWERATEO FROH VALUE 
1 AT TO�t:R TOP,715H** •• l l  
134 FO�HATC 1H0,7C5Hw• ••l,2X, 51H?RESS'.mE PROFILE MAS GENERATED FROH VA 
1LUE AT E�OU�� . 1 X , 7 l 5H�• •• l l  
135 FO��ATl 1H0,7C5n•* •• l ,54HFRESSURE PROFILE MAS GENERATED USING 1013 
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SCU�CE EBCDIC NOLIST NCDECK C3JECT HAP NOFC�MAT 6CSTHT HOXREF HOALC HOANSF HOTERH FLAGII 
StJr.�CUTitlE ROTTRN 
ItlPLICIT REAL•·8 IA-H,O-Zl 
REAL113 LAT,lOliG 
INTEGC:�•4 DAY,UR 
REAL•4 ALAEEL C 2 0 1  
co;�:;o:-i /REA0 1/ ZA< 250 ) ,  TAOI 250 ) ,RHA.1 250 ) .�SA( 250 ) .�OA( 250 ) .AP( 250 ) 
1 , LAT, LO:-:S , E L ,CEO,OPO ,PO,UO,DIR, CLCV,HCLC , PTTC 1 5 1 , T P0 1 1 5 1 ,U01 1 5 1 ,  
201ROC 15 )  ,RHFJI 1 5  I ,SIC:OI 1 5  I ,CLS201 15 I ,HY�I 15 I ,  VEC 1 5  I ,HTC 1 5  I ,  
3RAOIUSI 1 5  l ,  TXI 1 5  I ,  TYC 15 I ,Q:l201 1 5  J ,APPi 1 5  I ,RAN3EI 15 I ,HEAT( 15 J ,  PO, 
4ALASEL,NPTS,NP,OAY,HR,HIN, IZOHE 
DIRO=OIROC l )  
�RITEl 6 ,  100 l 
100 FOR��Tt 1H\,11X, 'ORIGIHAL COO�JINATE S ' l 
D0110J:1,NP 
110 ��ITE C 6 , 12 0 >  J , TXI J J ,J,TYC J )  
120 FOi\HAT<l,11X, 'Xl ' , I 1 , ' J : ' ,F10.5,5X , 1 YC 1 , I 1 , 1 J= ' , f1 0 . 5 J  
c 
c 
IFIOIRO.EQ.27 0 . 0 J  GO TO 5 
THETA=270 .00-DIRO 
THETAR=I THETA�3 . 1415927 J/180 . 0  
TSIN=OSIHITHETlRJ 
TCOS=OCOSCT�ETAR l 
00 1)9 0!= 1 ,l�P 
TXS=TX C I J  
TYS=TY ! I l  
TXC l l = I TXS•TCO S J + I TYS11TSIN >  
1)90 TYI I l =l TYSt1TCOS l-C TXS•TSINl 
��ITE C 6 , 130l DIRO,THETA 
130 FC:11 IAT (I/, 11X,  'lat :o IS 1 , F8. 2, 1 OEG�EES EAST OF NORTH 
1 ' , / , 1 1X , ' THU5 ROTATING SYSTEM ' , F8 . 2 , ' OEG:\EES CCUNTER CLOCK WISE 
1 ' ,l/ , 11X, 'THE HEW COO�DINATES ARE : ' )  
D0135J=1 ,NP 
135 W?.ITE 1 6 , 12 0 J  J,TXCJJ ,J,TYC J )  
GO TO 6 
5 W�ITE l 6 , 9 0 l  
90 FORtlAT l //, 11X, 'HO ROTATION HEEDED ' )  
c 
6 00101=1,HP 
10 IFITXI I l .LT.O.O>  GO TO 20 
60 TO 32 
20 XH=OLBSITXI I J J  
00251= 1 ,NP 
IFCTXl l J .GT . 0 . 0 J  GO TO 25 
Ifl DABSC TXI I l l . LT.OAoSCXHll GO TO 25 




�ITEi 6, 140 l XH 
140 FORHATl//, 11X, ' SYSTEH TRANSLATED • , f 1 0 . 5 , '  UNITS IH X-DIRECTION 
, . ) 
WRITE l 6 , 141 l 
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ISN 0 1 0 1  
lSH 0102 




141 FORHAT(l,11X, ' THE NEW COORDINATES ARE : • )  
D0143J:1,NP 
143 ��ITE l 6 , 120)  J,TX( J),J,TYIJ> 
GO TO 33 
32 ._'RITEl6, 145> 
145 f0.,Hl..T(//,11X, 'NO NEED TO TRANSLATE DUE TO POS. X-COORDINATES ' )  
c 
c 
33 0035I=1 .�,, 
35 IFITVl I > .lT. 0 . 0 1  GO TO 40 
60 TO 60 
40 YH=OASSITYl l ) )  
oo:i5I=1.NP 
IFITYI I l . GT . 0 . 0 l  GO TO 45 
IFI DASSI TY< I > > .LT.DA3S I YH > )  GO TO 45 
YM=TYI I )  
45 CONTit\UE 
DOSOI=l ,NP 
50 TYI I >=TY< I > -YH 
�RITEl 6 , 142 l YH 
142 FO�llATll/ , 1 1X, ' SYSTEH TRANSLATED • , F10.5, ' UNITS IH Y-DIRECTION 
1 '  ) 
�'RITEl 6 ,  1 4 1 )  
D0150J=1 ,1'!P 
150 �RITE l 6 , 120>  J,TXI J ) ,J,TYCJl 
60 TO 65 
60 •!.'UTE l 6 , 1 6 0 >  






IFITXI I > . LE . TXC K > >  GO TO 200 
TEHP=TXl l l  
TX< I l =TXIK) 
TX< K l =TEtlP 
TEtlP=TYl I l 
TYUl=TVCK) 
TYUO=TC�IP 
TEHP=Hlt l )  
HTC I l=HTI K > 
HT< I( l=TEHP 
TE=PTT l l l  
PTTI I >=PTTI K l  
PTT I K l :TE 
TE=TPOl I l 
TFOC I l=TPOC K )  
TPOlKl=TE 
TE=UOI I >  
UOII>=UO!K) 
UOlKl=TE 
TE=DIRO< I >  
DIRO! I l=OIROI K > 
DIROI K l =TE 
TL:=RHPOI I l 
RHPO( ll=RHPO I K )  
1 7 5  
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ISH 0 1 e6 RliFOI K l=TE 
IS� 0107 TE=S!C::>: I I 
ISt� 0108 SICOI I l =SIGO I K I  
ISU 0109 SIGOIKl=TE 
IStl 0 1 1 0  TE=CLH201 I I 
ISN 0 1 1 1  CLH20 1 I l=CLH20 1 K I  
ISi-i 0 1 12 ClH20 1 K l =TE 
IS:� 0 1 1 3  TE=HYlll I I 
ISH 0 1 14 HYO! I l=HYDI K I  
IS�I 0 1 1 5  HYOIKl=TE 
ISH 0 1 16 Tt:=VE I I I 
ISH 0 1 17 VEI I l=VEUO 
ISN 0 1 1� VEIKl=TE 
ISt� 0 1 19 TE=R.!.DIUSI I l 
IStl 0120 RAOIUS I I l=R.t.OIUS ! K I  
IStl 0121  R�!HUSI K l=TE 
ISH 0122 TE=C:rl20! I I 
ISH 0123 CH201 I l=Q!l�OI K l  
IStl 0124 QHZC l i': l=TE 
ISH 0125 lE=AFi'I I I 
IS!'! 0126 AP?l l l=AP? I K l  
IS!'! 0127 APPll<l=TE 
ISH 0128 TE=f\:..�;:JEI I I 
ISH 0129 R.:!.:;GEI I l=RA:;GEI K I 
I:N ono R:.:;:; EI I\ l =TE 
ISi� 0 1 3 1  TE=fiEt.TI I l 
IS� 0 1 32 HE.t.TI I l=HEATI K l 
IS�I 0133 HEt.TI I\ l=TE 
ISH 0134 2C:l cc:1n::uE 
ISH 0135 �:\ITE I 6 ,  25:l l 
ISH 0135 250 FC��AT l // , 1 1X , 'THE Fitl.\l CCO�OINATES Ai\E: I ) 
IS�l 0137 00275! = 1 .�\P 
ISN 0 1 33  275 1-::-!ITE l 6 ,  120 I I,TXC I J , I ,TYC i l  
c 
ISll 0139 RETURH 
l$H 0 1 4 0  END 
• 
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SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST NODECK OBJECT HAP NOFORHAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF NOTERH FLAGC i l  
SUSRCUTINE SETIC < I , Y ,CX,PX,PY,PZ,PQ,PH,PV,FG,PLM,PU,PBY,PA, 
1?a, PCOS,PSIN ,PT.rET,PH,PEll ,PM,PAN,PDil ,PC,CY,YP,NP,NS,RHPA, 
2R,V,U,TA ,XVP,X\1Al 
ltlPLICIT REALi(3 IA-H,O-Zl 
REAL•3 L.LAT, LC�G 
INTEG£R•4 DAY.HR 
REAL•4 ALASEL( 20 )  
con:;oH /STOKE4/A( 15)  , B  1 C  15 l ,82( 15 l ,BXZC 15 l .BYC 15 1 
cc:c!ON /PAR:1S/ ALPH.l ,BETA.Alf':Ml-1 ,Cll.:1,Ct:u,cHI 151 ,CU 15 1 , CB .  soc 151  
co::�J� /CONSTS/EPS ,CP,L,RO .c:c ,GA:�::> .o.  PIINV . c:'c: .ZERO , Tlm ,NPT 
cm:: ION IREAOV ZAt 250 I ,  TAOC 250 I ,RHAC 250 , ,l:SAl 250 ) ,llOAl 250 I ,APC 250 I 
1 , LAT,LCNG,EL ,OSO ,CPO,PO,UO,OIR,CLCV,HCLC,PTTt 15l ,JPOC 15 1 ,UOt 15 l ,  
2DIROC 15 l .RllFOC 15 l ,SIGOC 15 l .CLH20t 15 1 ,HYDC 15 l ,  VE< 15 l .HTI 15 l ,  
3RADIUSt 15l ,TXC 15l ,TYt 15 l , QH20C 1 5 ) , AF?l 1 5 l , RANGEt 15l ,HEATC 15l,PO, 
4ALA:;EL ,NPTS ,NT!.;�s ,DAY ,HR,HIN, IZCHE , IOUT 
Dll!El\SICN Y 1 8 l .CXI 15J,YPl8l ,CY( 15 1 . PX!HP,NS l , PYOiP,NS l ,  
1PZI NP,NSl,F�l�P.NSl,�llNP,NS l ,PV<NP,NS l , PGI NP,NS l , PLMI N P , N S l ,  
2PUCN?.NS, , FBYIHP , N S )  ,PAC N P . N S ) .  Pac NP ,tis 1 , rCOSl N? ,NS I ,  PSIHI NP.NS , .  
3Plt NP ,t\S l , PET< NP,NS l ,PHC NP , tlS l ,  FEHi NP,NS J ,PMI NP,HS l , PANWP ,tlS l ,  
4FOIL (NP,NSl,PCl�P,NSl ,RHPAlNP.NS> 
CHR=.50+00 
CLR= .20+01 
CHli l=CnRwRADIUS< I l  
CU I l=CLRl(HTC I I 
RHPOC I I = .  1D-0 1•RllPO< I l 
If(RHPOI I l . EQ. ZEP.O l RHPO C i l=ONE 
lF I RHFOC i l .LT • •  10-0l l RHFOC l l= . lD-03 
HTHIN=HT! l l  
D0 1CK= 1 ,HP 
10 I F C HTHIH.GT.HT! K l l  HTHIH=HT! K l  
HTP=HT! I >-HTHIN 
CALL PROFIL INPTS.HTP,TA,XVA , U , PO,DTOZ,OXDZ,OUDZl 
TPOli l=TPO I I l+D 
C • • •  FAN ' S  CHOICE FO� LENGTH OF ZFE IS USED; GAUSSIAN 'WIDTH' IS HALF 
C • • •  THE VALUE FAtl SPECIFIES: 
SOt i l=RADlUSl i l• . 62D+01•DEXP t - . 330+01•U/VE ( I l l  
XVP=CSCl l ,TPO( I l , POl 
XVP=RHPO( I l•XVP/I C�IE- .60779D +OO•t ONE-RHPOC I >  l•XVP l 
TPV=TPOl I )•l OHE+EPS.,XVPl 
TA=TA+D 
RHOP=POICRD•TPV) 
lFI RHPO< I l .LT • •  950+00 1 GO TO 15 
IFISI$01 I l .GT.ZERO l GO TO 15 
IFI RAt;GE ! I l•DPO .EQ.ZEROl GO TO 16 
XX=RANG E l l l/ITPO C i l-D+.5D+01-0POI 
SIGOI I l = . 1D-02•t .239D+01 lllONE- .795D+Ot•XXl••2 
GO TO 15 
16 SIGOI I l= .5D-03 
15 Yt 1 l=VE C i l.,RADIUSli l**2*�HOP 
YC2l=YC 1 1 •VE I I l  
Yl3l=Yt1 l•lCP•ITFOII l-TA l+L•CXVP-XVAlJ 
177  
LEVEL 2.2 (SEPT 76 1 
I�N OC'47 
SE TIC OS/�50 FORTRAN H EXTENDED 
Y l 4 l =Yl l l• t XV?-XVA+SIGOC i l l  























































Yl 6 1=1!TP 
Y l 7 l=::XI I l  
V=��:lT1v:c1 1�r2cv••21 
R=RnIU:>C I P· '.lS:-.::'.TC VC:: I l/V l 
WS=VEI I l 
8 1 l ! l=R 
ti21 I > =R 
BYI I l =R 
BXZ t l l=R 
XS=QSCC 1 , TFOC ! l ,FOI 
lFlXVP.GT.XSI GO TO 50 
TF=TFOC I I 
SIG�!,'\=SIGOI I l 
ET=TP-TA 
EH=XVP-X\'A 
GO TO 1CO 
50 XVPSS=X\'P 
Si3ttt.$S=SI'::OC I l 
TPS=TPOl l l  
TP=TFO l l l  
0055:�= , . 3  
XVFS=XVP 





SI::���=XVF 2 :>-XVP 
TP=TPS+L•SIG��/CP 
TPV=T�il l C: :: + EF:>XVP l 
R>JCP=PO/( no ofl FV) 
SlG:!�=SIG: ;,'..+S:H.'.SS 
SIG�ll I l=SIG:�� 
TrOl l l =TP 
Y< 1 l=VEll l•R�DIUS ( l l••2•R�OP 
YC2l=Yl 1 1 •VE l l l  
Y t 3 l =YC 1 l •l CF-< TP-TA l+l•CXVP-XVA l )  
Yl 4 l=YI 1 )11( XVP-XVA+SIG�!A l 
Y C 5 ) =YI 1 l .. SIG:1A 
ET=TP-TA 
EH=XVP-XVA 
100 YPl 6 l=VE C l l/V 
YPl 7 l =UIV 
TP=TP-0 
CALL SOLUT�! PX,?Y,P!,FJ,PM,PV,PG,PLW,F�.FBY,PA,PB , PCCS,PSIN, 
1PT, PET , PH, FEH , p;.:, r �N, FiJ!L ,PC ,CY, Y, YP, I, 1 , t�P.NS, V , R;TP,ET, 
2XVP ,SIGMA . EH .ZEF:O , Qt\E . RnOP ,i1nPJ. I 
RETURN 
El\O 
1 7 8  
OJ.TE 7 9 . 15S/0 0 . 4 9 . 1 7  
LEVEL 2.2 tSEPT 76> 
REQUESTED OPTIOSS: NOTERH , 
OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED 
OPTIO�lS IH EFFECT: H!tMEHIAIN> NC�PTIHIZE LINECCUNTI 60 I SIZEI HAX > AUTCCBU tlCtlE I 
DATE 79. 15!100 .49.19 









IS:i 0 0 1 0  









S'J.:lRC:JTINE PRlM\11 Y ,CF ,CG, TAV ,XVA ,U, P , R ,  V ,M,RHQP, TPV ,XVP,XVPAV , 
1SIHl.U 
C • • •  RECAPTl:RES THE PRil"!ITI\'E PLU!1E VARIABLES FROH THE FLUXES 
111PLICIT REAL*8 IA-H,O-Zl 
l\EAL•S YI 8 ) ,  L 
co:r.;J:i /CONSTS/ EPS.CP.L,RO 
CC=CGICF 
W=YI 2 l/YI 1 )  
V=OSQ�T IM••2•U**2l 
TA=TAV/( . 10+01+E:PSi<X\'A l 
SI��A=CC•Y l 5 1/Yl 1 1  
I F I SIG: :l.LT . •  C�D+COI SIE�A=.CCO+OO 
XVP=XVA-Sl��A+CC•YC4JIYI 1 l  
TP=TA+CG�Y l 3 1/ICP•Yl 1 l l -L .. CF•CXVP-XVAl/CP 
XV?AV=I !CC- . 1 0 + 0 1  l*XVA+XVPl/CC 
TPV=TP•l . 10+01+EPS�X\'?AV l 
RllC?=P/( RO.,TP'.J l 





LEVEL 2.2 < SEPT 76> 
REQUESTED OPTIO�S : NOTERH, 
OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 79. 158/00.49.19 









ISN CO 10 








































SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST NOi)ECK C:lJECT H:IP NOF0:\?1AT GOSTHT NOXREF NOALC NOAHSF NOTERM FLAGI 
SL'r!':OUTitlE F < S ,  Y, YP, I I 
n:PLICIT REAL•S IA-H,O-Z I 
REAL•8 Y! t l , \'Pltl.l 
co::::cN /CC::STS/EFS .CP .L .RO .G .GAl:tl .o , PIItN .mtE .ZERO . n:o .N?T. IHU 
co�:�:�N /PARtlS/ ALFll!..BETA,ALf'H�W.CLt.H,Ct;u,ctH 1 5 ) ,CL! 1 5 1 , CB,SO! 1 5 >  
co::m:l /DIFF/ Aco::src 3C ) .  5 1 1 30 J ,ZTILOE! 30 ) ,  IS� 1 1 30 > .IHOLO ,N? 
co:::10:� /STCRE4/ I.SLOT< 1 5 )  .a 1 ( 1 5 )  .B21 1 5 )  
cor:�:cN /t1rnGE/ 1su;:;F 
MALFi1 = . 19lO+CO 





IF< ISitlSF . E Q . O l  GO TO 3 
IFI S/SOl l l . GT . .  10+03> GO TO 3 
CC=OEX?l-SISOI I l l  
CSF=!ONE-CLAH l•�C 




CCC IFI ISKIPI I l . EQ. 1 l  GO TO 4 
CALL Fi»CFILI N?T , Y ( 6  l ,  TA,XVA , U , P , DTDZ,DXtlZ,CUDZ l 




l<HOA:P/I R!>•Tt.V l 
4 CALL PRIM'.'( y ,CF ,CG. TAV .xvA.U, P . R .  v .W.RHOP, TPV .xvP.XVPAV ,sIG:1A ) 
TP=TPV/(ONE+EFS�XV?AVl 
IFIIS�11 I l .EC. 1 1  GO TO 7 
XS=QSCl 1 ,TP , P l  
C • • •  THIS SECTICH l.OJUSTS SIG�A, XVP AT RECOl�ENSATIOH 
Ifl ( XVP.LE.XS l .OR.< SIG11A.6T.ZERO l l  GO TO 5 
XVPS=XVP 
XPS=CSC! l , TP , P l 
CBETA=CSC<2,TP,P l•CF 
XVP=<CP•XPS+XVFS*CBETA•L )/( l•CBETA+CP >  
SIG�A=XVPS-XVP 
TP:TP+L•CF •SIG�AICP 
TPV=TP•I . 100+01 +EPS•XVPl 
5 COtITitlUE 
C • • •  THIS SECTICH Cot!F"UTES DC'.,'t\'WASH EHTRAI�'HEtn' VELOCITY 
BEXP1= 1 YI 6 I/CHI Il:J!..O I )o2 
BEXP2=< YI 7 )/CU II '.CLO ) )n2 
BEXP=BEXP1+BEX?2 
Ft.CT=ZERO 
IF<Y< 6 l .LT. - . 10-0 1 l  GO TO 6 
IFC BEXP.GT . .  1CD+03l GO TO 6 
FACT=OEXPC -BEXP2 l 
I F l Y l 6 l .GT.ZErOl FACT=FACT�OEXP! -BEXP l l  
lf( Y C 6 l . LE.ZEROl FACT=FACT•DEXP! . 1D+��Y< 6 l l  
180 












































C It::.J:1 U:!HCATES A S!t:GLE ROUl'\D PLW'IE 
C Ill:.J=O IN�ICATES SLOT JET 
C lt:U=2 lt\OICATES n.:o PLu:IES t!ERGED ( I. E .  n::> ROUN:> HALVES 
C At:D A SLOT JETl 
c 
C EXECUTION GOES TO STATE!IENT 7 IF THE PLtr.1E IS IN DIFFUSION. 









1 F I I�U.EQ. 1 l  GO TO 105 
IFI IM�. EQ. O l  GO TO 1 1 0  
lFlIHU.EQ.2l G O  T O  130 
110 VE=�O•l �AL�rl•DA�Sl V-IU•Ul/Vl+WAL•U•DA�S(�/V l•lU/V l l +VED�SH 
et:!J:Ti-:::l•VE11RHO.V( V•RHOP• I 61 < IHOLO )+621 IliCLD l l l 
Ct:t.JH=Ct":U 
ct:ui::o::; 
60 TO 62 
105 VE=AL Fl-:t.•l: .. *VV+cETA•I U/V )n2•D:.SS( w l+VED�SH 
ct:u:rnOitVE;.imO.VI V .. R•P.HO? l 
IFI ISit;uF . E Q .  1 l GO TO 8 
Ct-:'..!ll=CHU 
et:Ll:.l:Cf.U 
GO TO 62 
130 FHI1=V�31 l l l•B1 C i l *�HOP•FAI 
PHI2=V•92 < I l•o2 1 I l �F.HOF•PAI 
VE=ALPHA•�••2/V+EETA•!U/Vl••2•DA0S C W l +VEO�SH 
Ct:U 1=rn::>•VE•:?�:O.V(V;.B11  I lt<RHOPl 
Ct:U2:n:O«VE«f:ll0�/I V«321 I J-.F\HO? l 
VE=n:o•< ��LP:i•D:.OSl V-( U•U )/V )+llAL•U*DABSl M/V )•( U/V) )+VEO�SH 
PHIS=ASLOT< I l• 1 B l l l )+B2l l ) )•V�RHCP 
CHUS=Ti.�Q;;VE•RHOA/l V•RHOP•C B  11 I l+B21 I ) >  l 
140 PH!11=PHI 1/Th0 
FHI22=PHl2/Th::l 
PHI=FH ! 1 1+PHI22+PHIS 
CMU=Cl1U 1•l PHI 1 1/PHI l+Ct1U2•l PHIWPHI )+Cl':US• l PHIS/PHI l 
01U:1=Cl!U 
Ct1UW=Cl"!U 
GO TO 62 
7 If( mu. E0 . 1  l G� TO 120 
IFl it:U.EQ. O l  GO TO 125 
IFlillU.EQ.2l 60 TO 135 
120 CHU=Tl-ro•ACONST< I )/( 0:1E+ .6566670•00•ACCNST< I )•( S-S1< I >  I l 
IF< ISit::;F . EQ . 1 1  GO TO 8 
CHUH=CHU 
CMU�=CMU 
60 TO 62 
125 VE=�O• C CB•l CU•l C B 1 l IHOLO l+B2<IHOLOl l/Tl-l0 l l/ZTILOE< I > l••ONETHl 




LEVEL 2.2 <SEPT 761 F OS/3b0 FCRTRl.N H EXTEN�EO DATE 79. 15S/00 .49.19 
ISN 0109 
c 
ISN 0 1 10 
ISN 0 1 1 1  
ISN 0 1 12 
ISN 0 1 13 
ISN 0 1 14 
IS� 0 1 15 
ISN 0 1 1 6  
IS:-! 0 1 17 
c 
ISN 0 1 13 
ISN 0 1 19 
ISN 0120 
ISN 0 122 







lS!l 0 1 3 1  











GO TO 62 
135 PHI1=V•3 1 C i l*31Ci l«�HOP•PAI 
PnI2=V�S2 1 I l*C21l l•RHOP�PAI 
Ct;:J l =T�O .. t.CONSTC I• l'\i> )/I Q:;E + .  66666 70+0()Mt.COl-\STI I +NP l•C S-S1l I +NP l l I 
O!'J2:T}\()!\t.Co:-::n c I +N?+3 )/( C! lE + .  666667;) +00�:..cc:isrc I +N?+3 l• 
1l S-SH I +NP+3 ) ) l 
PHlS=ASLOT C l )�CB1Ci l+B2C l l J•V•�HOP 
VE=rnOw( CC·:1( I U  .. t B  1 C  I )+1?2C I I J1mo l/ZTILOE( I )  Jtu10m:TH ) 
Ct:us:n:OliVE•RHOA/( V•RHOP•( B 1 1 I l•B2C I ) ) )  
eo TO 140 
8 C�J:t=Ch"\J 
c11u�=o:u 
IFC SIS01 I l .GT • •  10+03l GO TO 62 
ct:UH=Cl:U:J-CS:3/( ( c1;u+cs:; l•SOI I ) )  
C�i\1.-l=Ct:U-CSF /( ( CLt.H+CSF )•SOI I l ) 
62 YP< 1 l=Ct:U:l•Yl 1 l 
YPC6 l=WV 
YPl7 1=UIV 
YPI 2 l=ZERO 
IFIISM 1 l l l . EQ . 1 l  �O TO 63 
YPl 2 l =Y1 1 l• C C TPV-TAV l/TAV-CF•SIG.'1Al•G/lV•CGl 
63 PI=. 1D-01•CSCl3,TP,PJ 
BB=PI•RHOAliG 
YPl 3 >=-YI 1 l•YPC 6 l•CP*I GAt'.D•TPV/TAV+OTOZ+L•CF•OXOVCP l/CG 
YPl 4 > =-Yl 1 l•YPC6 l�oxoz�cF/CG 
YPlSl=ZEr.O 
IFC SIC�tA .LE .ZEROl 60 TO 150 
CCETA:QSC<2,T?,Pl 
A=L•CF•CEETAICP 
A.t.=OtlE/C CSE +Al 
YPl5l=YC 1 l•A•AA•CP•C ( G�•TPV/TAV•C3/CBETA l•YPC6 l+CHU*ITP-TAl 





LEVEL 2.2 (SEPT 76> 
REQUESTED OPTIONS: NDTERH, 
OS/360 FORTRAtl H EXTEtl!lED DATE 79. 158100.49.21 








ISH CO 1 0  

















SOU�CE EoCDIC t\OLIST NCLlECK OBJECT MAP N::>ro:\;·fAT GOSTMT l\OXREF NOALC NOANSF NOTER:1 FLAG( I )  
OOU?.LE F;(ECISION Fi.:::cnc:1 G I  s .  y ,  yp. I )  
IH?LICIT RE�L�3 CA-H.O-Zl 
REAL•8 S ,  YI 8 l, YPIO I ,G 
CO::; :ON /OPTIC�!/ Yi'21 30 l ,  IRIS ET ( 30 l 
cot::�0t� 11m1ec1v cs:::ur 
IFlS.GT.CS::>UTI G::> �O 35 
J=IRISETI I J  
. 
GO TO ( 10,20,20,30,35),J 
10 G=YC5>  
I F C Y C 5 1 . LE . 0 .00+00> GO TO 40 
G=YPl 2 >  
IRISETC I )  : 1 
GO TO 50 
20 G=YPI 2 1  
GO TO 50 
30 G=Yl 5 1  
GO TO 50 
35 G=2.CO+OO 
GO TO 50 
40 IRISETC i l  = 2 
IFl DSIG:H 1.00+00 ,YP2C I ) )•DSIGNC 1 . CO+OO,YPC 2 l l  .LT. 0.00+001  IRISH 
1C I 1=3 
IFC YP2C i l . E Q . 0 .00+00 .OR. Y P C 2 l . E Q . 0 . 0 0 + 0 0 l  IRiSETC i l= 3  





LEVEL 2.2 lSEPT 76 1 
REQUESTED OPTIONS : KOTERH, 
OS/360 FO;(TRAH H EXTEtlnED DATE 79. 158100.49 .22 
OPTIONS IH EFFECT: H�!'iE( HAIN I KDOPTIMIZE UNECOUHn 60 J SIZEU �.\X l AUTO:li3U NO:l� I 
ISH 0002 
ISH 0003 
SO!JRCE EBCDIC HOLIST H30ECK OBJECT tc.P H�FORHAT 60STtlT HOXREF NOALC HOANSF HOTERH FLAG C i l  
SUS!<OUTINE OilERTfF ,NECH,Y,T,TOUT,RELER�.ABSERR , IFLAG,�ORK,IWO�K. 0000001 
1 I , G ,RERCOT,AE�C:>T ,YPI 0000002 
JHPlICIT REAL•S lA-H,O-Zl OOC0003 
C OOOC004 
C SU9RO�TINE ODERT ItiTEGRATES A SYSTEH OF t\ECN FIRST ORDER 0000005 
C O"DlNARY DIFFEP.EHTI.\L EQUATIONS OF THE FOi\H OOOOOC6 
C DYII l/DT : F C T , Y C 1 J ,  • • •  ,Y< NEQ:t) ) OOCC007 
C YC i l GIVEN AT T .  0000003 
C THE SV'13�CUTIHE INTEGRATES FROH T IN THE CIRECTION OF TOUT UNTIL 00000J9 
C IT LCCATES THE FIRST RCOT OF THE HOllLINEL� ECU�TION OOOC010 
C 6(T,Y( 1 l ,  • • •  ,YO:El:I O,YP( 1 ) ,  • • •  ,YPCNE��l l : 0 .  0000011 
C UFOH FltlJIN$ THE RCOT, THE CCDE RETLr:?NS '-l!TH ALL P.C.�Al1ETERS IN THE COOCIO 12 
c CALL LIST SET FOR CCHTINUING THE IHTEG�TION TO THE NEXT ROOT OR oo::ioo n 
C THE FIRST RCOT OF A Hal FUt\CTIOH G • IF t:t> ROOT IS FOt..r.\O, THE OCOCIO 14 
C INTEERATION P�OCEEDS TO TOUT • AGAIN ALL PARAltETERS ARE SET TO 0000015 
C CONTINUE. 0000016 
c 0000017 
C THE DIFFERENTIAL E�UATIC�S ARE ACTUALLY SOLVED BY A SUITE OF CODESt 0000018 
C DERT , STE? , ANO INTRP • OOE�T ALLOCATES VIRTUAL STC�AGE IH 0000019 
c THE HO�i< AR��YS i.::mK t.l\:l n:o:\K At:::i CALLS DERT • DERT IS A 0000020 
C S!JPEP.\lltOR �:tUCH DIRECTS THE ItffEGRAT!OH. IT CALLS OH STEP TO 0000021 
C AOVAt!CE THE 5CLUTil:'N AND ltffP.P TO WTERFOLATE THE 50LUTIOtl ANO 0000022 
C ITS DE�IVATIVE. STEP USES A MODIFIED DIVIDE� DIFFEREN:E FGRH OF 0030023 
C THE ADAt:S PECE FO�MULAS AH:> LOCAL EXTRArOLATICN, . IT IJ)JUSTS THE �000024 
c Oi\OER I.NO STEP SIZE TO cmnROL THE LOCAL EF:r-CR PER UIUT STEP IN A 0000025 
C Grn:;Rt.LIZED SEt\SE . NCRt:All Y EACH CALL TO STEP AOVAl\CES THE 00000�6 
C SOLUTIO� ONE STEP IN THE DIRECTION OF TOUT • FO:t REASCt-:S OF 0000027 
c EFFICIENCY ODERT INTEGRATES B:;Yo�:> TOUT lHTERt::iu y '  THOUGH 0000��8 
C NEVER BEYOND T• 10•1 TOUT-T l ,  Al!D CALLS INTRP TO INTERPOLATE THE OOOCiOZ� 
C SOLUTION AN'.> DERIVATIVE AT TOUT • AH OPTION IS PROVIDED TO STOP 0000030 
C THE IUTEG�ATIOtl AT TOUT BUT IT SHOULD BE USED ONLY IF IT IS 0000031 
C lH?OSSIBLE TO CONTIN'JE THE INTEGRATION BEYO� TOUT • 0000032 
c 0000033 
C AFTER EACH INTERNAL STEP, DERT EVALUATES TliE F��TIOH G AHO 0000034 
C CHECKS FD« A CHAl{�E IH SIGN IH THE FU:lCTIO� VALUE FRC:-1 THE 0000035 
c FRECEDrn;; STEP. SUCH A CH.t.tl�E INDICATES A ROOT LIES IN THE OOG003S 
C IUTERVAL OF THE STEP JUST COll?LETED. D::P.T THEH CALLS SUSROUTIHE 0000037 
C ROOT TO REDUCE THE BRACKETillG INTERVAL l.'HTIL THE f\OOT IS OOOC038 
C DETER11WEO TO THE DESI�ED l.CCl.�ACY. SUE'.<C�TINE ROOT USES A OC00039 
C CO::OIN.HIOH OF THE SECANT RULE AtlO BISECTION TO DO THIS. ntE OOJ0040 
C SOLUTION A�D DERIVATIVE VALUES �E�UIREO ARE ()gTAINEO BY 0000041 
C ltffERFOLATION �ITH ItU«P • THE COilE LOCATES OHL Y THOSE ROOTS 0000042 
C FOR 1-�HCH 6 CnAt\3ES SIGH lH ( T, TOUT> AND FOR �!HICH A 0:100043 
C BRACKETWG ltrTEP.\'AL EXISTS. IH PARTICULAR , IT DOES NOT LOCATE COC00!,4 
C A ROOT AT THE INITIAL POINT T • 0000045 
c 0000045 
C n.E CODES STEP AN'J lHT�P ANO THAT PORTION OF DERT Wl'IICH 0000047 
C DIRECTS THE ItlTEGRATICN ARE CO:lPlETEL Y EXPLAINED ANO DOCW1EtlTED IN 0000043 
c THE TEXT. C0!1PUTER SCLUTICN OF ORDit:ARY DIFFERENTIAL EQ!..•Ano::s . 00000(,9 
C THE IIUTIAL VALUE FRJ'.)LEH BY l. F .  5HAl!PltlE At;i) H. K. G:�DO:'l. 0000050 
C Sl!SROUTUiE ROOT IS A SLIGHTLY t'.ODIFIED VERSI0:-1 OF THE ROOT-SOLVER 0000051 
C DISCUSSED IH THE TEXT, t:U�1ERICAL COt1PUTm:; , Al� INTRODUCTION BY OOC0052 
C l. F. SHA."'.PINE AN:> R .  C. ALLEN. 0000053 
184 
LEVEL 2.2 l SEPT 76J 
c 



























































THE PARA.�ETERS FO� ODERT ARE 0000055 
F -- Sl!J!'?Q;JTillE Ff T, Y, YP > TO EVALU.HE DERIVATIVES YPC I >=OYC I J/DT OOOC056 
HEQN -- N�l:SER OF ECUATIONS TO CE INTEGRATED 0000057 
Y C • >  -- SOLUTION VECTO� AT T 0000053 T -- IHOEFE:::mn Vt.Rlt.3LE oacoo59 
TOUT -- ARBITR:.RY FOltlT BEYC:m THE ROOT DESIRED 00�0060 
RELERR, ABSERR -- RELATIVE At:!> ASSOLUTE Er:RCR TOLERANCES FCR LOCAL0000061 
EJ\i\CR TEST. AT EACH STEP TtlE CC�E REQUIRES 0000062 
ABSf LCCAL ERROR> . LE . ASS I Y )M�ELEr.R + AtSERR OODC063 
FOR EACH co:-:r-CNEHT OF THE LOCAL H'.i\OR Al\O SOLUTION VECTORS C000064 
IFLAG -- It\OICATES STATUS OF lNTEG�ATIC� 0300065 
WC�K.ll:��K -- ARRAYS TO HOLD IHrC!rn:.noti INTERNAL TO THE CODE O QO Oa56 
��ICH IS NECESSARY FOR SU9SECUENT CALLS OCCOC67 
G - FUNCTIO� OF T, YC • > ,  YPC * I  �1iOSE P.OOT IS DESIRED. 0000063 
RERO:lT, AEROOT -- RELATIVE Al\'D Ar.SOLUTE ERROR TOLER..\tlCES FCR OC00069 
ACCEPTit!5 THE F:OOT. THE IH'TERVAL CCNTAINIHG. THE ROOT IS 0000070 
REDUCED UNTIL IT SATISFIES OC00071 
0 .  5.,t.BSC LEt;uTH OF INTER\'AL J • LE. REROOT•t.9SC RCOT>+t.EROOT OGOC072 
"1fERE F:O:H IS THAT EN'.JPOilff YIELOit::; THE S�l�LLER VALUE OF 0000073 
6 IN l:AG�IITUO E .  PU?.E RELATIVE ERROK IS HOT RECO�UlENOEO 0000074 
IF THE ROOT HIGHT BE ZERO. 0000075 




THE USER �UST PROVIDE STORAGE IN HIS CALLING PROGRAM FOR THE 0000079 
AKRAYS IH THE CALL L IST , OOOOOSO 
Y<NEQIU , �:lRKt 100+2 1lil\EQIU, I���l�l 5 l  0000031 
Alm OECLt.P.c F ' 6 IN AN EXTERl-:AL STATEl1ENT • .  HE HUST SUPPL y THE oooao�2 
SUEROUTltlE F(T,Y,YPJ  TO EVALUATE 
. 
0000033 
DYtI J/DT : YPC i l : FC T ,Yl 1 > , • • •  ,Y( HEQ� ) )  0000084 
AND THE FU�ICTIO�" G I T ,  Y, YP > TO EVALUATE 0000035 
6 :  G(T,Yt l J ,  • •  , , Y(HECNJ ,YPf l J ,  • • • •  YPl NEC� > . PLUHE IO I .  0000036 
t-.'OTE n:AT THE AnR�Y yp IS AN INPUT A.qGU!:ENT At:o SHC'JLO NOT SE 0000037 
COMPUTED IN THE FU:�CTICN SUBFROGRAM. FitULLY THE USER HUST 00000$8 
INITIALIZE THE PARAMETERS OOOOOS9 
HEC� -- tM:!lER OF EQUATIONS TO eE ItlTEGRATED 00000<70 
Y( * )  -- VECTOR OF INITIAL cc:mITIO!IS OO:l0091 
T -- STARTING POH;T OF INTEG�ATICN 0000092 
TOUT -- A.qBITRARY POIHT BEYOI\'!> THE RO�T DESIRED OOOG093 
RELERR,ABSERR -- RELATIVE AHO ABSOLUTE LOC.t.L ERROR TOLERAl'CES 0000094 
FOR INTEG�ATINJ THE ECU.\TICNS 0000095 
IFLAG -- + 1 , - 1 .  IN:ICATOR TO INITIALIZE THE CO�E. HO�HAL INPUT 0000096 
IS + 1 .  THE U�ER SHOULD SET IFLAG=-1 ONLY IF IT IS OOC0097 
It-:FOSSIBLE TO cmnm.JE THE INTE!:RATIOH BEYOI{!) TOUT • 00000�8 
REROOT ,AEROOT -- RELATIVE At:O ABSOLUTE El\.ROR TOLERANCES FOR 0000099 
COl:PUTil'\G THE ROOT Of G 0000100 
ALL PARAHETERS EXCEPT f, 6 ,  NEC� . TO�, REROOT AND AEROOT HAY SE 
ALTERED BY THE CODE ON OUTPUT SO KUST BE VARIABLES IN THE CALLING 
PROGRAM. 
OUTPUT FROH OOERT -- • 
HEl;H -- Ut1CHAl�'3(0 
Yt * )  -- SOLUTIO;t AT T 
T -- LAST FOitlT REACHED IN INTEGRATIO�. NORMAL RETURN HAS 




















ISN C il 1 0  
15:-f 0 0 1 1  
ISN 0012 
ISH &013 








C TOUT -- lf.-:CH��GEO 0000112 
C RELERR ,A3SH\R -- N�;";l��L RHU�H HAS TOLERA.''lCES LtlCHt.tlGEO.  IFLAG=30:JCO 1 1 3  
C SIC:!l�LS TOLER�CES U:CREASED 0000 1 14 
C IFLAG = 2 -- NO�::.\L RETU:\N. IHTEt:RhTION REACHrn TOUT 0 � 0 0 1 1 5  
c : 3 -- I:-IT�:.:!lATI0:-1 DID t\:>T REACH TO�T Sl:ChUSE EP.?.O?. oc::.o 1 1 6  
C TOLE!=!�NCES TOO S!:ALL. F:ElErt� , A6SEl\R It;CP.EASEO OOGO 1 1 7  
C APF:<Cr!UAiELY F C� CO�ITINUltl.3 OC:l0113 
C = 4 -- IHTEC:�ATIOt� DID t\JT REACH TOUT BECAUSE HORE THA!-1 0003119 
c t-:.�xr:;,,-:1 STEPS HEECED O:lu0120 
c : 5 -- u;TESRAT!OH om tmT REACH TOUT BECAUSE EQ'JATICHS ooc:i 121 
C AP�'AR TO BE STIFF OC00122 
c = 6 -- W\'ALIO It�FUT PARi�HETERS ( FATAL n:r.e� I cooo i23 
c : 7 -- t:o::<::n RETL::'n. A F:COT 1:.�s Fc:.i::o l'.llICH SATISFIED OOC0124 
C THE ER:10� CRITERIC�I O� H..'..O A Z'RO P.ESIOU�L OCOO 13 
C : 8 -- AS�·'.CRi�.t.L RET�H. AH ODO ORDER POLE OF G WAS OCOll 12� 
C FOu:,'!l . 0000127 
C a 9 -- A!:t:C1':1AL RHL'F.H. TOO ll.�!ff E\'ALUlTlONS OF 6 WERE OCC!l 123 
c R'.;GUrnED (AS F�C:;Rt..l::;:::o 500 A�E ALLC'.::;o. ) 00001'.:9 
c THE VALUE OF IFLAG IS Rn�i{r:D t:EGATI'/E �::1rn THE INPUT 0000130 
c VALUE IS NEG.\TIVE Atm THE IHTEC�t.TICN DOES tmT REACH oo:i:i 131  
C TOUT , I . E  • •  -3 , -4 , -5 , -7 , -S , -9 . C000132 
c �i\K( * )  .I&.:Oi(K( . )  -- rnFo��:.\TIO>I GWER.\Ll y OF tiO IHTEP.EST '{O THE 0000133 
C USER SUT NECESS�i(Y FOR S�SECUEHT CALLS 0000134 
C REROOT,AEROOT -- CNC�NGEO 00�0135 
C DC�Oi3S 
C �SEGUEHT CALLS TO ODERT -- 0�00137 
c 0000133 
c St.JSROUTI!:E COERT RETL'�llS l-lITH All INFO�x::.nc� NEEOE:> TO CO�Tlt\"JE 000013� 
c THE IllTE::�� TIC:-!. IF THE INHG�A TICH DID KOT R::A:H TCUT Ar;:i TiiE o�co 14:> 
c USER l� TS TO comu:uE. HE JUST CALLS t.GlIN. IF Tl!E IhTEG'.UTICN 0 0 0 0 1 4 1  
C REt.CHED TOUT , THE USER tiEED 0:-\L Y DC'Flt!E A NE!� TCUT t.l\i) CALL 0000 142 
c AGAIN. THE OUTPUT v:.LUE OF IF�t.G IS n:c APF:::JriUATE INPUT VALUE 00001(;3 
c FO� SU'3SECUWT Ct.LLS. THE cr:L y SITUlTIC� IN i.::ncH IT SliOULO SE OOJO 144 
t AL TE;(EQ IS TO STGP THE IHTEGRATIC;� ll\TEr-:::.!.Ll Y AT THE H::W TCUT , 0000145 
c l . E . .  CH�!:�E OUTfUT IFLAG=2 TO 11\?UT IFLAG=-2 • m:LY THE ERRu� ccoo 146 
C TOLERt.t:CES At\!) TliE FU�:CTIO� G HAY £E CH::O�\::ED SY THE USER SEFC�E OCOO 147 
C CCNTINUil iG. ALL OTHER P:.R.t.HETERS t::.JST RH:!.IN UUCHA."\GEO. 0000 1<;� 
C OGOC149 
LOGICAL START,PHASE 1 ,HOR:\O 0 000 1 50 
D ll imSICN YIUEQ:O ,WCRK'310 ,30 > . n:C.1J<( 5,30 ) .  YPI HEQH ) 0000151 
EXTER�lAL F , G  0000152 
OATA IALPHA,IGETA,ISIG.IV,IW,IGG, IPHASE ,IFSI.IX.IH ,IHOLD, ISTART, 0000153 
1 ITOLO , IOELS:4,IGX, liROOT/ 1 . 13 ,25,38,S�.62.75,76,&a,S9 ,90, GC00154 
2 91 ,92,93,94.�5/ C�CC155 
IYY • 1 0 �  0000155 
IWT a: IYY • t\t:C::i 0000157 
IP = I�T • N::c:� OOJ:l 1'.:3 
IYP = IP • l\�C: I OCOO 159 
IYrO�T = IYP • �=cN C0001$0 
IFiiI = IYrC�T + �£CN 00u0161 
lFl ll.CSIIrLAGl .EQ. 1 )  GO TO 1 · 000Cio2 
ST=�C�KIISTtRT . I l  
PH=! '.O�I< ( If-iiASE, I l 
N'.l= I\.:OP.I< I 2,  I l 
STA�T : ST . GT. o . cn+OO OCC0163 
PHASE1 = PH .GT. O . Ou+OO OCCu164 
t;CF.i,O : t:O • HL -1 0000165 
1 CALL OE�TIF,NEQN,Y,T ,TOUT,RELERR,ASSf��.IFLAG,G,REROOT,AE�COT, I ,  
186 
LEVEL 2.2 <SEPT 76 > CDERT OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 7 9 . i58100 .49.22 
1i-:ORKC IYY, I ) ,  l:Q�K Cil-:T, I I ,l:ORKC IP, I )  ,l:C?.K( IYP, I )  ,l-:��KC IYFOIJT, I ) , 
21!C�:< l IFllI , I  1 .1�:;;.�:c IALPHA,I I ,�'.OR!\( I3ETA, J l ,i-:o:;K( ISIG, I I ,hC�K( IV,I I ,  
3!;CRK( rn, I l ,  �O�K< IC3, I l ,  FH�SC: i ,l!'.:)�I(( IFS!, I I ,�!;):\KI IX, I I ,  �:::i�i<( IH, I l ,  
4!�.'.)�Ja HIOLO , I l ,STt.�T ,hC:::K< HOLD, I l ,1-:��I-:( IOELSll, I ) ,l�C�Kl IGX, I I ,  
Sl�C�i<( ITROOT . I 1 ,  Il-:O�Kl t .  I )  ,NORt\D � It-:CRK( 3 , I )  . n:oRK< 4 .  I ) .  n::RK< 5 ,  I ) )  
u:::=O 
D031K= 1 , NECN 













31 It\C:Il\C+ 1  
WO�K<ISTAR T , I I  = - 1 . GDO 
IF< ST�RT) i-:CRKIISTA�T. I l  z 1 . 000 
�C�K < IPHASE , 1 1  = - 1 . 000 
I F l Pllt.S E 1 >  �O�K<IFHASE , I )  :: 1.000 
Ii-:CRK< 2 , I  I : - 1  













LEVEL 2 . 2  ( SEPT 76 ) 
REQ�ESTED OPTIONS: HOTERH, 
OS/360 F�TRAN H EXTENDED DATE 79. 158100.49.23 




















SOU�CE EBCDIC t\OLIST t\ODECK OBJECT HAP tlJFC:\llAT GOSTHT H�XREF NOALC NOAHSF NOTERM FLAG! I l 
SUSROUTINE DERTCF,NEC��.Y.T,TCUT ,RELERR,A�SEF\� ,IFLAG,G ,RERCOT, 0000180 
1 ACl\COT ,12, 't'Y .�T , P ,  YP, YFCUT ,Piil , ALFilA ,£'.;TA, SIG , V ,M , G$ , PHASE 1,PSI, 
2 x . n . nOLD, STA�T.TOLO ,DELS��.GX.TROJT ,�S. HORl\O ,K ,KOLD.ISNOLDl 0000132 
IHPLICIT R�AL�8 (A-H,0-Z) OD00133 
C G0001�4 
C ODERT MERELY ALLOCATES STC�AGE FC� OERT TO RELIEVE THE L'SER OF 0�00185 
C THE It\CO�VENIHi:E OF A LC:;� CALL LIST. CONSEiOUENTLY DERT IS USED OCOO 106 
C AS DESCRIQED IN THE CC!".'IENTS FCR ODERT • OOCO 187 
c 00001t3 
C THE CODES STEP AND INTRP AN!l THAT PORTIO:� OF OE�T DIRECTIN$ 0000189 
C THE INTEGF:ATICN ARE CO!IFLETEL Y EXPLAit:EO AND DCClNENTED m THE TEXT ,0000190 
C CO:IPUTEP. SOLUTION OF CR!ll�F:Y DIFFE:\Et-:TIAL EC'J�Tia;;s, THE INITIAL 000 0 191 
c Vt.LUE FRCuLEH BY L .  F. s:iAl�?INE A!:!) H. I <.  G:Roo:�. SUEf.O�Tll\E 0000192 
C ROOT IS A SLIG:ITL Y M�DI::IED VEl::SIOH OF THE F\COT-SOLVER EXPLAINED OIH!O 193 
C IN THE TEXT, N��IERICAL COMPUTit\G , AN lHTRO�UCTION BY L .  F .  SHAl':PINEOOOO 194 
C At:O R. C. ALLEN. 00001)5 
c 0000196 
LO$ICAL STI F F , CP.ASH ,START,PHASE1 ,HC�ND 0000197 
Dit-:WSIOt� YI l\ECll I ,  YYl NE<;N l ,WT( NE�� l ,  Pt NE�:-f ) , YPC llECN l ,  
1 YPOUTC N�Q:O , FSH 121 .ALFHAC 12) ,£ETAC 12 > .  SIGC 1 3 ) ,  Vt 12) ,M( 12) • 0000 199 
2 GGl 1 3 l ,PHI!H�CN , 16 )  oo�o:co 
EXTERl-UL F , G  000020 1 
c 0000202 
C••••••••••••••••*•*••·············�···•••K••••••********************•••0000203 
C• THE ONLY MACHINE DEFE�'::ENT CONSTANT IS B�SED ON THE �!CHINE UNIT •0000204 
C• ROl.Jl\OOFF ERROR U �HICH IS THE s;:ALLEST POSITIVE Nut::>ER SUCH THAT •0000205 
C• 1 . 0+U .GT. 1 . 0  • u t:'JST BE CALCULATED At!D FO!nU=4 . 0>:U n;srnnD *00.):1206 
C• IN THE FOLLo:m;G STATH;ENT CEFO�E USING CDi:RT • THE SUo�C!.JTINE •OO:}Q:;o7 
C• 11ACHIN CALCULATcS u . FOURU A�;;:i n.:ou=2. O •U MUST ALSO BE •0000208 
C• INSERTED IN St::�::.JTil;E STEP BEFORE CALLIN3 ODERT • •0000209 
DATA FC!nUIZ34400000COOOOOOO/ 0000210 










THE CONSTAtlT KAXt.'UH IS THE HAXU'.\.Jl'1 t-."J: ��R OF STEPS ALLCl-:ED IN ONE 0000213 
CALL TO ODERT . THE USER HAY CHA!'\GE THIS LIHIT BY ALTERING THE 
FOLLCl·m::; STATEtlENT 
DATA HAXNlr.11500/ 
••• • •• 
TEST FOR IMPROPER PARAMETERS 
IFI NECN .LT. 1 )  GO TO 10 
I F I T  .f�. TOUTI GO TO 10 
...  
IF! RELERR .LT. O . CDO .OR. ABSERR .LT. O . ODO l 60 TO 1 0  
EPS : DHAX1C RELERR,ABSERR l 
IFIEPS . L E .  O . OC O l  GO TO 10 
IFC REROOT . L T .  0 . 0 D O  .OR. AEROOT .LT. 0 . 0 0 0 )  GO TO 10 
IFC REF\OOT+AE�COT . L E .  0.000)  GO TO 10 
IFI IFLAG .EQ. O l  GO TO 10 
ISU : ISIGll! 1 ,  I FLAG l 
IFLAG : IABSC IFLAGl 
I F C IFLA5 .EQ. 1 )  GO TO 20 

































































I F ( JFLAG .GE. 2 .A��. IFLAG . L E .  5 1  GO TO 1 5  0000233 
JF( lflAG .GE . � .AND. IFLAG . L E .  91 GO TO 1 5  OCC0234 
10 IFL�G = 6 0000235 
RETU�H 0000236 
t 0000237 
c FOR A m:w FW:C:TIOH G, CnECK FOR A RO:>T IH INTERVAL OF STEP 0000238 














15 GXOLO = GX 0000241 
GX = 61X,YY,YP,I21 0000242 
IFIGX .EQ. GXOLO ) GO TO 20 0000243 
IFI IFLA3 .GT. 2 .A.':0. IF LAG . L E .  5 I GO TO 20 00002C.4 
IF<ISl-:OLD .LT. 0 . O!L DELS3K•l TOUT-T) .LT. 0.0001 GO TO 20 OC002.;5 
JFLAG : 1 00002�6 
B = X 000 0247 
c = T oooc2.;s 
CALL IHTRPI X,YY,C:,Y,YPOUT,NECH,KOLO ,PHI,PSI,I21 0000249 
GC = G I C , Y , YPOUT ,121 OOOG250 
IFI OSIGNl 1 . 000 ,GC IROSIGNl 1 . 00 0 , G X I  .LT. 0 . CO O I  GO TO 140 00�0251 
IFIGC .EQ. 0.000 .�� .  GX .EQ. 0 . 00 0 1  GO TO 140 0000252 
0000253 
CN Et.CH CALL SET ItffERVAL OF INTE::RATICll At;D CO'..!Nl ER FO� H'JXSER OF 0000254 
STEFS. ADJUST INPUT ERROR TOLERANCES TO OEFIKE WEIGHT VECTOR FO� 0000255 
SUBROUTINE STEP 0000256 
0000257 
20 DEL = TCUT - T 00002�3 
ASSOEL : DASSIDE L I  0030259 
TW'.l : T • 1 0 . 000*DEL 0000:::60 
IFIIS� .LT. 0 1  TEt:O : TOUT 0000�61 
N03TEP = 0 00002�2 
KLE4 = 0 0000253 
STIFF = .FALSE. 0000264 
RELEPS = RELEP.RIEFS 0000265 
ASSEFS = AeSE��/EFS OOC0266 
IF( IFLAG .EQ. l l  GO TO 30 0000267 
IFI ISNOLD .LT. 0 )  GO TO 30 0000263 
IFCDELSGH•DEL .GT. 0.000> 60 TO 50 0000259 
0000270 
O'.i START Atm RESTART ALSO SET �O�K VARIASUS X A�"D YYC • I ,  STORE THE 0000271 
OIRECTICH OF INTEGRATION , INITIALIZE THE STEP SIZE, AND EVALUATE 6 0000272 
0000273 
30 STA..�T = .TRUE. 0000274 
X : T 0000275 
TROOT = T 0000276 
DO 40 L = 1 , H�QH 0000277 
40 YYI L )  = Y C L )  000 0278 
DELS:;:1 = DSIGNI 1 . 000,DELI OOQ0279 
H : OSIGtH O!IAXH OA6SC TOUT-X ) , FOURUt<OASSI X J ) ,  TOUT-X ) OOOC230 
CALL F l X , YY,YP,12> 000�28\ 
GX = 6CX,YY,YP,I2l OOC 0282 
0000283 
IF ALREADY PAST OUTPUT POINT, INTERPOLATE Al\'O RETURN 0000284 
00002l>5 
50 GXOLO : GX • ooo:i:a6 
IFCOABSIX-Tl .LT. ABSOELI GO TO 60 00002S7 
CALL UITRP(X,YY,TOUT,Y,YPOUT,�EC:N,KOLO,PHI,PSI,I21 00�02� 
If LAG = 2 OCCC2S9 
T = TOUT 0000290 
189 















ISN 0 1 0 0  
ISN 0 1 0 1  
ISN 0 1 0 3  






IS:l 0 1 10 
lSN 0 1 1 1  
ISN 0 1 12 
ISH 0 1 1 3  
ISN 0 1 15 
lSll 0 1 16 
IS� 0 1 17 
?SN 0 1 18 
ISN 0 1 19 
ISN 0120 






TOLD = T 
IS: :OLD = ISN 
l\ETU:m 
C IF CAK:\�T GO PAST OUTFUT POillT At\:l SUFFICIENTLY CLOSE, 
C EXTRAFOLATE Atm RETURN 
c 
c 
60 I F < IStl .GT. 0 .OR. DACSC TOUT-X > .GE. Fo:..i�u�oAasc x »  G� TO 80 
H = TCUT - X 
CALL FCX,YY,YP,I2l 
00 70 L = 1 . N�Q;l 
70 YI L )  = Y Y ( L I  + H•YP( L )  
IFLt.G = 2 
T : TOUT 
TOLD = T 
Is:;:>LD = ISH 
RETUr:N 
C TEST FOR TOO H'J:H �'C�K 
c 
c 
80 IFl �::.JSTEP . LT . HAX�JMl GO TO 100 
IFlt.$ = ISN .. 4 
I F I S T I F F I  IFLt.G = ISN•5 
00 90 L = 1 , f'EQN 
90 Y< L l  c YY< L l  
T : X 
TOLD : T 
JS::::.JLO = 1 
Rnu:-.N 
C LIHIT STEP SIZE, SET WEIGHT VECTOR AND TAKE A. STEP 
c 
c 
100 H : DSIGNICXIN 1 1 0t.!lSI H > ,DASS<TE1'0-X ) ) , H )  
DO 1 1 0  L = 1 , NEC� 
110 �'T ( L )  = RELEPSMD�SSIYYI L ) )  • ACSEPS 
CALL STE PC X, YY, F ,l{ECN,H, EPS , 1-.'T , START , 
1 HOLD,K.�O�D. C?.ASH , F H I , P,YP,PSI , 
2 ALPHA,BETA ,SIG,V,M,GG,PHASE1,�S.NORNO , I 2 l  
C TEST FO� TOLERt.NCES TOO SHAL L .  lF SQ, SET THE OERIV�TIVE AT X 
C BEFORE RETURliit:G 
c 
c 
I F I  . NOT .CRASH I GO TO 130 
IFLt.G = ISt:-3 
RELE�� = EPS•f.ELEPS 
AoSERR = EPS•t.CS�PS 
DO 120 l = 1 ,NEQll 
YPC L I  = PHI! L , 1 1  
120 Y C L l  = YY! L l  
T = X 
TOLD = T 
1£1\0LD = 1 
REiURN 
c AU311ENT CCU�TER ex h��Y. A!'\!) TEST FC� STIFFt\ESS . ALSO.TEST FOR A 
C ROOT IN TH� STEP JUST CO�PLETEO 
c 




























































LEVEL 2.2 (S�PT 76 > CERT OS/360 FOiHRAH H EXTENDED 
ISi� 0 126 
IS�� 0 127 
ISN 0129 
ISN 0 1 3 1  
ISN 0132 
ISN 0134 
























KLE4 = KLE4 + 1 
IFCKOLO .GT. 4 1  KLE4 = 0 
IF<KLE4 . GE .  5 0 1  STIFF = .TRUE . 
GX = GI X , YY,YP,121 
IF<OSIGNC 1 . 000 ,GXOLOl•DSIG�t 1 . CD O , G X I  .LT. 0 . 00 0 1  GO TO 135 
I F I GX . E Q .  0 . 000 .OR. GXOLD .EQ. 0 . 000 J GO TO 135 
GO TO 50 
C LOCATE ROOT OF G .  INTERPOLATE WITH INTRP FOR SOLUTION AND 
C DERIVATIVE VALUES 
c 
135 B = X 
C = X - HOLD 
JFLA3 = 1 
140 CALL RCOTC T,GT,B,C ,REROCT, AEROOT ,JFLAG I 
IF< JFLAG .GT. 0 1  GO TO 150 
CALL 1NTRPC X.YY,T,Y ,YFO�T.�EQN,KOLD ,PHI,PSI , I2 l . 
GT = G C T , Y ,YPOUT , I 2 l  
G O  TO 140 
150 COtlTil'.'UE 
IFLAG : JFLAG + 6 
IF<JrLAG . E Q .  2 . OR . JFLAG .EQ. 4 >  IFLAG = 7 
I F C JFLAG .EQ. 3 >  IFLAG : 8 
lF(JFLAG .EC. S J  IFLAG = 9 
IFLA$ : IFLAS•IS� 
CALL IHTRPCX,YY,S,Y,YFOUT,NEQN,KOLD ,PHI,PSI , I2 1  
T = B 
IFI D�SSCT-TROOTl .LE. RERCOT•OA3S C T l  + AEROOTl GO TO 50 
TRCOT = T 
TOLD : T 







































LEVEL 2.2 C S�PT 7 6 J  OS/360 FCRTRAN H EXTE:l�ED DATE 79. 158/00.49.26 
RECUE:STED OPTIC;s : l\JTER:1, 




SO:J�CE EECOIC l\OLIST t-;OOECK 03JECT l'!.\P NJFO:<�IAT GOSTHT l\OXREF NOALC NOANSF NOTERH FLAGC 1 
SUS�OIJTil\E ROOT I T , F T , O , C , RELERR, ASSERR ,IFLAG) 
ltl?LICIT RE�L11c'.> C A-H ,O-Z l 
OOJ03S 1 
OC'.l'.l::.:'2 












c �:irnE Fl x) IS A cc:;rn:uous R::AL FL1:;:no:1 CF A sn;:LE RC:.L 
c WRIABLE x. THE r:�n:C!J USED IS A co;::im:itrc:-: OF BISECTIC'N 















































NO�l"!�L It-;PUT CONSISTS OF A CO�irn�:us Fl!NCTION F A:;o t.N 
INTERV�L C S , C l  SCCH TH�T F C B J � F I C l . L E . 0 . 0 .  EACH ITE�AT!CN 
Flt :::is 1\::1-1 V.lLUES OF B t.��u c SLiCH TH.H THE INTERVAL ( B. c )  IS 
SHRUt\K At:O F C B lttFI C l . L E . 0 . 0 .  THC: STOPPit�.3 CRIHRIC:� IS 
�IERE RELERR=�ELATIVE E��OR AtO AESE��=A9SO�UTE ERRC� A�E 
INFUT C'..!:.rnITIES. SET TnE Flt.S, IFLt..5, PCSHIVE TO ItUTit.LIZE 
THE CO�IFUTATio::. AS s . c  t.:�::i IFLAG A�E usrn FC� �OTH INFUT AJ:O 
OUTPUT, THEY MU:H BE Vt..Rl/.BLES IN THE CA:..LIN.3 FROSRt.M. 
IF 0 IS A FOSSIBLE ROOT, ONE SHOULD NOT CHC:JSE ASSE"�= O . O .  
THE OUTPUT V�LUE OF B IS THE SETTER APF1'JXI:1.\TICN TO A R�OT 
AS B AllO c ARE AU:.lYS REDEF mrn Su TH.:. T t..BS< F ( 6 ) ) .  LE .ASS! F ( c ) ) .  
TO SOLVE THE EQL.i:.TI�N. ROJT P.UST EV�LUATE F C X l  REPEAT::OLY. THIS 
IS oc:;: Itl THE CALLH!.3 PR:::�:.�1. 1:;.;rn t..tl E\l.lLUATICN OF F IS 
N2EOEO AT T ,  ROOT RETURNS �ITH IFLAG �EGATIVE. EVALUATE FT=F t T I  
Al\O CALL ROOT AG.lltL 00 !\OT ALTER IFL:.G. 
�!-JEN THE CNIF:JTATICN IS CO�!PLETE, RCOT RCTU::\tlS TO THE CALL!t>S 
PROGRt.H WITH IFLt.G POSITIVE : 
IFLAG=1 IF F C B l• F C C l . LT . 0  ANO THE STOPPI�G CRITERICN IS �ET. 
=2 IF A VALUE B IS Fou:;o St:CH THt. T THE C0:1?UTEO VALUE 
F l S l  IS EXACTLY ZERO. THE INTERVAL C B , C l HAY NOT 
SATISFY THE STOPPit:G CRITERION. 
=3 IF t.:.SC F C B J J  EXCEEDS THE INPUT VALUES ABSC F I B l l ,  
ABSt F I C l l .  IN THIS CASE IT IS LIKELY THAT B IS CLOSE 
TO A PO�E OF F .  
= 4  IF 1-:0 o�a OP.DER ROOT WAS FOL'�'.) IN THE INTERVAL. A 
LOCAL tiINIHUll t!AY HAVE DEEtl OBTAINED. 
=5 IF TGO l"!.�tlY FU:lCTIO� EVALUA7l:)NS �ERE HA::>E. 
















OO �C4 '.l9 
00\lC-ilO 
occo.+ 1 1 
OOC0412 
















THIS CCOE IS A �CDIFICATIOH OF THE CC!JE Z��OIN 
EXPLAit:EO Al�O OOCL!: :rnTEO Ill Ti!E TEXT, N:.J�.:::P.ICAL 
ItnRODUCTIO.'l BY L. F .  SHAllPI�;E A:;i) R .  C. t.LLEIL 
0000429 
WHICH IS COMPLETELY OO OC430 










ISN 0 0 1 0  
ISN 0 0 1 1  
ISN 0 0 1 2  
lSN 0 0 1 3  
ISN C 0 1 4  
lSN 0 0 1 5  
ISi� C 0 1 6  
lS�I 0017 
ISN 0018 
























C• THE C�i!. Y tlACHINE DEPWDEt:T CONSTA�T IS 6t.$EO 0:1 THE HACH WE UNIT •OOOOC.::.S 
C• RC� ::>OFF E"�uR U �:!-UCH !S TliE S!IAL LEST POSITI\'E t;�i�:rn SUCH THAT •00004;5 
C• 1 .  O+U . GT. 1 .  0 . u t;usT BE CALCULATED Al·:O n;�rnTEO IN THE •0000437 
C• FOLLO\Ht:$ DATA STATE�:ENT BEFORE usrnG ROOT . THE ROUTINE MACHIN •Oooo;33 
C• CALCULATES U . •OOOOC.39 
DATA UIZ34 10000000000000/ 0000440 
C•••••••••••••••••••�•••w******************************************•-•••CC0044 1  
c 00004(,2 
c 
IFC IFLAG.GE . O l  GO TO 100 OOC0443 
IFLt.G=I�SSt lFLA51 0030�44 
GO TO <200,3CO,�OO J ,  IFLAG 0000(,45 
100 RE=DHAX1!RE LEF.R , U l  OCJ04C.5 
AE=D:·IAX l l ABSERR , 0 . 000 l 0000447 
IC=O 0000448 









300 FB=FT 0000453 
FC=FA 0000459 
KO�NT=2 OG0�<.60 
FX=O:IAX1 C DASS! FB l .DASS! FC l l O OO:lt.61 
1 IFCDASS C F C l . G E . DlBSCFBl lGO TO 2 OOOC<.62 






































2 Ct!B=O.SOO•<C-B l 
AO:B=O t.OSI Ct!3 l 
TOL=RE•D�SSC 6 l+AE 
C TEST STOPPWG CF?ITERIO:i AND FUNCTION COUNT. 
c 
c 
Ift ACt!S.LE .TOLlGO TO 8 
IFtKOUUT . G E . 500 lGO TO 12 
C CALCUL�TE NEW ITERATE I�PLICITLY AS B+P/Q 
c .,llERE ..-e A�l\:01'\3£ P . G r . o .  THE I:lPLICIT 
C FORH IS USED TO FREVENT OVERFLOW . 
c 
c 
P= C B-A l•FB 
Q=FA-FB 
I F C P . G E . 0 . 000JGO TO 3 
P=-P 
Q=-Q 
C UPDATE A, CHECK IF REDUCTION IN THE SI� OF BRACKETING 
193 
• 











































IFlIC.LT.4 1GO TO 4 




c TEST FO� TCO S:-ULL A CHAN$£. 
c 
4 I F C P . GT . DAnSIQ l•TOLIGO TO 5 
c 
c ItlCREllEHT BY TOLER�!\CE. 
c 
S=B+DSIG�I TOL • Ct'.3 l 
GO TO 7 
c 
c ROOT OUGHT TO BE BET�EEN B Al\D CC+B l/2. 
c 
5 IFIP.GE.Ct1B�QlGO TO 6 
c 
c USE SECANT RULE. 
c 
B=S+P/Q 
GO TO 7 
c 










I F I F B . EQ . 0 . 000>GO TO 9 
kOU:-IT=KOUNT+1 
IFI DSI�Nl 1 . 0DO.FB>.HE.DSIGN C 1 .0DO.FCl lGO TO 1 
C=A 
FC=FA 
60 TO 1 
c 
C FINISHED. SET IFLAG. 
c 
g IFI DSIGNl 1 . 0DO,FB l . EQ.DSI��l 1.000,FC> lGO TO 1 1  










































































LEVEL 2.2 lSEPT 7 6 )  
REQU�STED OPTimlS: HOT ERM, 
OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTE��ED DATE 79.158/00.49.27 




















SOU�CE EBCDIC NOLIST NODECK OBJECT HAP NOFOR�AT GOSTHT NOXREF HOALC HOANSF NOTERH FLAGl l 
REAL FU�CTICH QSC•8 ( J , T , P Z I  
C . • •  GIVES THE SATUP.ATIC�I ttIXIl\.3 RATIO IH GWGH �OIST AIR A T  TEHFERAT�E 
C • • •  T At;Q TOTAL PRE£SU�E PZ, FCR I: 1 ;  Ati!l GIVES THE DERIVATIVE OF 
c . . .  THE SATL!'.'?ATim� mxrn::; RATIO WITH RESPECT TO TEl1rERATU::?E IN GH/l GH-DEGCl 
C • • •  liOIST AIR AT TH�FERATURE T t.�) TOTAL FRESSV�E PZ, FOR I=2; A��O 
C • • •  GIVES T:IE DERIVATIVE OF THE SATURATIO�I HIX!t::; R�TIO WITH f\ESPECT 
C • • •  TO PRESSLlRE IN GH/l G:·l-HS l MOIST AIR AT TEtl?ERATU�E T AND TOTAL 
C . • •  PRESSURE PZ, FOR I=3. 
REAL•8 T , Y ,YY,ES,PZ 
IFIT.LT . .  373150 +031 GO TO 5 
CSC= .000•00 
RETU�N 
5 Y = . 10•01-.373150+03/T 
YY=l l l . 12i9�+00•Y+. 64453+00l•Y+ . 19760 + 0 1 l•l-Yl+. 1331S50+02l•Y 
ES= . 10 1325�+0�*DEXPIYYI 
POEH=PZ- .62197D+OO�ES 




IFI I . NE . 2 1  GO TO 1 0  
QSC=CSC•I PZIF�ENl•I .37315D+ 331T•*2 l•C C C . 5 1960+00•Y+ . 19335�+01 l•Y 
1 + . 39520 + 0 1 l� l -Y l + . 13!i�53+C2l . 






LEVEL 2 . 2  l SEPT 7 6 1  
REQUESTED OPTIONS: NOTERH , 
OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENOEO DATE 79. 158/00.49.23 



































































SOt.;l\.CE ECCDIC NQLIST NC:lECK 03JECT MAP NOFCRMAT GOSTHT t\OXREF NOALC NOANSF HOTERM FLAG! 
SUSROUTINE P?.OFillN�Ts , z . T , Q . U , P . DTDZ,DCDZ.DUOZl 
IMPLICIT REAL�8 lA-H,0-Zl 
co::; :::N /READ 1/ ZAI 250 ) .  TAO( 250 ) .RHAl 250 ) .�SAi 250 ) ,MOAI 250 ) .PAI 250 ) 
D = . 273150+03 
DO 10 I= 1 .NPTS 
H=I 
t\'?'l=N-1 




IFlRH.LT • .  10-01 > RH=. 10-08 
U=l:SAI N?TS l 
UO=�OAU:PTS l 
TA=T+O 
P=PAlNPTSl•OEXPl -.3410-01•l Z-ZAlNPTS l l/TA J 
QQ=CSCl 1 .TA,Pl 
Q=�n•�Q/l . 10+01- .6077�0+CO*I . 10+01-RHl•CQl 




9 T=T�O I N )  
RH=. 10-01•RHA<N l 
IFIRH.LT . •  10-01 1 RH= . 10-03 
U=llSAI N l 
UO=::;lAI N l  
P=PA I N I  
TA=T+O 
Q=GSCl 1 . T A . P l  
Q=RH•Q/l . 10 + 0 1 - . 60779D+OO•l . 10+01-RH J•QI 
H:l=2 
IFIN.GT . 1 >  N�=H-1 
DZ=ZAI H 1-ZAl t\:1 I 
RliH= . 10-0 l•RHAn iH l 
I F I RnM.LT • •  10-01 1 RHH=. 10-08 
TA=TAOI NHl+O 
Q:1=QSCl 1 ,TA,PAll'i.i l l  
Qi1=RH�•Q:1/l . 10+01- .607790+00•l . 10+0 1-RHlil•QMl 
OQOZ= I Q-Q:1 11oz 
Ot.;OZ= l U-WSAI t::1 l l/OZ 
DTOZ=I T-TAOI HH l l/OZ 
RETUP.N 
g I F I N . EQ. 1 )  €0 TO 9 
DZ=ZAI N l-ZAl lJI l 
X=l 2-ZAl t\:1 l l/OZ 
Tr::X•TAOltO+l . 10+01-X >•TAOlt-.":-l l  
U=X•�SA I N l + l . 10+01-X J��SAl l'\Hl 
UO=X•::::>A < N l + I  . 10.;.01-X l111;0AINHl 
P=X•PA I N l + t  . 10+01-X J•PA0::1l 
RHN= .1D-01*�H� I N I  
I F  l RlltL L T  • •  10-01 l RnN= . 10-08 
RHU11= . 10-0 l•RHlll t!(ll 
IFI RHH . LT • •  10-01 > RHN.'1= . 10-08 
TA=TAOI Nl•O 
QN=CSCl 1 ,TA,PA! H l l  
TA=Tt.Qlt;lll•O 
Ql\�l=QSC l 1, TA, PAI N:1 l l 
Q:l=�H:�i<CN/t . 10+01- .607790+00•1 . 10+01-RHNJ•Q!'O 
c:;: 1=RHt::111C�!:'l/l . 10•01- .6077�:>+00•( . 10• 0 1-RHHH >•Ql\'?1 l 
Q=X�CN+l . 10+01-X l•QNH 
OCOZ= I CN-Q�m I/OZ 
OUDZ=< �SA( N J-�SAC t.:�: I I/OZ 




LEVEL 2 . 2  ! SEPT 761 OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTEt-.'OED nATE 79. 15!/00 .49.29 
RECUESTEO C?Tim:s: NOTEFZH, 










ISH 0 0 1 1  
ISll 0012 
IS�� 0014 




































S.JU�CE ESCOIC t•OLISi NCO ECK COJECT !"..AP l\OFO��IAT G03HiT NOXP.EF NOALC HOANSF NOTERl1 FLASC I 
St:3RO!JTmE STEPC X, Y ,F ,l\EC�� . H  . EPS ,WT ,STA.�T, 
1 HOLD ,K ,KOLO , CRAS!l , ;::; u ,  P ,  YP ,FSI, 
2 ALFHA ,CETA,SlG,v.w.G. rhASE 1 .�S.HOR�'D .I2> 
I�FLICIT REAL•3 CA-H,0-21 
LC:;::.cAL ST t.RT . CP.f.S!t . Fii��E , .N�rnro 






DIMEl:SIC:l ALPHA( 12 l ,BETA! 12 l ,  SI:il 1 3  I ,Ml 12 I ,  Vl 12 l ,Gl 1 3  l ,  00001200 
1 GSTiH 1 3 ) ,  n.:o< 131 ,Pnit U�CN, 1 6 )  OOGO 1210 
EXTERNAL F 0000 1220 
D�TA T�OU,FOURU/Z34200000COOOOOCO , Z34400C�OCOCCOCOO/ 00001270 
D�TA Tl:�/2 . 0 , 4 . 0 ,8 . 0 , 16 . 0 , 32 . 0 ,64 . 0 , 123.0 ,256 . 0 , 5 1 2 . 0 , 1024 . 0 ,  00001310 
, 2048 . 0 , 4 0 � 6 . 0 ,81�2.0/ . 00001320 
DATA GSTR/0 . 5 0 0 , 0 . 0l33 , 0 . 04 1 7 , 0 .0264 , 0 . 0188,0.0143 , 0 . 0 1 14 , 0 . 00936 ,000� 1330 
1 0 . 007S9 , 0 . 00679 . 0 . 005�2 , 0 . 00524 , 0 . 00468/ OC001340 
CRASH : .TI\UE. 000014�0 
IFl O�DSI H l  .GE. FOL�U-DAGS! X l l  GO TO 5 OCC01470 
H : OSIGN<FOURU•OASS I X l , H l  00001��0 
RETU�N 00001490 
5 PSEFS = 0 . 5�EPS 00001500 
Rou:;o = o . o  000015�0 
DO 1 0  L = 1 , NECN 0000 1550 
10 ROt.iSO : RC:;�:o + ( YI L )/WTl l J JH2 000015SO 
r.cu:m = n:ou•osc�T< Rou:m > oo�o 1570 
IFI PSEPS .GE. �u�XO ) GO TO 1 5  000015SO 
EFS = 2. 0•ROU:{!)•( 1 . 0  + FOURUI ooco 1;90 
RETtmN 00001600 
15 CRASH : .FALSE. 00001610 
Gl 1 1= 1 . 0  00001620 
G < 2 > = 0 . 5  00001630 
SIG! 1 l= 1 . 0  00001640 
IF< .NOT.START> GO TO 99 00001l50 
CALL Fl X ,Y .YP , 12 1 00001$�0 
SWI :: 0 . 0  000017CO 
00 20 L :: 1 ,NECN 00001710 
FHi l L , 1 l  : YPl L l  00001720 
PnI ! L , 2 >  :: 0 . 0  00001730 
20 SUtl :: St,� + ! YP< L I/WT< l I 1-2 000017�0 
SUH :: DS�RTC S!.r.1 1 00001750 
AeSH : Ot.SSIH I 00001760 
lf( EPS .LT. 16.0•Str.1•H•Hl ASSH :: 9 . 25•0S�RT(EPS/SUH I 00001770 
H : DSIGHl CHAXH.\ESH , fmffiUJ.C.\£SlX ) ) , H J  0000 1780 
HOLD : 0 . 0  00001790 
K = 1 00001800 
KOLO :: 0 00001810 
STLRT : .FALSE. 0000 1320 
l'HASE1 :: .TRUE. 00001330 
HO�t:o : .TRUE. O O O J 1�40 
IFI PSEPS .GT. 1 0 0 . 0�ROUUD I GO TO 99 00001550 
NORIID : .FALSE. 000018SO 
DO 25 L : 1 , NECN OOCC 1Si0 
25 PHil l , 15 1  :: 0 . 0  • 00001�0 
99 IFAIL : 0 00001890 
100 KP1 :: K + 1  00001970 
197 








































ISH 0 1 0 1  
I SH  0 102 
ISN 0103 
ISH 0104 
IStl 0 1 0 5  
lSN 0 1 0 6  
I�tl 0103 
ISU 0109 
IStl 0 1 10 
I�ll 0 1 1 1  
IS:l 0 1 12 
ISN 0 1 1l 
I5N 0 1 14 
ISN 0 1 1 3  
IS�I 0 1 17 
IS�I 0 1 18 
IS�I 0 1 1 9  
IS:: 012() 
IS1I 0121 
KP2 z K+2 
Ktl1 : K-1 
Kfl2 : K-2 
lf<H .NE . HOLD > NS : 0 
IF l �'S  . l E .  �OLD > NS=NS+1 
NSP1 : NS+1 
IF lK . L T .  NS> GO TO 199 
BETAI HS) = 1 . 0 
REt.Lt\S : NS 
ALPH�C NS) = 1 . 0/REALNS 
TEMP1 = H•REALNS 
SIG(NSP1 l : 1 . 0  
I F l K  .LT. NSP1 > GO TO 1 1 0  
DO 1 0 5  I z NSP1,K 
IH1 : I - 1  
TEMP2 = PSIC IH1 ) 
PSIIIHU z TH:P1 
BETA! I >  : BETAI IM1 )•PSI C IH1 )/TEH?2 
TE:SP 1 : TEllP2 + H 
ALP•:AC l )  : HITEMP 1 
REALI : I 
105 SIG C I + 1 )  : REALI•ALPHAC i l•SIGC I >  
1 1 0  PSIC K )  = TEHP1 
IFIKS .GT. 1 1  60 TO 120 
DO 1 15 IQ = 1 ,K 
TEl:P3 = IQ•CIQ•H 
VIIQ> : 1 . 0ITEK?3 
1 1 5  WC I Q )  : VCIQl 
60 TO 140 
120 lFCK .LE. KOLD > 60 TO 130 
TEliP4 z K•KP1 
VC K )  z 1 . 0ITEHP4 
HS:-12 z N�-2 
IF< NSH2 .LT. 1 >  60 TO 130 
DO 125 J • 1 ,HSH2 
I z K-J 
125 V C I >  z V( l )  - AlPHAC J+1>•VCI+1) 
130 LINIT 1 • KP1 - HS 
TEHP5 s ALFHA! HS l 
DO 135 IQ s 1 . LIHIT1 
VIIQI : VIIQ) - TEHl'S•V< IQ+ 1 ) 
135 �!CIQ l s VCIQ) 
GCN;'.;P 1 )  : MC 1 )  
140 NSF2 : NS • 2 
IFCKP1 .LT. NS?2) GO TO 199 
03 150 I : t\�?2,KP1 
lillIT2 : KP2 - I 
TEK?b = ALFHA C I - 1 >  
DO 1�3 I Q  : 1 , L illIT2 
145 � C I Q )  : UCIQl - TE�P6��C IQ+ 1 )  
150 GC i l  = �C 1 l  
1�9 cc:ITii-::JE 
IFCK . L T .  N$? 1 l  GO TO 215 
DO 210 I : :;:::r1 , I<  
TE.;?1 = EC.U! I )  
DO 205 l = 1 ,l :::c:� 














































































ISH 0 137 
ISN 0 1 3!  
ISN 0139 
lSN 0140 














I SH  0155 
ISH 0156 
lSN 0157 
ISN 0 1 53  
ISN 0159 
ISN 0160 
ISN 0 1 6 1  
U>N 0162 


















215 DO 220 l c 1 ,NECN 
PnI<L.KP21 : PHICL,KPt> 
FHICL,KP1) = ·0 . 0  
.220 Pf L l  c 0. 0 
00 230 J c 1 . K  
I c KP1 - J 
IP1 c 1 • 1  
TWP2 : 6 C l >  
DO 225 l : 1 .HE� 
PC L l  = P< l l • TEHP2•PHi t l . I l  
225 PHII L . I l  = PHII L . I >  • FHil L.IP11 
230 comit;:JE 
IFrnc:mo > so To 240 
DO 235 l c 1 .HECN 
TAU = H•P l l l  - PHI < L . 1 5 1  
P < l l  c YC L >  + TAU 
235 PHI C L . 16 >  a ( P l l l  - Yl l l l  - TAU 
60 TO 250 
240 DO 245 l a  1 .�E�N 
2�5 P C L l  c Yl l l  + H•PC l l  
250 XOLD :: X 
X = X + H 
I.SSH c 01.oSI H )  
Cl.LL f(X,P,YP.12> 
ERKM2 c 0 . 0  
ERKH1 : 0 . 0  
ERK : 0 . 0  
DO 265 l a 1 ,NECN 
TEl!:'l c 1 . 0/WTC U  
TH:F4 • YPI L l - PHil l ,  1 ) 
IFCK�l265,260 ,255 
255 ERKH2 = £RKH2 + ( ( PHICL ,KH1 l+TEHP4 1•T£MP3l••2 
260 ERKll1 a EF:i\H1 • ( l PiiI I L .K l+TEHP4 l•TEHP31**2 
265 ERK : ERK + C TEHP4•TEtlP31H2 
IFt1<t121:so .215,210 
270 ERK�:2 a A�SlH•SIGI KHt l•GSTR( KH2 l•DSQRTC ERKt12 ) 
275 ERKH1 : ABSH•SlGIK l�GSTRCKH1 l•DSQRTCERKH1l 
280 TEHP5 : AaSH•DSCRT< ERKl 
ERR : TEHP5•CG<K l-GIKP1 1 J  
ERK c TEHP5•SIGIKP1 l•GSTRC K J  
KNEii c K 
IFCK�.2 >299 ,290,285 
2.35 IFl DHAX1C ERKi1 1 , ERKl12l .LE. ERK) KHEM : KH1 
GO TO 299 
2�0 IFC ERKH1 .LE. G . 5*ERKl Kt\EW : kH1 
299 IFl EflR .LE. EPS> 60 TO 400 
PHASE 1  : . FALSE. 
X • XCLD 
DO 310 I ; 1 .K 
TEllP 1 c 1 .  0/BET Al I )  
IP1 : 1+1 
DO 305 L : 1 .NECH 
305 PHll l . l )  : TEr�P1•C PHIC L , I >  - PHIC l . IPl l )  
310 CONTlt\UE 
IFlK .LT. 2 >  G� TO 320 ' 
DO 315 I = 2,K 
315 PSI< I - 1 l  : PSI < I >  - H 



























































































































T£HP2 = 0 . 5  
IFI IFAIL - 3 1  335,33n,325 
325 I F C P5EFS . LT . 0.25•ERKI TEHP2 = OSQ�TCP5EPS/E�KI 
330 KNEW = 1 
335 H = TEH?2•H 
K = Kt:cri 
IFl D�SS C H I  .GE. FOURU•OA9S! X l l  GO TO 340 
CRASH = • TRUE . 
H = OSIGNCFOURU•DASSC X l , H I  
EPS = EPS + EPS 
RETURN 
340 GO TO 100 
400 KOLO a: K 
HOLD = H 
TE!:?1 = H•GIKP1> 
IF! NORHO I GO TO 4 1 0  
D O  405 L = 1 ,NiC1l 
RHO = TEH?l•I YPI L )  - PHI! L , 1 > >  - FHIC L , 1 6 >  
Y C L )  : Pi l l  + RHO 
405 PHIC L , 15 1  a: ( Yl l l  - PC L l l  - RHO 
GO TO 420 
4 1 0  DO 415 L : 1 ,NEC� 
415 Y l l l  = Pi l l  + TEHP1•CYP!Ll - PHII L , 1 1 )  
420 CALL FCX,Y,YP,12> 
DO 425 l = 1 , HECN 
PHI C L , K P 1 1  = YP! l )  - PHI C L , 1 >  
425 FHICL,KP21 = PHI ! l ,KP1 >  - PHI I L ,KP2 1 
DO 435 I = 1 ,K 
DO 430 l = 1 , NEC� 
430 FHI I L , 1 1  = FHI C L , I I  + PHl( L,KP 1 l  
435 cc:;TrnuE 
ERKP1 = 0 . 0  
IFC Kt\EU .EQ. KH1 .OR. K .EQ. 121 PHASEl = .FALSE. 
I F ! FHASE 1 1  GO TO 450 
IF< l\t:EW • EQ. l\M 1 I GO TO 4 55 
IF<KP1 .GT. HSI GO TO 460 
DO 440 l a: 1 .�ECN 
�40 ER::P1 = EKJ<P1 + C PHICL,KF2 l/MT! L ) )H2 
EF<i<P1 = t.es11;·GsTRCKP1 l•OSC4RT( ERK P 1 >  
IFCK .GT. 1 1  GO TO 445 
IFl En:<Pl .GE. o . S• ERK I  60 TO 460 
GO TO 450 
445 IFC ER:<li1 . L E .  DHIH 1 < ERK,ERKP 1 ) )  GO TO 4.55 
IFC EF<K?1 .GE. ERK .CR. K .EQ . 12) GO TO 460 
lf50 K = K P 1  
ERK = ERKP 1 
GO TO 460 
455 K = KH1 
ERK = ERKH1 
460 HllEW = H + H 
IFC PHASE 1 l  GO TO 465 
IF< P5EPS .GE.  ERK•T�O I K+ 1 1 l  GO TO 465 
Ht\EU = H 
IFC PSEPS .GE. ERKl GO TO 465 
TEli?2 = 1<+1 
R = C P5EFS/ERK l••l 1 . 0/TEHP21 
Ht:EM = AOS:iliCll�X 1 1 0 .�00,DMIN1 1 0 .�00,R > l  
Ht-:::M = DSIGIH Cl1AX11Hl{EW, FOURU�o�ssc x » . H l  

































































LEV�l 2 . 2  C���T 7 6 1  OS/360 FO�TRAN H EXTEr.;oEO DATE 79. 153/C 0 . 49 . 3 1  
J?Tlot\S I N  Hr-;:cr: t-:t.: :=:n:AINl NCOPTI:·l!ZE Lit-:::cmam 6 0 l  S!ZEfl�t.Xl AUTC:�uN::·El 









IS:l 0 0 1 0  
ISN 0 0 1 1  
IS:I 0012 
IStl 0013 
ISN 00 14 
IS:i CG15 
ISN 0010 
1s:1 oo 17 
lSi-l 0018 





















�;::.�uUTitlE lt;TR?I x. y . xc:.!T . YO:JT . YfCUT ,NECN,KOLO. PiU , PSI ,I2 l 
Itli'LICIT RE�L._3 C A-H ,O-Z I 
Dil :i:i\SIO:l YINEC:N ) .  YO!.JTO�=:c� ) . YFO:JTI NEClH , PHI omm. 16 ) ,PSI( 12 l 
DI: :::NS�:�I GC 1 3 1 ,UC 1 3 1 ,r.1:01 1 3 1  
D�TA Gl l l/ 1 . 01,r.r.01 1 l/ 1 . 0/ 
HI = XOUT - X 
KI = KOLO + 1 
KIP1 : KI + 1 
DO 5 I = 1 .IG 
TH:P1 : I 
5 � I l l  = 1 . 01TEKP1 
TERtl : 0 . 0  
DO 1 5  J = 2,KI 
J:l1 = J - , 
FSIJH1 : PSIIJ� 1 l  
�.:.r::·:A = < H I  + HRH l/FS !J:1 1 
ETA : HI/F5!J�l1 
LIHIT1 : KIP1 - J 
CO 10 I = 1 , LIH�T1 
10 �! I I  : G��A��C l l  - ETA .. �I I + 1 l  
G C  J I  : kl 1 l 
n::H J l : C:.!.I ::'.A>"-1\HOI J�; 1 l 
15 TC:<:i : PSI J;: 1 
DO 20 L = 1 . r:Ec:1 
YrCJT l l l  = 0 . 0  
20 YCUi C L l = G . O  
D O  3 0  J = 1 , K I  
I = K : P 1  - J 
":"Et:F'2 = C! I I 
Tm<·3 = l\l:Jc r 1 
DO 25 L = 1 , �:EC�I 
YCUTI l l  = YCUTt l l  + TH!?2�FHIC L ,  I >  
25 YfC:.JH l l  = YrvUi( l l  + TEt:?3•FHit L ,  I )  
30 CO:-lTJt,!JE 
DO 35 l = 1 , NEC:l 














CCCC.S 1 C ;J  






oocos:::c o  
COC05210 
00005220 
OOC05:!30 
cco�s2.:.o 
OOJG5250 
coo:s::6o 
ooc:is3co 
occ�5::;10 
00035320 
00005330 
OCC:J53'1 0 
000�5�50 
0(:0053:0 
OvC05370 
O\l�v53�J 
0�0053')0 
O�CJ54CO 
O:JC054i0 
occo.::e;:::3 
00005430 
00005440 
